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ABSTRACT
Astronomical and cosmological observations suggest that 80% of the matter content
of the universe is made up of dark matter. However, except for its gravitational
interactions with ordinary matter particles, there is no evidence of its interactions via
other known forces. A variety of extensions to the Standard Model of particle physics
predict the existence of a weakly interacting massive particle which can account for
the existence of dark matter. Even though these hypothetical particles can explain the
abundance of dark matter in the universe, previous searches showed no direct evidence
of their existence. In this thesis, a search for dark matter production in proton-proton
collisions at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is presented.
The observation of a new particle compatible with the Standard Model Higgs boson
in 2012 by the ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC enabled new search channels
for dark matter production at particle colliders. This thesis describes a search for dark
matter produced in association with a Higgs boson decaying to a bottom quark and an
anti-bottom quark (bb¯) with the ATLAS experiment. The search was conducted using
proton-proton collision data gathered from 2015 and 2016 at a center-of-mass energy
vi
of 13 TeV at the LHC. The analysis is performed by selecting final states compatible
with a Higgs boson decaying to a bb¯ pair recoiling against dark matter particles which
are detected as large missing transverse energy (EmissT ). The observations show no
significant deviation from Standard Model expectations without dark matter. The
results are converted to limits on the parameter space of a Z ′-2HDM signal model as
well as limits on production cross sections of beyond the Standard Model processes
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In the past century, a number of experiments have displayed a disagreement between
the known laws of physics and observations at large astronomical scales. There is
strong evidence for new physics at galactic scales shown by anomalous observations
in galaxy rotation curves [1, 2], weak modulation of strong lensing around individual
massive elliptical galaxies [3, 4], weak gravitational lensing of distant galaxies by
foreground structure [5, 6], the velocity dispersions of dwarf spheroidal galaxies [7–9],
spiral galaxy satellites [10, 11], and galaxies in galaxy clusters [12–15]. In addition to all
these anomalous observations, an analysis of the anisotropy in the Cosmic Microwave
Background shows evidence that the matter content of the universe on cosmological
scales cannot be explained by ordinary matter [16–18]. These observations suggest a
new form of matter known as “dark” matter (DM).
There is little information about the particle nature of DM obtained through
experiments thus far. Cosmological observations suggest that a DM particle will
be abundant, non-relativistic, stable, and have very weak interactions with ordinary
matter apart from gravitation. This DM particle is not consistent with any of the
particles in the Standard Model (SM) of particle physics, and therefore is evidence for
new physics.
Although there are many beyond the SM (BSM) models that predict a particle that
can account for DM, this thesis focuses on the detection of a class of particles called
Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs). A WIMP is a new massive elementary
2particle that interacts with ordinary matter via gravitation and other forces similar
in strength to the weak nuclear force. If a WIMP with a mass around 100 GeV was
produced in the early universe in thermal equilibrium with the ordinary matter, today
it will be a non-relativistic particle that predicts the correct relic abundance of DM
obtained by cosmological observations. There is a large number of possible extensions
to the SM which have a stable particle with the properties of a WIMP.
Assuming WIMP DM implies that there is a non-gravitational interaction between
DM and SM particles. This leads to three possible approaches for a WIMP search:
direct detection, indirect detection and collider detection (Fig. 1·1).
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Figure 1·1: Feynman diagrams of the three different methods of DM detec-
tion: (left) direct detection, (middle) indirect detection and (right) collider
detection. The arrows under the diagrams show the direction of time.
Direct detection experiments are based on the assumption that there is an abun-
dance of DM in our galaxy which should pass through Earth. The interactions of
these particles with SM particles can be detected by observing the recoil energies of
nuclei or electrons as WIMPs elastically scatter off them. These experiments search
for DM particles assuming either that DM-SM interaction depends on the spin of the
target particle (spin-dependent or SD) [19–21] or that it is independent of the spins of
the particles (spin-independent or SI) [22–25].
Indirect detection experiments observe the radiation of SM particles produced in
3DM annihilations or decays. The amount of radiation depends on the DM annihilation
rate, therefore these searches either focus on locations where the DM density is
large, such as the galactic center, or other regions which can amplify the annihilation
process, such as the center of the Sun. The SM particles used as observables include
gamma-rays [26–28], neutrinos [29, 30], positrons [31, 32], and anti-protons [33, 34].
Collider experiments utilize the inverse process of indirect detection experiments.
In this approach DM will be produced as a final product in a SM-SM interaction.
Since the interactions between a WIMP and ordinary matter are weak, a WIMP
produced in a collider experiment will not interact with the detector. Therefore these
searches focus on measuring the amount of missing momentum which can be used
as evidence for DM. Collider searches are highly model dependent, and mainly focus
on constraining parameters of a set of simplified models [35–40]. However it is also
possible to obtain limits with only a few model dependent assumptions.
This thesis focuses on a collider search for DM using both a simplified model that
includes a WIMP DM candidate, and a generalized approach to extend these limits
to all models with similar DM production signatures. The theoretical background
of this search, including a brief description of the SM and the current status of DM
models, is presented in Chapter 2. The experimental apparatus used for the search,
the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and the ATLAS detector, is described in Chapter
3. A detailed description of the ATLAS detector is given to provide a fundamental
understanding of the techniques used in the analysis. Chapter 4 presents a search for
a DM particle using the ATLAS detector. This chapter describes the details of an
analysis of proton-proton collision events where a large missing transverse momentum
is produced in association with a Higgs boson which decays to bb¯ quarks. Finally, the
conclusions are presented in Chapter 5.
Natural units, where c = ~ = 1, are used throughout this thesis. With this
4selection, masses, momenta and energies of all physics objects are measured in units of
electron volts (eV). The unit of electromagnetic charge is taken as e =
√
4piα, where
α ≈ 1/137 is the electromagnetic fine structure constant. In all the equations that
appear in this thesis, any repeated indices are assumed to be implicitly summed over,
unless explicitly stated otherwise.
5Chapter 2
Theoretical Background
The focus of this thesis is the search for DM with the ATLAS experiment. In order to
provide a background for particle physics searches and the DM signal model used in
this thesis, a description of the current status of theoretical models will be presented.
This chapter starts with a short description of the SM of particle physics, and then
continues with a discussion of the current status of DM models and experimental
searches.
2.1 The Standard Model
The Standard Model of particle physics is the theory that describes the fundamental
laws of physics with the exception of gravity. It involves the properties of elementary
particles, both matter particles and force-carriers, and the interactions between them.
The SM is a quantum field theory with an SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y gauge
symmetry, where the SU(3)C part is called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), and
the SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y part is called the Electroweak (EW) theory. The EW gauge
symmetry is spontaneously broken by the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field.
The particle content of the SM is listed in Table 2.1 and consists of the force-carrier
spin-1 vector bosons of the SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y gauge symmetries, the spin-0
scalar Higgs boson associated with the Higgs field, and the matter particles which are
the spin-1/2 fermions.




















Table 2.1: The particle content of the SM. Matter particles are listed on the
left, force-carriers and the Higgs boson are listed on the right.
force. After the spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) the EW force-carriers are
associated with the weak and electromagnetic forces. The force-carriers of the weak
force are called the W± and Z bosons, and the force-carrier of electromagnetism is
called the photon (γ). The W± and Z bosons gain masses due to the SSB while the
photon remains massless.
The matter content of the SM consists of spin-1/2 fermions: quarks, leptons and
their respective anti-particles. While quarks interact with all of the fundamental forces,
leptons do not interact via the strong force. There are three generations of matter
particles in the SM. Although each generation carries identical SU(3)C⊗SU(2)W⊗U(1)Y
charges, the masses of the particles increase from the first generation to the third.
Finally, the Higgs boson is the only spin-0 particle of the SM and is a result of the
Higgs field having a vacuum expectation value which also breaks the EW symmetry
spontaneously.
The SM Lagrangian can be grouped into three parts as follows:
LSM = LEW + LQCD + LHiggs . (2.1)
7The details of each of these parts will be described in the following sections.
2.1.1 Electroweak Theory
Electroweak theory is a renormalizable SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y gauge theory that is formed
by the combination of a non-Abelian SU(2)W symmetry and a U(1)Y symmetry. It
was formulated by Glashow, Weinberg, and Salam in 1960s [41–43]. Before the EW
symmetry breaking, there are four massless force-carriers (gauge bosons), three of
them are associated with the SU(2)W symmetry (W 1,2,3µ ) and one of them belongs to
the U(1)Y symmetry (Bµ). The charge of the SU(2)W symmetry is the weak isospin
denoted by I. The charge associated with the U(1)Y symmetry is the weak hypercharge
Y . The weak hypercharge Y , the third component of the weak isospin I3, and the
electromagnetic charge Q are related to each other by:




The gauge bosons of a gauge theory are associated with the generators of that
symmetry group, and thus belong to the adjoint representation of the symmetry group.
Therefore the gauge bosons of SU(2)W, which are associated with the generators of

















The Pauli matrices obey the following commutation relations:
[σa, σb] = 2iabcσc (2.4)
where abc is the Levi-Civita symbol. The generator for the U(1)Y symmetry Y is the
8identity matrix, and its commutation relations are trivial.
The field strength tensors of SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y are given by:
W aµν = ∂µW
a
ν − ∂νW aµ − gabcW bµW cν
Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ
(2.5)
where g is the gauge coupling constant for SU(2)W. The gauge fields W aµ and Bµ
transform under SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y as:









where g′ is the gauge coupling constant for U(1)Y, and αa(x) and β(x) are infinitesimal
SU(2)W and U(1)Y transformation parameters, respectively.
The matter particles of the SM have different SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y charges depending
on their chirality. The gauge bosons of SU(2)W symmetry only interact with the
left-handed chiral component of quarks and leptons. While the left-handed chiral














`iR , uiR , diR
(2.7)
where i denotes the generation index, and L and R denote the left or right-handed
chiral components. The I3 and Y charges for the left-handed and right-handed fermions
are given by:
9I3νL = I3uL =
1
2
I3`L = I3dL = −
1
2
I3`R = I3uR = I3dR = 0










where the generation index i is omitted. Under SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y transformations the
matter fields transform as:
ψL(x)→ eiαa(x)σa2 +iβ(x)Y ψL(x)
ψR(x)→ eiβ(x)Y ψR
(2.9)
where ψL and ψR denote any of the left-handed or right-handed fields. The EW















where j denotes the generation index, and Dµ,L and Dµ,R are the covariant derivatives
for the SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y gauge theory which are given by:
Dµ,L = ∂µ + ig
σa
2











Quantum Chromodynamics is a renormalizable non-Abelian SU(3)C gauge theory
which was mainly developed in the 1960s and 1970s and describes the dynamics of
the strong force [44–48]. The force-carriers of QCD are called the gluons, which are
massless. The QCD charge is called color, and only the particles that carry color
charge are affected by the strong force. The only particles in the SM that carry
the color charge are quarks, anti-quarks and gluons. There are three types of color
charge which are named red, blue and green. Quarks belong to the fundamental
representation of SU(3)C and they carry one type of color charge, whereas the anti-
quarks carry the anti-charges (anti-red, anti-blue, anti-green). Gluons belong to the
adjoint representation of SU(3)C, and the SU(3)C generators associated with them
are equivalent to one half of the Gell-Mann matrices λa that are listed below:
λ1 =
0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 , λ2 =
0 −i 0i 0 0
0 0 0
 , λ3 =




0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
 , λ5 =
0 0 −i0 0 0
i 0 0
 , λ6 =




0 0 00 0 −i
0 i 0
 , λ8 = 1√
3




The Gell-Mann matrices obey the following commutation relations:
[λa, λb] = 2ifabcλc (2.13)
where fabc are called the SU(3)C structure constants. The field strength tensor of




ν − ∂νGaµ − gsfabcGbµGcν (2.14)











where i is the generation index, α is the color charge, and q can be any of the previously
defined quark fields Q, uR or dR.
The full EW + QCD Lagrangian can then be written as:




















where Dµ,L and Dµ,R are now the covariant derivatives for the full SU(3)C⊗SU(2)W⊗
U(1)Y gauge theory, and are given by:



















where the sums over a and b are the sums over SU(3)C and SU(2)W generators
respectively.
2.1.3 Higgs Mechanism
The SM Lagrangian defined above does not introduce masses for any of the particles.
However, all the matter particles that are observed are massive. In order to correctly
describe the matter particles, the full SM Lagrangian should include mass terms for
fermions. Massive Dirac fermions, such as the fermions we have in the SM, acquire
their masses through terms which include both their left-handed and right-handed
components:
−mψ¯ψ = −m(ψ¯LψR + ψ¯RψL) . (2.19)
This mass term is clearly not invariant under the EW SU(2)W symmetry, since
in the EW theory the left-handed and right-handed components of a fermion field
have different SU(2)W charges. To overcome this problem, in the 1960s several people
proposed a way to break the SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y symmetry dynamically, which makes it
possible for the dynamically broken EW symmetry to allow for massive Dirac fermions
as well as massive bosons [49–54].
This mechanism, known as the Higgs mechanism, introduces a new complex scalar
field to the SM. This new field φ is an SU(2)W doublet with hypercharge Yφ = 1 and









With the inclusion of this new field it is now possible to have Yukawa interactions
for the fermions which are invariant under SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y:
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LYukawa = −yij` L¯iφ`jR − yiju Q¯iφcujR − yijd Q¯iφdjR (2.21)
where yijf are the Yukawa couplings for a given fermion field f , i and j are generation
indices, and φc is the conjugate of the scalar field:





However these terms still do not generate any masses for the fermions as the EW
symmetry is still intact. The EW symmetry breaking happens in the kinetic terms of
the new scalar field:
Lφ = ||Dµφ||2 − V (φ) . (2.23)
If the new scalar field is allowed to have a potential term V (φ) given by:
V (φ) = µ2φ†φ+ λ(φ†φ)2 (2.24)
where µ2 < 0, and λ > 0, then the potential has a minimum energy for a non-zero
ground state expectation value of the field φ:











is called the vacuum expectation value of the Higgs field.
The scalar doublet can be written in its general form as an expansion around the
minimum of the potential. The first order expansion has the form:
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φ(x) =
 θ2(x) + iθ1(x)
1√
2
[v + h(x)]− iθ3(x)
 . (2.26)


























where Zµ is one of the two linear combinations of the generators of SU(2)W ⊗ U(1)Y
symmetry W 3µ and Bµ. The other linear combination Aµ does not interact directly
with the scalar field after the EW symmetry breaking. The two linear combinations
are defined by:
Zµ = cos θW W
3
µ − sin θW Bµ
Aµ = sin θW W
3
µ + cos θW Bµ
(2.29)
where θW is called the weak mixing angle that rotates the W 3-B boson plane to Z-A
boson plane and sin θW and cos θW are defined as:
sin θW =
g′√
g2 + g′ 2
, cos θW =
g√
g2 + g′ 2
. (2.30)
As it can be seen from Eq. (2.28), due to the scalar field having a non-zero vacuum
expectation value, the gauge bosons W± and Z now have non-zero masses whereas
15








The EW symmetry is now broken from a full SU(2)W⊗U(1)Y symmetry to only a
U(1)EM symmetry, and three of the four gauge bosons now have non-zero masses. The
new U(1)EM symmetry is named electromagnetism and A is identified as the photon
field. The coupling strength of this new field is given by:
e = g sin θW = g
′ cos θW . (2.32)
After the symmetry breaking, the Yukawa interactions defined in Eq. (2.21) lead
to mass terms for fermions:




iL(v + h)`jR −
1√
2
yiju u¯iL(v + h)ujR −
1√
2
yijd d¯iL(v + h)djR . (2.33)





Notice that in Eq. (2.33), there is a sum over the generation indices i and j. In
general the Yukawa interaction matrices can have non-diagonal terms.
The Lagrangian of the SM should be symmetric under the unitary transformations
of the fermion fields:
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`iL → V `ijL`jL , `iR → V `ijR`jR
uiL → V uijLujL , uiR → V uijRujR
diL → V dijLdjL , diR → V dijRdjR .
(2.35)
It is possible to use these transformations to diagonalize Yukawa matrices for
fermions. Since originally the SM neutrinos were assumed to be massless1, in the
original SM there is only one Yukawa matrix for leptons in the Lagrangian and its
diagonalization has no effect on lepton interactions. However, since up and down-type
quarks both have different Yukawa matrices, yiju and y
ij
d respectively, the diagonalization
of these matrices leads to quark mixing through weak interactions which is described
by the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [55, 56]. The CKM matrix Vij
can be constructed by diagonalizing the Yukawa matrix for up-type quarks (ui), and
the relations between weak interaction eigenstates (d′i) and the mass eigenstates (di)
of down-type quarks are given by:
d′i = Vijdj . (2.36)
In the SM generation mixing happens only through Yukawa couplings and the
CKM matrix. Ignoring the Yukawa couplings, different generations of fermion fields
are independent of each other, and behave identically under the SM gauge symmetries.
This leads to a conservation of the generation number and is named the flavor symmetry.
However, the simultaneously undiagonalizable Yukawa couplings for fermions leads to
a mixing of fermion generations and therefore violates this flavor symmetry.
Finally, after the symmetry breaking, the potential term of the new scalar field is
1Although it is now known that the neutrinos are massive, original SM only had massless neutrinos.
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given by:
V (φ) = −1
2
λv2(v + h)2 +
1
4
λ(v + h)4 . (2.37)
The potential after symmetry breaking gives mass to a scalar particle h, named
the Higgs boson, and also describes its self interactions. The interactions of Higgs
boson with other particles are described by Eq. (2.28) and (2.33).




















+ ||Dµφ||2 − V (φ)− yij` L¯iφ`jR − yiju Q¯iφujR − yijd Q¯iφdjR .
(2.38)
2.1.4 The Higgs Boson
The EW symmetry breaking through the Higgs Mechanism predicts a massive spin-0
particle called the Higgs boson. The mass term for the Higgs boson appears in the




The Higgs potential also includes self interactions of the Higgs boson. Interac-
tions between Higgs boson and other SM particles can be extracted from Eq. (2.28)
and (2.33). These interactions together describe the production and decay processes
of the Higgs boson and they are given by:
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The corresponding Feynman diagrams are given in Figure 2·1.
ATLAS and CMS experiments discovered a particle consistent with the Higgs
boson predicted by the SM in July 2012 [57, 58]. Current experimental results show
that it has a mass of 125.09± 0.21(stat)± 0.11(syst) GeV, and its interactions with
SM particles are in agreement with the SM predictions [59].
The most relevant decay modes and corresponding branching ratios (B) for a SM
Higgs boson with mh = 125 GeV are given in Table 2.2.
2.2 Status of Dark Matter Models and Measurements
The SM discussed in this chapter cannot explain the observed matter content of the
Universe. Although there are many extensions of the SM that predict a DM particle,
this section will focus on models that are commonly used in collider DM searches, and
specifically the DM signal model used in the analysis that is presented in Chapter 4.
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Figure 2·1: Feynman diagrams of the interactions of the Higgs boson.
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Decay channel Branching Ratio Relative Uncertainty
h→ bb¯ 5.84× 10−1 +3.2%−3.3%
h→ W+W− 2.14× 10−1 +4.3%−4.2%
h→ τ+τ− 6.27× 10−2 +5.7%−5.7%
h→ ZZ 2.62× 10−2 +4.3%−4.1%
h→ γγ 2.27× 10−3 +5.0%−4.9%
h→ Zγ 1.53× 10−3 +9.0%−8.9%
h→ µ+µ− 2.18× 10−4 +6.0%−5.9%
Table 2.2: Most relevant decay modes and corresponding branching ratios
(B) for a SM Higgs boson with mh = 125 GeV [60].
There are many full theories that introduce new symmetries and particles to
the SM to overcome some of its shortcomings. In a number of these theories there
is a naturally appearing particle that can explain the observed abundance of DM.
These full theoretical extensions of the SM are attractive as they can give a complete
description of the dynamics of the DM sector and their interactions with the SM
sector. However these theories usually have complex phenomenologies and from an
experimental point of view it is unrealistic to do individual searches for every extension
of the SM. Therefore in the context of collider experiments for DM detection it is
useful to make use of effective field theories (EFT) or simplified models.
The EFT approach assumes that the energy scale of the new physics is large
compared to the energies accessible at the experiment, and describe the interactions
by using effective operators. The effective operators are derived by integrating the
particles with masses above the energy scale of the experiment out of the theory. In
this approach the only new particle that is accessible at the experiments is the DM
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particle whose interactions with the SM sector is described by contact interactions.
EFTs are generally non-renormalizable theories and their validity breaks down at
energies comparable to the masses of the particles that have been integrated out.
The simplified model approach only considers renormalizable interactions and
therefore does not have the validity problems of EFTs. A simplified model is a
complete model with only minimal additions to the SM that captures the kinematics
and final states of DM production. Such simplified models are useful as they describe
the kinematics of the interactions more realistically compared to the EFT approach
which can be used to increase the accuracy of experimental analysis through use of
more sophisticated experimental techniques.
In the EFT and simplified model approaches the DM is assumed to be a single
particle even though the rich particle content of the SM suggests that the DM sector
most likely consists of more than one particle. This assumption is usually made to
simplify DM searches, and a discovery of such a DM particle can be used as a starting
point for further searches of the DM sector.
In the EFTs and simplified models presented in this section the DM particle is
assumed to be a stable massive Dirac fermion (χ) with no electromagnetic or color
charge and it does not interact with the particle detectors. For the models discussed
here, the kinematics of the final states for Majorana fermion or scalar DM only have
minor differences compared to the Dirac fermion case. Therefore the conventional
choice of a Dirac fermion DM should be sufficient [61].
The EFT and simplified model methods are assumed to be in compliance with
Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV). MFV assumes that the new physics do not introduce
additional flavor violation to the SM. Any flavor violating terms should follow the
same structure as the SM. Therefore spin-0 particles that mediate the interactions
(mediators) between the SM sector and DM sector should have couplings to SM
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fermions that are proportional to the SM Higgs boson couplings, and spin-1 mediators
should have generation universal couplings to SM fermions. Even though there is no
requirement for new physics processes to be compliant with MFV, this assumption
guarantees that these DM models do not violate the existing constraints from flavor
physics.
2.2.1 Supersymmetry
An example of a full theoretical extension of the SM is supersymmetry (SUSY).
Supersymmetric theories [62] extend the space-time symmetries of the SM by adding a
symmetry that connects bosonic particles to fermionic ones. Under this symmetry every
boson of the SM has a fermionic partner and vice versa. Even though supersymmetric
models have been mainly developed to extend the SM to explain some its shortcomings
such as the hierarchy problem, they can also include new particles that can explain
the particle nature of the DM.
In the SM, there is an enormous difference between the EW energy scale (∼102
GeV) and the Planck energy scale (∼1019 GeV). The presence of this hierarchy between
the two energy scales is not explained in the SM. This hierarchy problem is closely
related to the naturalness of the Higgs mass [62]. According to the SM perturbative
corrections to the Higgs mass can be on the order of the Planck scale. However,
the observed Higgs mass is around the EW scale which requires precise cancellation
between some of the perturbative corrections. In supersymmetric models, the new
particles introduced by the model can provide an explanation for this difference of
energy scales as well as the observed value of the mass of the Higgs boson.
The simplest supersymmetric model is the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard
Model (MSSM) [63–65]. The MSSM extends the SM by the smallest possible number of
new fields necessary to produce the SM at the EW scale. It only introduces fermionic
superpartners to the SM gauge fields (gauginos), scalar superpartners to the SM
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fermionic fields (squarks and sleptons), one additional Higgs field and two fermionic
Higgs superpartners (Higgsinos).
On top of this, MSSM introduces a new symmetry called the R-parity which is a
multiplicative quantum number and is defined as:
R = (−1)3B+L+2s (2.43)
where B and L are the baryon and lepton numbers and s is the spin of the particle.
Baryon and lepton numbers are conserved quantum numbers of the SM, and are
defined such that all the quarks (and squarks) have B = 1/3 and L = 0, and all the
leptons (and sleptons) have B = 0 and L = 1. B and L for gauge bosons and their
superpartners is 0, and anti-particles have the negative value of B and L. Therefore
all SM particles have R = 1 and all the superpartners have R = −1. As a consequence
of R-parity, the superpartners can only decay to an odd number of superpartners.
Then the lightest superpartner cannot decay and therefore is stable. Such a particle,
called the lightest supersymmetric partner (LSP), with no electromagnetic or color
charge can be the perfect DM candidate.
Although MSSM and other SUSY models are attractive extensions to SM, current
experimental results greatly limit their parameter spaces. Figure 2·2 shows a summary
of current limits on various supersymmetric partner masses obtained by the ATLAS
experiment. Similar results have been obtained by the CMS experiment [66].
2.2.2 Extra-Dimensional Theories
Another common way of extending the symmetries of the SM is to introduce extra
space-time dimensions. The concept of introducing extra dimensions is based on
the idea of Kaluza to unify classical EM with gravity by increasing the number of







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































dimensions can be used to build full theories that can solve the hierarchy problem of
the SM.
These extra-dimensional models describe the four dimensional space-time on a
structure called the brane that is embedded in a n-dimensional bulk. The hierarchy
problem can then be addressed by postulating that either the extra dimensions
are compactified on a topology such as in the Arkani-Hamed, Dimopoulos, Dvali
(ADD) scenario [69], or that the extra dimensions have large curvatures (warped extra
dimensions) such as in the Randall-Sundrum (RS) scenario [70]. In these scenarios the
SM fields are confined in the four dimensional brane, and are not allowed to propagate
in the bulk. On the other hand Universal Extra Dimensions (UED) scenarios [71]
postulate that all the SM fields can propagate in the bulk.
In all of these models the extra-dimensions are compactified to some size R. A
result of having compactified extra dimensions is that the fields that are propagating
in the bulk have their momenta quantized in the units of compactification scale
p2 ∼ 1/R2. This results in a series of mass eigenstates with masses mn = n/R, called
a Kaluza-Klein (KK) tower, that can be observed in the four dimensional universe.
If the lightest of these particles, called the Lightest Kaluza-Klein particle (LKP), is
stable due to some symmetry, then it can be a DM candidate.
There is significant motivation to explore full theoretical extensions to the SM such
as the two examples presented above. However, there are many possible variations
of these models with different phenomenologies, and also a large number of different
classes of models which are not discussed here. An exhaustive search for all such
possible full theories is impossible to perform. Therefore DM experiments usually
make use of EFTs and simplified models that capture the essential properties of the
full models without going into finer details that are unimportant for a DM particle
search.
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2.2.3 Effective Field Theories
A method that was widely used in early DM searches at the LHC is the EFT
approach[72, 73]. This approach assumes that the SM is extended by a number
of mediator particles and the DM particle. The masses of mediator particles (M*)
between the DM sector and SM particles are assumed to be large compared to the
energy scales that are accessible in the experiments. In these cases the mediator
particles can be integrated out, leaving only the DM particle (χ) and the SM sector in
the theory. The interactions between DM and SM particles can be considered contact
interactions that capture the basic properties of the underlying physics. The resulting
EFT operators for contact interactions will have dimensions four or higher. Since
the strengths of higher dimensional operators are suppressed by the powers of the
EFT scale M*, only a finite number of operators with dimensions close to four are
required. As long as the mass of the DM particle is sufficiently smaller than M* the
EFT approach is expected to describe all the relevant physics.
Effective field theories are commonly used by direct detection experiments for
extracting constraints for DM models in addition to providing the conventional SI and
SD DM-nucleon scattering cross section constraints. Using an EFT provides a number
of operators that can be probed with a direct detection experiment and allows DM
models to be more easily constrained due to the variety of operators. For a typical
direct detection experiment, the momentum transfer for the scattering process is on
the order of keV-MeV and there are no validity concerns for the EFT approach.
At colliders, the existence of a non-interacting DM particle is deduced from the
momentum imbalance in the transverse plane, using the missing transverse momentum
(~p missT ) and its magnitude missing transverse energy (EmissT ). If a pair of DM particles is
produced with large momenta, it can be detected as missing transverse momentum as
they recoil from SM model particles that are produced in the event. In colliders, initial
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state particles can radiate SM particles independent of the actual hard scattering
vertex (Figure 2·3). Such events can be recorded by using the large momentum of
the initial state radiation (ISR) and they lead to the signature EmissT +X, commonly
called “mono-X”, where X denotes any SM signature.
q¯ g  ¯
q  
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Figure 2·3: An example Feynman diagram for the pair production of DM
particles in an effective field theory with a gluon radiated from the initial
state.
Although the EFT approach was widely used in the previous generation of particle
experiments [74] and earlier ATLAS and CMS searches [75–86], the increase of center-
of-mass energies at the LHC caused this approach to be invalid. The typical magnitude
of momentum transfer at the LHC, which is on the order of TeV, creates validity
issues for EFTs with energy scales around TeV or lower. Therefore a simplified model
approach is the currently preferred method for collider experiments.
2.2.4 Simplified Models
In order to circumvent the validity issues, a DM model without effective operators is
required. In this approach the DM particle and the mediator between the SM and
DM sectors are explicitly added to the SM and only the renormalizable interactions
are considered. These simplified models extend the SM minimally by only adding the
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necessary particles and interactions to capture the final states and their kinematics.
Therefore simplified models are not full theories and they usually leave out some of
the details of a full theory that are necessary for self-consistency. However they are
useful for DM searches as they create benchmarks that are easily comparable to full
theories.
Adding a new mediator and a DM particle to the SM introduces new parameters.
A simplified model will have new parameters such as the coupling of the mediator to
the SM particles (gq), the coupling of the mediator to DM particles (gχ), the mediator
mass (mmed), the DM mass (mχ), and possibly some other extra parameters depending
on the model. In simplified models, the decay width of the mediator is calculated by
assuming that the mediator only decays to the minimal set of particles required for
the self-consistency of the model. The kinematic distributions of the final states do
not depend significantly on the mediator decay width as long as the width is smaller
than the mediator mass [61].
One advantage of collider experiments compared to the direct and indirect detection
experiments is the ability to detect and characterize the mediator particle. Therefore
the study of the mediator is a central part of collider searches and these models.
Simplified models explore the possibilities of having mediator particles with different
spins and coupling to SM and DM sectors. The models are usually classified by the
type of their mediator particle.
The presence of DM production through a mediator also creates an opportunity
for the detection of the mediator through SM signatures. If the new mediator can
decay to a pair of quarks or leptons, these processes will be detectable at particle
colliders as dijet or dilepton signals respectively. Dijet [87–90] and dilepton [91–94]
searches can directly look for a new mediator, and place limits on their masses and
couplings to SM fermions.
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2.2.4.1 Vector and Axial-Vector Mediators
One of the simplest extensions to the SM that includes a DM candidate is achieved by
adding another U(1)Z′ symmetry and a DM particle that is only charged under the
new U(1)Z′ symmetry [95, 96]. If some of the SM particles are charged under this new
symmetry, then it is possible to produce DM in SM particle collisions through the new
U(1)Z′ mediator Z ′. These models can be split into two categories depending on the
couplings of the mediator particle. The interaction Lagrangians for a model with a
vector mediator and another model with an axial-vector mediator is given in Eq. 2.44.
Lvector = −g`Z ′µ ¯`iγµ`i − gqZ ′µq¯iγµqi − gχZ ′µχ¯γµχ
Laxial-vector = −g`Z ′µ ¯`iγµγ5`i − gqZ ′µq¯iγµγ5qi − gχZ ′µχ¯γµγ5χ
(2.44)
where the sums over different quarks and leptons are omitted.
In the models described above the mediator particle Z ′ does not carry a color
charge and the DM is produced in the s-channel. A possible tree level DM production
diagram in the presence of an ISR of a gluon is given in Figure 2·4. Following the
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Figure 2·4: A possible tree level s-channel DM production diagram through
a spin-1 mediator with a gluon radiated from the initial state.
Although it is possible to have models with mixed vector and axial-vector couplings
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for Z ′, such models do not result in different final state kinematics than the models
described here.
Different choices for the Z ′ couplings are used to create benchmark models that
can be compared to full theories. The two scenarios that are commonly considered
are leptophobic and non-leptophobic mediators.
In the non-leptophobic mediator case, Z ′ couples to all the SM leptons and quarks
(gq, g` 6= 0). These models have strong limits on their parameter space due to dilepton
searches.
In the leptophobic mediator models it is assumed that the mediator Z ′ does not
couple to leptons (g` = 0). This is commonly done to avoid constraining the parameter
space by the measurements of dilepton processes. Therefore these models only have
four free parameters apart from the spin structure of the couplings, gq, gχ, mχ, mmed.
As long as 2mχ ≤ mmed the Z ′ will be on-shell, and the kinematic distributions
of the final state do not depend significantly on the couplings gq, g` and gχ [61].
Therefore these models usually scan the parameter space of (mmed,mχ) while keeping
the values of the couplings fixed. The values of the couplings are usually chosen
with consideration of dijet and dilepton searches. The commonly used benchmark
models have (gq = 0.1, g` = 0.01, gχ = 1) for non-leptophobic vector mediator
case, (gq = g` = 0.1, gχ = 1) for non-leptophobic axial-vector mediator case, and
(gq = 0.25, gχ = 1) for both of the leptophobic cases. With these choices for the
couplings, the ratio of the minimal decay width of the mediator to its mass becomes
Γmin/mmed . 0.06 in accordance with the narrow width assumption.
The current limits on this parameter space for non-leptophobic and leptophobic
mediators obtained by the ATLAS experiment are shown in figures 2·5 and 2·6
respectively. Similar results have been obtained by the CMS experiment [97].
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Figure 2·5: Summary of ATLAS searches for simplified DM models with
non-leptophobic (top) vector and (bottom) axial-vector mediators [98].
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Figure 2·6: Summary of ATLAS searches for simplified DM models with
leptophobic (top) vector and (bottom) axial-vector mediators [98].
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2.2.4.2 Scalar and Pseudo-Scalar Mediators
Another way the DM sector can interact with the SM sector is through spin-0 me-
diators [96, 99, 100]. Similar to the spin-1 mediator approach, only the particles
that are necessary for the self-consistency of the model are added to the SM. The
assumption of MFV implies that the couplings of the new spin-0 particle to the SM
fermions must be proportional to the SM Higgs boson couplings. These models can
be split into two categories depending on the couplings of the mediator particle. The
interaction Lagrangians for a model with a scalar mediator Φ and another model with
an pseudo-scalar mediator a is given in Eq. 2.45.





























where yfi are the Yukawa couplings of the SM. Since the DM particle χ is not charged
under the SM SU(2)W the spin-0 mediator is also an SU(2)W singlet. Therefore the
interactions of the mediator and the SM fermions are not SU(2)W invariant. This can
formally be fixed by introducing more details to the model, such as a mixing between
the spin-0 mediator and the SM Higgs boson. However the phenomenology of these
models is more complex and will not be discussed in this thesis.
In the models described above, the spin-0 mediator particles do not carry a color
charge and the DM is produced in the s-channel. For simplicity, the couplings of
the spin-0 mediator to SM fermions can be taken to be the same, gq = gu = gd = g`.
Therefore the models have only four free parameters apart from the spin structure of
the couplings, gq, gχ, mχ, mmed. As long as 2mχ ≤ mmed the mediator will be on-shell,
and the kinematic distributions of the final state do not depend significantly on the
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couplings gq and gχ [61]. Therefore these models usually scan the parameter space of
(mmed,mχ) while keeping the values of the couplings fixed.
Feynman diagrams for dominant modes of DM production in simplified models
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Figure 2·7: Feynman diagrams for dominant modes of s-channel DM pro-
duction through a spin-0 mediator in presence of an ISR in the LHC.
Figure 2·8 show the current limits on these models obtained by CMS searches.
Both the spin-1 and spin-0 mediator cases that were presented here had DM
production in the s-channel. For completeness, it should be mentioned that it is
possible to have simplified models with t-channel production of DM [102–107]. However
these models require colored mediators and have more complex phenomenology, and
as a result they are left out of this thesis.
2.2.4.3 Two Higgs Doublet Models
Apart from the two classes of models described above, another commonly used type
of simplified model is a DM model with a second Higgs doublet. In these models, an
extra complex scalar SU(2)W doublet field is added to the SM, and the DM sector
only interacts with the SM through the new scalar doublet.
Two Higgs doublet models (2HDMs) are a common tool in many extensions of the
SM. In a 2HDM, the Yukawa couplings for the two scalar fields φ1 and φ2 are given
by:
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Figure 2·8: Summary of CMS searches for simplified DM models with (top)















where the sum over different fermions is omitted and φci is the conjugate of φi. To
avoid flavor violation constraints from measurements, the Yukawa couplings can be
chosen such that there are no flavor changing neutral currents (FCNCs). There are




















` = 0 (Flipped) .
(2.47)
The details of a Type II 2HDM with an extra U(1)Z′ symmetry will be discussed
in the next section and is used in the search for DM that is presented in this thesis.
2.2.5 Z ′-2HDM Signal Model
The analysis described in this thesis considers a simplified model where the SM is
extended by a U(1)Z′ symmetry and the Higgs sector is described by a Type II 2HDM
with two scalar doublets φu and φd [108]. If the U(1)Z′ symmetry is spontenously
broken, this leads to a new massive gauge boson Z ′. The couplings of Z ′ to SM
fermions can be chosen in a way that allows the production of Z ′ in proton-proton
collisions and also avoids potentially stringent limits from dilepton resonances. The
U(1)Z′ charges of scalars, gauge bosons and SM fermions are given in Table 2.3.
Yukawa charges of the SM fermions are chosen such that φu couples to up-type
quarks and φd couples to down-type quarks and leptons. The Lagrangian that describes
the Yukawa interactions is given by:
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φu φd Q uR dR L eR W
± Z γ
U(1)Z′ charge 1/2 0 0 1/2 0 0 0 0 0 0
Table 2.3: U(1)Z′ charges of all the particles except the DM candidate.
LYukawa = −yij` L¯iφd`jR − yiju Q¯iφcuujR − yijd Q¯iφddjR . (2.48)
Assuming MFV, the couplings of Z ′ to SM fermions are independent of generation
and the couplings of the scalar doublets are proportional to SM Higgs boson couplings.
After EW symmetry breaking, the two scalar doublets attain two different vacuum
expectation values vu and vd, and there are five massive spin-0 particles. Out of
these massive spin-0 particles, two are neutral scalars (h and H), one is a neutral
pseudo-scalar (A0), and two of them are charged scalars (H±). In the unitary gauge,




 cos β H+






 − sin β H+
vd − sinα h+ cosα H − i sin β A0
 (2.49)
where β and α are defined such that tan β = vu/vd and α is the mixing angle that
diagonalizes the h-H mass squared matrix.
The neutral scalar h is taken as the scalar particle that is observed by the ATLAS
and CMS experiments with mh ≈ 125 GeV and with couplings to the SM particles
compatible with the SM Higgs boson. The remaining scalars are assumed to have
masses around or above 300 GeV in order to avoid b→ sγ constraints. For the values
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of α and β, the alignment limit (α = β − pi/2) is chosen in accordance with precision
EW measurements [109]. Under this limit the couplings of h approach to those of the
SM Higgs boson. Furthermore the values of the vacuum expectation values are chosen
such that tan β ≥ 0.3 to keep the perturbativity of top Yukawa coupling.
The addition of the new scalar doublet and U(1)Z′ symmetry results in mass
mixing between the Z and Z ′. The tree level masses after the diagonalization of the













where m0Z = g2(v2u + v2d)/(4 cos2 θW ) and m0Z′ are the masses of the bosons before the
mixing, and  is a small mixing parameter. Before the mixing, the value of mZ should





d ≈ 246GeV . (2.51)









The new mass eigenstates after the Z-Z ′ mixing is given by:
Zµ ≈ cos θW W 3µ − sin θW Bµ + BZ
′
µ






µ − sin θW Bµ
) (2.53)
where BZ′µ is the U(1)Z′ gauge field before the mass mixing.
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The DM sector is added to the model through its couplings to the pseudo-scalar
A0. It is assumed that the couplings of DM to A0 is large such that A0 preferably
decays to DM particles through A0 → χ¯χ. With the inclusion of these couplings, this
model leads to a mono-Higgs DM signal through Z ′ → h+ A0 → h+ χ¯χ. However
this model also allows for a Z ′ → h + Z → h + ν¯ν decay which can also create a
mono-Higgs signature. The decay widths for these processes are given by:


















[m2Z′ − (mh +mX)2] [m2Z′ − (mh −mX)2] (2.55)
where X = A0, Z depending on the decay. The mono-Higgs cross sections that are
related to these decay widths depend on tan β, gZ , and mZ′ . Although mono-Higgs
signal from Z ′ → h + A0 dominates over most of the allowed parameter space, the
process Z ′ → h+ Z is non-negligable for some values of tan β and mZ′ as shown in
Figure 2·9.
The model is described by eight free parameters: coupling of Z ′ to SM fermions
gZ , ratio of the two vacuum expectation values tan β, mass of Z ′ (mZ′), mass of A0
(mA0), mass of H (mH), masses of H± (mH±), and mass of χ (mχ). The kinematics
of the final state are mostly independent of variations of gZ , tan β, and mχ as long as
the masses are chosen such that Z ′ and A0 are produced on-shell [61]. Therefore this
model scans the parameter space of (mZ′ ,mA0) while keeping the values of the other
parameters fixed. The value of gZ for a given tan β and mZ′ is constrained by dijet
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Figure 2·9: Ratio of the cross section of mono-Higgs production from
Z ′ → h+A0 to mono-Higgs production from Z ′ → h+ Z for fixed gZ [108].
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searches, and it is chosen such that it does not violate those limits.
The analysis described in this thesis considers this model with the parameters,
tan β = 1, gZ = 0.8, mχ = 100 GeV, and mH = mH± = 300 GeV in accordance with
the suggestions of LHC Dark Matter Working Group (DMWG) [61]. Since the Higgs
boson decays too quickly to be detected by the ATLAS detector it needs to be observed
by detecting its decay products. The decay channel that is used in this analysis is
the h → b¯b due to its large B. Therefore the full process that is being searched for
is Z ′ → h + A0 → b¯b + χ¯χ with the signature of the signal being a pair of b-quarks
recoiling against large missing transverse momentum (Figure 2·10). Although similar
searches have been done in other decay channels such as h→ γγ and h→ τ+τ− [110,
111], the results obtained from these channels are not competitive with the h→ bb¯
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Figure 2·10: Tree level DM production diagram for the Z ′-2HDM signal
model with the Higgs boson decaying to b¯b.
The current limits on this parameter space, obtained by the previous ATLAS
mono-h(bb¯) search in 2015 [112] and a CMS search in 2018 [113] are given in Figures 2·11
and 2·12.
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Figure 2·11: Exclusion contour for the Z ′-2HDM signal model obtained
by the mono-h(bb¯) search in 2015 [112]. The observed limits (solid line)
are consistent with the expectation from the background only hypothesis
(dashed line) within ±1σ uncertainties (filled band). Observed limits from
the previous ATLAS results from Run 1 are also shown (dash-dotted line).
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Figure 2·12: Exclusion contour for the Z ′-2HDM signal model obtained by
the CMS collaboration in 2018 [113].
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Chapter 3
The Large Hadron Collider and the ATLAS
Detector
As discussed before, the search for WIMP DM can be done by one of the three possible
types of experiments. Since this thesis presents a search for DM using collider detection
experiments, a brief discussion of collider physics and the experimental apparatus that
is used in the search are presented in the following sections.
3.1 Collider Physics
Assuming a WIMP implies that the DM can be produced in SM particle collisions.
The general idea of a particle collider experiment is to accelerate two beams of SM
particles in opposite directions to a speed close to the speed of light, and then let them
collide with each other. The colliding particles can be any SM particle as long as they
carry an EM charge, which is required for accelerating and directing the particles by
using EM fields. While this is true, most SM particles that can potentially be used in
colliders have short lifetimes. Therefore, the chosen SM particles are usually electrons,
positrons, protons or anti-protons depending on the experiment.
There are two main parameters of a particle collider experiment, the center-of-mass
energy (
√
s) and the instantaneous luminosity (L). The center-of-mass energy is the
collision energy in the rest frame of the collision, and it determines the energy scale of
the accessible physics processes. In head-on collisions of two accelerated beams,
√
s
is simply the sum of the energies of the two beams
√
s = 2E making these types of
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experiments desirable for reaching higher center-of-mass energies. The instantaneous
luminosity (L) is a measure of how many collisions are happening per second at the
collider, and is related to the particle flux of the beam. L has units of inverse area
per second, and it is dependent on the parameters of the particle beams.
The probability of occurrence of a process that is predicted by theoretical models is
measured by the cross section (σ) for that process. The cross section of a process can
be calculated from the Lagrangian of the model, and has units of area. For any physics





where σ is the production cross section for the process and the second term is the
integrated luminosity. The integrated luminosity is the time integral of L and is used
for quantifying the total amount of collisions that have happened in an experiment
during a given time period. It is typically measured in inverse barns which is equal to
10−24 cm−2.
Cross sections of most physics processes depend on the center-of-mas energy of
the collision. Higher center-of-mass energies allow the on-shell production of particles
with larger masses, which implies an increase in the production cross sections of events
involving these particles. The production cross sections for several SM processes in
proton-proton collisions at different
√
s are shown in Figure 3·1. Most of these SM
processes contribute to the amount of observed background in the analysis described
in this thesis. While productions of W and Z bosons and tt¯ final states are dominant
background contributions with large production cross sections, the other processes
(specifically WW ,WZ,ZZ, single t-quark, SM V h) are subdominant backgrounds for
the mono-h(bb¯) analysis. Increasing the center-of-mass energy and the integrated
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luminosity of a collider experiment also causes an increase in the amount of background





































s = 7 TeV
Data 4.5 − 4.9 fb−1
LHC pp
√
s = 8 TeV
Data 20.2 − 20.3 fb−1
LHC pp
√
s = 13 TeV
Data 3.2 − 36.1 fb−1
Standard Model Total Production Cross Section Measurements
Figure 3·1: Summary of several SM total production cross sections mea-
surements by ATLAS experiment, compared to the corresponding theoretical
expectations at different values of
√
s [114].
The Large Hadron 1 Collider (LHC) [115] is a circular proton-proton collider and
is the particle collider with the highest center-of-mass energy to date. Due to their
large mass, protons and anti-protons emit smaller amounts of synchrotron radiation
compared to electrons and positrons meaning they can be accelerated to higher energies
using the same collider ring. Since protons are easier to obtain than anti-protons by
1Hadrons are composite particles that are made up of quarks and anti-quarks.
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extracting them from hydrogen gas, they are chosen as the SM particle to collide at
the LHC. Since 2011, LHC is the highest instantaneous luminosity hadron collider.
However, the choice of using protons comes with additional complexity due to the
nature of protons. A proton is a hadron, and therefore is not an elementary particle
but a composite one. This causes two complications which affect the cleanliness of
the collisions.
First, any process that is of interest for particle physics will come from the collision
of elementary particles. Therefore in proton-proton collisions apart from the main
“hard” interaction, there will be a number of “spectator” particles that do not take
part in the actual collision, but are merely a result of the now destroyed proton. This
causes additional particle signals at the detectors which need to be accounted for.
Second, the composition of a proton at any given time is not known due to
the nature of strong interactions. Quantum Chromodynamics is a theory that is
asymptotically free, which means that the coupling strength of QCD becomes smaller
in large energies [47, 48]. This also results in large coupling strengths at energies near
proton mass, thus making QCD non-perturbative. Therefore the proton should be
modeled as a mixture of all the quarks, anti-quarks and gluons. The probability of
finding a quark, anti-quark or a gluon (jointly named parton) in a hadron with a
certain fraction of its momentum, is given by Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs).
A PDF (fi(x,Q2)) is a function of the fraction of the hadron’s momentum that is
carried by the parton (x), and the characteristic energy scale of the interaction (Q2),
and is defined for each parton species i. Due to the non-perturbative nature of QCD at
low energies the PDFs cannot be calculated analytically, but need to be determined by
fits to experimental measurements. There are different PDF sets obtained by different
physics groups that agree within a few percent due to differences in methodology. The
analysis discussed in Chapter 4 makes use of several different PDF sets. One of these
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PDF sets is shown in Figure 3·2 for a proton at two different energy scales.
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MSTW 2008 NLO PDFs (68% C.L.)
Figure 3·2: The plots of xfi(x,Q2) for a proton at two different values of
Q2 for the MSTW 2008 LO PDF set [116].
In high energy particle collisions it is possible to produce many particles that are
not accessible in low energies. However, most of these heavy particles decay almost
instantaneously to more stable particles. In particle colliders, there are only a few
particles that reach the detectors from the collision point: electrons, muons, photons,
neutrinos and hadrons. Therefore these detectors are built to detect and capture as
many of these particles as possible. The detectors use trackers in the inner layer to
detect charged particle paths, and electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters around
trackers to measure the energies of electrons, photons and hadrons. Muon detection
systems are usually built on the outermost layer of the detector as muons pass through
other systems without losing much energy and the other particles have been absorbed.
Lastly, the neutrinos are not charged under electromagnetic interactions and do not
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interact with calorimeters, and therefore their presence is measured by measuring the
momentum imbalance in collisions in the transverse plane.
Hadrons are not elementary particles and they are created in particle collisions as
a result of QCD processes. Interactions between the colored partons in the final state
become stronger as they get further apart from the interaction point and each other.
This process eventually leads to pair production of quarks in the vacuum between
the partons which combine with the original partons until all the partons can be
bound within colorless hadrons. Heavier hadrons usually decay into lighter hadrons
and create a collimated spray of particles in the direction of the original parton. This
process is called hadronization of a parton, and the resulting shower of particles is
called a jet.
3.2 The Large Hadron Collider
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [115] is a circular proton-proton collider located
at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) on the French-Swiss
border near Geneva, Switzerland. The collider ring is placed approximately 100 m
underground and has a circumference of 27 km. It is designed to collide two proton
beams at
√
s = 14 TeV (7 TeV per proton beam) to probe particle physics at an
unprecedented energy scale. Although the design energy is 14 TeV, the LHC ran at
√
s = 7 TeV in 2010 and 2011, and at
√
s = 8 TeV in 2012 during its Run 1. LHC
started its Run 2 with
√
s = 13 TeV in June 2015 which will remain the nominal
center-of-mass energy until the end of 2018.
In order to accelerate the protons to 7 TeV, the LHC uses a chain of smaller
particle accelerators (Figure 3·3). Protons are extracted from hydrogen gas by ionizing
the atoms in a strong electric field and then injected into the chain of accelerators.
LINAC2 is the first accelerator in the chain which increases the proton beam energy
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to 50 MeV. After LINAC2 the protons are passed to the Proton Synchrotron Booster
(PSB), the Proton Synchrotron (PS), and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) which
accelerate the proton beam to 1.4 GeV, 25 GeV, and 450 GeV, respectively. Finally,
the protons are split into two beams which are injected into the LHC at two locations
traveling in opposite directions. The two beams are then accelerated by the LHC to
the design energy of 7 TeV 2 before colliding.
Figure 3·3: The proton injection chain of the LHC [117].
The protons in the beams are grouped into bunches of ∼ 1011 protons. The
nominal bunch spacing is 25 ns, which corresponds to the amount of time between two
successive bunch crossings at the collision points. The beams collide at four points
2Although the design energy is 7 TeV per proton beam, the LHC is currently running at 6.5 TeV
per proton beam.
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along the ring (Figure 3·4), corresponding to the locations of four major experiments
on the LHC: ATLAS [118], CMS [119], ALICE [120], and LHCb [121]. Of these
experiments, two are general purpose particle detectors (ATLAS and CMS) which are
positioned at the opposite sides of the ring at points 1 and 5, respectively. The other
two detectors (ALICE and LHCb) are specialized detectors designed to study heavy
ion and bottom quark physics and are positioned at points 2 and 8, respectively.
Figure 3·4: The layout of collision points and the corresponding experiments
at the LHC [115].
The LHC was designed to be the hadron collider with the largest instantaneous
luminosity to date, L ∼ 1034 cm−2s−1. The analysis that is presented in this thesis
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is based on the data collected during Run 2, between June 2015 and January 2017,
which corresponds to 36.1 fb−1 of proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV. The total
























































Figure 3·5: Cumulative integrated luminosity versus time delivered to
ATLAS (green), recorded by ATLAS (yellow), and certified to be good quality
data (blue) during stable beams for proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV
between January 2015 and February 2018 [122]. The analysis that is presented
in this thesis is based on the data collected up to January 2017.
The high instantaneous luminosity of the LHC implies multiple proton-proton
collisions per bunch crossing. These additional collisions is called pileup events, and
they lead to an increase in the number of particles that are present in the detectors
at a given time. Pileup can be due to the extra interactions happening in the same
bunch crossing (in-time pileup) or due to particles that are still in the detectors
that originated from previous bunch crossings (out-of-time pileup). The amount of
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pileup in the detectors is strongly correlated to the number of interactions per bunch
crossing. Figure 3·6 shows the average number of interactions per bunch crossing for
the 2015-2016 data taking period of the LHC as measured by the ATLAS experiment.
Mean Number of Interactions per Crossing
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Figure 3·6: Luminosity-weighted distribution of the average number of
interactions per bunch crossing for proton-proton collisions at
√
s =13 TeV
for each year during 2015-2016 period [123].
3.3 The ATLAS Detector
The ATLAS (A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS) detector [118] is one of the two multipurpose
detectors built on the LHC ring along with CMS. The detector (Fig 3·7) is cylindrically
symmetric around the beam axis with its center located at the collision point at point
1 of LHC. It is 25 meters high, 44 meters long and weighs approximately 7000 tons.
The proton bunches collide at the center of the detector, and the detector is built
to cover as much of the 4pi solid angle as possible. Being a multipurpose detector,
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it is designed to capture nearly all of the decay products of proton-proton collision
events and measure their energy and momenta as precisely as possible. In order to
achieve the precision necessary to identify and measure the properties of various decay
products, the detector consists of several subdetector systems.
Figure 3·7: A cut-away view of the ATLAS detector, revealing the beam
pipe as well as the various subdetectors [118].
There are three main subdetector systems in ATLAS. The inner detector (ID)
is designed to measure the trajectories of charged particles which is vital for the
reconstruction of the primary interaction vertex and identification of the source of
different jets. The ID is immersed in a 2 T axial magnetic field created by the
solenoidal magnet that surrounds it. The magnetic field bends the trajectories of the
charged particles as they pass through the ID in order to measure their charge and
momentum. Surrounding the ID are the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters.
The calorimeters are designed to absorb electrons, photons and hadrons in order to
measure their energies. These particles interact with the calorimeters as they pass
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through them, depositing energy, which is then measured by the electronics that are
attached to the calorimeters. The outermost part of the ATLAS detector is the muon
spectrometer (MS), responsible for tracking muons which are not absorbed by the
calorimeters. Measurements of muon momenta in the MS is based on the magnetic
deflection of muon tracks in the magnetic field created by three large superconducting
air-core toroidal magnets. A summary of the various particles and the way they
interact with different subdetectors is shown in Figure 3·8
Figure 3·8: A partial cross section diagram of the ATLAS detector showing
its main subdetectors and the how various particles interact with them.
ATLAS detector geometry is defined by a right-handed coordinate system with
the origin placed at the center of the detector, x-axis pointing towards the center
of the LHC ring, y-axis pointing upwards, and z-axis pointing along the beamline.
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The positions in the x-y plane, also referred to as the transverse plane, are defined
by a cylindrical coordinate system (r,φ) where r is the distance from the beamline
and φ is the azimuthal angle. In ATLAS kinematic variables are usually split into
their transverse and longitudinal components. The vectors in the transverse plane
are invariant under Lorentz boosts in the z direction which makes these variables
useful as the z component of the momentum of the partons in proton collisions is
unknown. Another quantity that is invariant under Lorentz boosts in the z direction










where E is the energy of the particle and pz is its momentum along the z-axis. The
rapidity of a particle is a measure of its angular deflection from the beam axis,
and particle production in colliders is constant as a function of rapidity. Since the
interaction energies at the LHC are much larger than the masses of the particles that
are detected by the ATLAS detector, these particles can be assumed to be massless. In
this limit, rapidity is equivalent to another kinematic variable named pseudorapidity
(η), which is given by:
η = − ln tan(θ/2) (3.3)
where θ is the polar angle measured from the z-axis. For massless particles, η is also
an invariant under Lorentz boosts in the z direction and it is used to measure the
directions of particles with respect to z-axis.
The kinematic parameters of a particle can be expressed in terms of four quantities.
The direction of the particle is given by η and φ, and its energy and momentum is
described by the magnitude of the component of its momentum in the transverse
plane pT and either its energy E or its mass m. Since the proton-proton collisions are
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cylindrically symmetric in the transverse plane, the total transverse momentum of the




∣∣∣∣∣ = 0 (3.4)
where i runs over all the particles produced in the event. This characteristic of
proton-proton collisions implies that any imbalance in the total transverse momentum
is due to undetected particles. The amount of transverse momentum imbalance is
given by missing transverse energy vector (~p missT ) and its magnitude missing transverse
energy (EmissT ), which are defined as:








where i runs over all the particles that are detected in the event.
3.3.1 Inner Detector
The inner detector (ID), shown in detail in Figure 3·9, is the subdetector that is closest
to the interaction point (IP). It provides tracking information for any charged particle
emerging from the collisions. The ID is immersed in a 2 T magnetic field created by
the solenoidal magnet that surrounds it. The magnetic field bends the trajectories of
charged particles in the transverse plane, enabling the measurement of their charge
and momentum. The ID is separated into a barrel region and two endcaps which
collectively cover the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2.5.
The ID consists of three independent but complementary subdetectors which track
charged particles by taking advantage of their ionizing behavior. These subdetectors
are organized into three barrel layers and three endcap disks on each side with the pixel
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Figure 3·9: A Cut-away view of the ATLAS Inner Detector showing its
various subdetectors [118].
detector being closest to the IP, the semiconducting tracker (SCT) at the middle, and
the transition radiation tracker (TRT) being the farthest as shown in Figure 3·10. These
subdetectors work together to provide precise tracking and momentum information
that is used for primary and secondary vertex measurements as well as electron and
photon identification.
The pixel detector is the innermost layer of the ID consisting of 1744 silicon pixel
sensors distributed across three barrel layers and endcap disks that provide precision
measurements in (r,φ) plane as well as z-axis. There are 47232 pixels with a minimum
size of 50× 400 µm2 on each pixel sensor. Ionization of pixels by charged particles
in multiple layers provide signals that can be converted to particle trajectories using
pattern finding algorithms. The intrinsic accuracies of the sensors are 10 µm in (r,φ)
and 115 µm in z for the barrel and 10 µm in (r,φ) and 115 µm in r for the endcap
disks.
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Figure 3·10: A diagram of the ATLAS ID showing the different layers of
ID in the barrel region as well as the LHC beam pipe at the bottom [118].
The semiconducting tracker (SCT) is located outside of the pixel detector and
consists of 15912 semiconducting micro-strip sensors distributed across four barrel
layers and nine endcap disks on each side. Each sensor includes 768 active strips
with a length of 12 cm and a mean strip pitch of approximately 80 µm. The intrinsic
accuracies per module are 17 µm in (r,φ) and 580 µm in z for the barrel and 17 µm
in (r,φ) and 580 µm in r for the endcap disks.
Finally, the transition radiation tracker (TRT) is the outermost layer and is made
up of multiple layers of polyimide straw tubes with a diameter of 4 mm filled with
either a xenon or argon gas mixture and with a gold plated tungsten anode wire
running through the center of each tube. During Run 1 of the LHC all the straws
were filled with a xenon gas mixture which has a high efficiency to absorb photons
produced by the transition radiation (TR). However, due to large gas leaks in some
of the modules, in Run 2 the straws belonging to these modules are filled with a
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less expensive argon gas mixture. Although, argon has a much lower efficiency to
absorb TR photons, it has similar tracking capabilities as xenon. There are 52544
straws distributed across 73 barrel layers which are oriented parallel to the beam axis,
and 122880 straws across 160 layers for each endcap oriented radially. For both the
barrel and endcap straws, the anode wires have a diameter of 31 µm and are grounded
whereas the straws (cathodes) are at -1530 V. The transition radiation emitted by
charged particles passing through the tubes is amplified by the gas mixtures and
the potential difference between the anode and the cathode. This effect is strongest
for electrons compared to other charged particles, and therefore the TRT is used for
identification of electrons within the pseudorapidity range |η| < 2 and momentum
values up to ∼ 100 GeV. The TRT only provide (r,φ) information with an intrinsic
accuracy of 130 µm per straw.
3.3.2 Calorimeters
The ATLAS calorimeter system, located outside the solenoid magnet surrounding
the ID, is designed to measure the energies of particles produced in collisions. Upon
interacting with the calorimeters, the particles produce showers of secondary particles
which need to be fully captured in the calorimeter layers in order to provide a correct
energy measurement. The calorimeter consists of three subsystems as shown in
Figure 3·11. The electromagnetic (EM) calorimeter mainly measures the energies of
electrons and photons, whereas the hadronic calorimeter is designed to stop hadrons
that escaped the EM calorimeter. Finally, the Forward calorimeter (FCal) is used for
both EM and hadronic energy measurements, and extends the pseudorapidity range
to |η| < 4.9.
The EM calorimeter, located on the inner layer of the calorimeter system, is
optimized for detecting electrons and photons and covers the pseudorapidity range of
|η| < 3.2. The EM calorimeter is a liquid argon (LAr) sampling calorimeter which uses
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Figure 3·11: A cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter systems showing
its components [118].
lead absorber plates in a LAr sampling medium. It has an accordion-like geometry,
which provides full coverage in φ direction without any gaps. The EM calorimeter
is split into barrel (|η| < 2.5) and electromagnetic endcap (2.5 < |η| < 3.2) regions.
Furthermore, in the region |η| < 1.8 the EM calorimeters are complemented by a LAr
presampler which provides measurements of the energy lost before the calorimeter.
The granularity of the EM calorimeter in ∆η × ∆φ changes from a minimum of
0.025× 0.025 in the barrel region to a maximum of 0.1× 0.1 in the endcap regions.
Although some hadrons can also start showering in the EM calorimeter, the fine
angular and energy resolution of the EM calorimeter can be used to distinguish them
from actual electron and photon signatures by comparing the resulting shower shapes.
The hadronic calorimeter surrounds the EM calorimeter and is designed to measure
the energies of hadrons that escaped the EM calorimeter. It is split into tile barrel and
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hadronic endcap (HEC) regions. While the tile calorimeter is a sampling calorimeter
which uses steel as the absorber and scintillator tiles as the active material and it
covers the range |η| < 1.7, the hadronic endcap calorimeters are copper-LAr sampling
calorimeters that cover the range 1.5 < |η| < 3.2. The hadronic calorimeters have a
coarser granularity in ∆η ×∆φ with a minimum of 0.1× 0.1 in the barrel region and
a maximum of 0.2× 0.2 in the HEC regions.
The FCal covers the pseudorapidity region 3.1 < |η| < 4.9, and is a LAr sampling
calorimeter with copper and tungsten as the absorber media. It is primarily used for
improving EmissT measurements, and has a angular and energy resolution similar to
the hadronic calorimeter.
The calorimeter system covers the range |η| < 4.9 with slight overlaps between
different subsystems to avoid gaps. Almost all SM particles produced by the collisions
can be fully captured within the calorimeters with two main exceptions: muons
and neutrinos. Neutrinos cannot be directly detected by ATLAS and their presence
is measured by EmissT measurements. On the other hand, muons interact with the
detector, but they cannot be fully contained in the calorimeters. Therefore ATLAS
has dedicated muon systems to measure muon momenta to a high precision.
3.3.3 Muon Spectrometer
The muon spectrometer (MS) is the largest subdetector in ATLAS and is located
outside of all the other subdetectors as shown in Figure 3·12. It is a standalone detector
system designed to make high precision measurements of muon trajectories which are
deflected in the ∼ 4 T magnetic field created by three large air-core toroidal magnets.
It consists of four complementary detector subsystems, two of which are used for fast
triggering decisions, and the other two for high precision tracking measurements. These
subsystems are Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) and Resistive Plate Chambers (RPC)
used for fast triggering, and Monitored Drift Tube chambers (MDT) and Cathode
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Strip Chambers (CSC) that are used for high precision tracking measurements.
Figure 3·12: A cut-away view of the ATLAS muon spectrometer showing
its various components [118].
Over most of the η range the high precision measurement of muon tracks that are
deflected by the toroidal magnetic field is performed by MDT chambers. There are
1150 MDT chambers with 354000 channels throughout the barrel and endcap regions
which cover the region |η| < 2.7, except for the inner endcap wheel where they are
replaced by CSCs for 2 < |η| < 2.7 due to the higher amount of particle flux in that
region (Figure 3·13). The MDTs are made up of aluminum tubes with a diameter
of 30 mm filled with an argon gas mixture and with a gold plated tungsten-rhenium
anode wire running through the center of each tube. The anode wires have a diameter
of 50 µm and are at a potential of 3080 V. The muons passing through the tubes
ionize the gas mixture and the resulting electrons are collected at the anode wires to
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measure the trajectories of the muons in the (r,z) plane with a resolution of about 40
µm in z direction per chamber. The coordinate along the tube cannot be measured
by the MDTs and has to be obtained by other methods. The limit for safe operation
of the MDTs are at about 150 Hz/cm2.
The CSCs are fast multiwire proportional chambers with higher granularity which
can withstand higher rates of particle flux and are used in the endcap regions. The
CSC system consists of two disks with eight chambers on each disk where each chamber
provides four independent measurements in η and φ directions. The resolution of
position measurements in CSCs are about 40 µm in r direction and about 5 mm in
the φ direction. The operation of CSCs is considered safe up to counting rates of 1000
Hz/cm2 which is sufficient up to |η < 2.7.
The fast triggering chambers (Figure 3·14) cover the range |η| < 2.4, where
RPCs are located in the barrel region (|η| < 1.05) and TGCs are located in the
endcaps (1.05 < |η| < 2.4). These subsystems provide measurements that are used
in bunch-crossing identification (BCID), well-defined pT threshold based triggering,
and determining the coordinate of the muon in the direction perpendicular to the
coordinates measured by the MDTs.
The RPCs are gaseous parallel electrode-plate detectors which are placed in three
concentric cylindrical layers around the beam axis. Each of these layers consists of two
independent detector layers providing measurements in η and φ directions up to six
measurements for muons passing through all the layers. These measurements have a
resolution of around 10 mm in both z and φ directions. RPCs can select muon tracks
in the range 9-35 GeV for muons passing through the inner and outer layers and in
the range 6-9 GeV for muons passing through the two inner layers.
The TGCs are multiwire proportional chambers that are used for triggering and
measurement of the coordinate in φ direction to complement the measurements
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Figure 3·13: A cross section diagram of the MS subsystems showing one
quarter of the detector [118]. Dashed lines represent particles emerging from
the interaction point with different η values. RPCs, TGCs and CSCs are
clearly labeled. The naming scheme for the MDTs is such that the first letter
represents the detector region (barrel (B) or endcap (E)), the second letter
represent the layer (inner (I), medium (M), outer (L)), and the third letter
represents the size of the chamber (small (S) or large (L)). Only the large
chambers are visible in the diagram.
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obtained by MDTs. The TGCs have a resolution of 2-6 mm in r direction and 3-7
mm in φ direction.
Figure 3·14: A schematic of the MS trigger subsystems showing tracks of
high and low pT muons passing through RPCs and TGCs [118].
3.3.4 Trigger Systems
The LHC currently operates with a bunch spacing of 25 ns, which corresponds to a
bunch crossing rate of 40 MHz with multiple interactions per bunch crossing. However,
the ATLAS experiment can only record collision data at a rate of about 1kHz which
is far below the rate of collisions at the LHC. However, a vast majority of the proton-
proton collisions are low energy interactions which are unimportant for most particle
physics searches. Therefore, ATLAS uses a two-level trigger system in order to reduce
the rate of collision data to be recorded. The initial rate of 40 MHz is reduced to 100
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kHz by level 1 (L1) trigger system, which is further reduced to 1 kHz by the high level
trigger (HLT) system.
The L1 trigger is a custom-built hardware based trigger system which uses limited
information from the detector to veto events that do not have the required character-
istics. It uses information from TGCs and RPCs for muons and from calorimeters for
other physics objects. The decision time for the L1 trigger is around 2.5 µs. Due to
this timing constraint, the L1 trigger only has access to detector information around
a region of interest (RoI), and makes loose decisions based on the energies of particles.
The L1 trigger can identify events with high pT electrons, photons, muons, taus, jets,
or events with large EmissT or large total transverse energy. Any event that is selected
by the L1 trigger, along with its RoI, is passed to the HLT system to be inspected
with higher precision.
The HLT is a software based system which has access to the full detector information.
Any event that is passed to the HLT by the L1 trigger system is processed within a time
period of 200ms. This time period is long enough to apply more sophisticated selection
criteria on physics objects compared to the L1 system, such as identification and
isolation selections. Identification selections are performed by analyzing the calorimeter
shower shapes and ID tracks for different physics objects. Several identification working
points are defined for each physics object based on the efficiency of the identification.
These working points range from loose identification with high identification efficiency
but higher fake rate to tight identification with lower identification efficiency and fake
rate.
Production of muons, electrons or photons is common in the decays of other
particles or as a result of energetic particles interacting with the detector components.
Events with particles produced as a result of these processes have to be separated from
events where the particles are produced at the primary interaction vertex. Isolation
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selections are performed by rejecting events with physics objects that are nearby other
physics objects. An angular cone, ∆R, is defined around the trajectory of the particle
such that ∆R =
√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2. If the total transverse momentum of any ID tracks
or calorimeter deposits within the defined cone is below a predefined threshold the
object is considered to be isolated. There are several isolation working points for each
physics object depending on the cone size, threshold value and whether the isolation
algorithm is track based or calorimeter based.
Events that pass the ATLAS trigger system are used for physics analyses as well
as for providing data for performing various calibrations, background studies and
improving detector modeling. Some of these studies require events with low trans-
verse momentum values which are selected without applying the more sophisticated
identification or isolation requirements. However, events with these requirements are
produced at very high rate at the particle collisions at the LHC. In order to keep the
output rate of the trigger system below the 1 kHz requirement, the triggers that have
high output rates are sometimes prescaled. Prescaled triggers only accept a random




Search for Dark Matter Produced in
Association with a Higgs Boson Decaying to
bb¯
Even though there is plenty of observational evidence for the existence of DM as
discussed in Chapter 1, its particle nature is yet to be detected. The analysis that is
presented in this chapter focuses on using the Higgs boson to search for DM production
in proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV at the LHC. This search, also named
mono-h(bb¯), looks for a Higgs boson decaying to a pair of bb¯ quarks recoiling against
a large EmissT .
An outline of the analysis is the following. Events with large values of EmissT and
one or two b-jets 1 that recoil against the large EmissT are selected. For the signal, the
amount of EmissT is directly related to how boosted the Higgs boson is which determines
how collimated its decay products will be. The analysis is split into two regimes,
resolved and merged, depending on whether the decay products of the Higgs can be
resolved into two separate jets or not (Figure 4·1). The mass of the Higgs boson is
then reconstructed as the invariant mass of the two jets in the resolved regime or
the mass of the single jet in the merged regime that are considered to be the decay
products of the Higgs boson. Furthermore, the resolved regime is split into three
EmissT regions to take advantage of the EmissT dependence of the mono-h(bb¯) signal to
improve the sensitivity of the analysis. The resulting four EmissT regions are [150, 200),
1b-jets are jets that are originated from a b quark.
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[200, 350), and [350, 500) GeV for the resolved regime and [500,∞) GeV for the merged
regime. Dark matter signals from mono-h(bb¯) processes tend to have higher amounts
of EmissT compared to SM processes. Therefore the sensitivity to a mono-h(bb¯) signal
is greater in the two highest EmissT regions while the two lowest EmissT regions are
useful for constraining the background processes. The analysis is further split into
three regions depending on the lepton multiplicity of the event. The signal region
(SR) is defined as the 0-lepton region since there are no expected isolated leptons in
the mono-h(bb¯) final state. In addition to the 0-lepton region there are two control
regions (CR) defined as the 1-muon CR and the 2-lepton CR. These control regions
are used in constraining the normalizations of the dominant SM backgrounds. Finally,
a simultaneous fit to the reconstructed Higgs candidate mass, mh,reco, in these different
regions is applied as described in Section 4.6.1. The reconstructed Higgs candidate
mass distribution in different EmissT regions is used to check the consistency of the data
with the Monte Carlo (MC) predictions of the SM backgrounds. In the case of no
significant observed excess in the mh,reco distributions, 95% confidence level limits will
be set on DM production in the context of the Z ′-2HDM signal model discussed in
Section 2.2.5 as well as on the production cross sections of any BSM processes which
can yield a similar signature. The following sections will describe the analysis in more
detail.
4.1 Dataset, Trigger and Simulation Samples
4.1.1 Dataset and Trigger
This analysis is based on the data obtained by proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13
TeV, and recorded by the ATLAS experiment in Run 2 of the LHC in 2015 and 2016.
The resulting dataset corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1.
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<latexit sha1_base64="qgYxBTCFiJYJlr1gvWqOWol7o+Y=">AAAB6Hicb ZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEeqx6MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxS VvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjreZ4UK64VXchsg5eDhXI1RiUv/rDmKURSsME1brnuYnxM6oMZwJnpX6qMa FsQkfYsyhphNrPFovOyIV1hiSMlX3SkIX7eyKjkdbTKLCdETVjvVqbm//VeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNnyozAVxMRkfjUZcoXMiKkFyhS3uxI2pooyY7Mp2RC81ZPXoX 1V9Sw3ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9yPn8AzfuM7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qgYxBTCFiJYJlr1gvWqOWol7o+Y=">AAAB6Hicb ZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEeqx6MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxS VvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjreZ4UK64VXchsg5eDhXI1RiUv/rDmKURSsME1brnuYnxM6oMZwJnpX6qMa FsQkfYsyhphNrPFovOyIV1hiSMlX3SkIX7eyKjkdbTKLCdETVjvVqbm//VeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNnyozAVxMRkfjUZcoXMiKkFyhS3uxI2pooyY7Mp2RC81ZPXoX 1V9Sw3ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9yPn8AzfuM7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qgYxBTCFiJYJlr1gvWqOWol7o+Y=">AAAB6Hicb ZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEeqx6MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxS VvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjreZ4UK64VXchsg5eDhXI1RiUv/rDmKURSsME1brnuYnxM6oMZwJnpX6qMa FsQkfYsyhphNrPFovOyIV1hiSMlX3SkIX7eyKjkdbTKLCdETVjvVqbm//VeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNnyozAVxMRkfjUZcoXMiKkFyhS3uxI2pooyY7Mp2RC81ZPXoX 1V9Sw3ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9yPn8AzfuM7A==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qgYxBTCFiJYJlr1gvWqOWol7o+Y=">AAAB6Hicb ZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEeqx6MVjC/YD2lA220m7drMJuxuhhP4CLx4U8epP8ua/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxS VvHqWLYYrGIVTegGgWX2DLcCOwmCmkUCOwEk7t5vfOESvNYPphpgn5ER5KHnFFjreZ4UK64VXchsg5eDhXI1RiUv/rDmKURSsME1brnuYnxM6oMZwJnpX6qMa FsQkfYsyhphNrPFovOyIV1hiSMlX3SkIX7eyKjkdbTKLCdETVjvVqbm//VeqkJb/yMyyQ1KNnyozAVxMRkfjUZcoXMiKkFyhS3uxI2pooyY7Mp2RC81ZPXoX 1V9Sw3ryv12zyOIpzBOVyCBzWowz00oAUMEJ7hFd6cR+fFeXc+lq0FJ585hT9yPn8AzfuM7A==</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="2xLGbW6FQBdRVAFY38KlV5eKA3Q=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6V fXoZbEInkoigh6rXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M+zMG6ZSGHTdb2dldW19Y7O0Vd7e2d3brxwcNk2SacZ9lshEt0NquBSK+yhQ8naqOY1DyVvh6HZabz1xbUSiHn Cc8iCmAyUiwShay79+zN1Jr1J1a+5MZBm8AqpQqNGrfHX7CctirpBJakzHc1MMcqpRMMkn5W5meErZiA54x6KiMTdBPlt2Qk6t0ydRou1TSGbu74mcxsaM49B2xhSHZrE2Nf+rdTKMroJcqDRDrtj8oyi TBBMyvZz0heYM5dgCZVrYXQkbUk0Z2nzKNgRv8eRlaJ7XPMv3F9X6TRFHCY7hBM7Ag0uowx00wAcGAp7hFd4c5bw4787HvHXFKWaO4I+czx95BI5z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2xLGbW6FQBdRVAFY38KlV5eKA3Q=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6V fXoZbEInkoigh6rXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M+zMG6ZSGHTdb2dldW19Y7O0Vd7e2d3brxwcNk2SacZ9lshEt0NquBSK+yhQ8naqOY1DyVvh6HZabz1xbUSiHn Cc8iCmAyUiwShay79+zN1Jr1J1a+5MZBm8AqpQqNGrfHX7CctirpBJakzHc1MMcqpRMMkn5W5meErZiA54x6KiMTdBPlt2Qk6t0ydRou1TSGbu74mcxsaM49B2xhSHZrE2Nf+rdTKMroJcqDRDrtj8oyi TBBMyvZz0heYM5dgCZVrYXQkbUk0Z2nzKNgRv8eRlaJ7XPMv3F9X6TRFHCY7hBM7Ag0uowx00wAcGAp7hFd4c5bw4787HvHXFKWaO4I+czx95BI5z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2xLGbW6FQBdRVAFY38KlV5eKA3Q=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6V fXoZbEInkoigh6rXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M+zMG6ZSGHTdb2dldW19Y7O0Vd7e2d3brxwcNk2SacZ9lshEt0NquBSK+yhQ8naqOY1DyVvh6HZabz1xbUSiHn Cc8iCmAyUiwShay79+zN1Jr1J1a+5MZBm8AqpQqNGrfHX7CctirpBJakzHc1MMcqpRMMkn5W5meErZiA54x6KiMTdBPlt2Qk6t0ydRou1TSGbu74mcxsaM49B2xhSHZrE2Nf+rdTKMroJcqDRDrtj8oyi TBBMyvZz0heYM5dgCZVrYXQkbUk0Z2nzKNgRv8eRlaJ7XPMv3F9X6TRFHCY7hBM7Ag0uowx00wAcGAp7hFd4c5bw4787HvHXFKWaO4I+czx95BI5z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="2xLGbW6FQBdRVAFY38KlV5eKA3Q=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYnftb6V fXoZbEInkoigh6rXjxWMG2hjWWz3bRLN5uwOxFK6G/w4kERr/4gb/4bt20O2vrCwsM7M+zMG6ZSGHTdb2dldW19Y7O0Vd7e2d3brxwcNk2SacZ9lshEt0NquBSK+yhQ8naqOY1DyVvh6HZabz1xbUSiHn Cc8iCmAyUiwShay79+zN1Jr1J1a+5MZBm8AqpQqNGrfHX7CctirpBJakzHc1MMcqpRMMkn5W5meErZiA54x6KiMTdBPlt2Qk6t0ydRou1TSGbu74mcxsaM49B2xhSHZrE2Nf+rdTKMroJcqDRDrtj8oyi TBBMyvZz0heYM5dgCZVrYXQkbUk0Z2nzKNgRv8eRlaJ7XPMv3F9X6TRFHCY7hBM7Ag0uowx00wAcGAp7hFd4c5bw4787HvHXFKWaO4I+czx95BI5z</latexit>
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Figure 4·1: Diagrams showing the event topology for the (left) resolved
regime and the (right) merged regime.
final states and different data periods. While the events in 0-lepton and 1-muon
regions are selected by using EmissT triggers, the events in 2-lepton region are selected
by using single lepton triggers as this CR does not have real EmissT . The thresholds of
the triggers are determined by the lowest unprescaled trigger that is available for the
data period. The lowest unprescaled trigger is the trigger with the lowest transverse
momentum threshold that is not prescaled. A summary of triggers that are used in
different analysis regions and different data periods is given in Table 4.1.
The EmissT values that are used in this analysis extend to regions around the
threshold values of the triggers where the triggers are usually not fully efficient. In
order to overcome this, trigger efficiencies have been measured and trigger scale
factors have been derived from these measurements. Trigger scale factors and their
uncertainties are described in Section 4.5.2 in more detail.
4.1.2 Signal and Background Monte Carlo Samples
Monte Carlo simulated samples are produced for both the h+DM signal and all SM
background processes except the multijet background which was evaluated using data.
The signal model that is used in this analysis is the Z ′-2HDM that is discussed in
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Trigger Requirements
Data Period 0-lepton & 1-muon 2-lepton
2015 (D3-) EmissT > 70 GeV
single electron:
ET > 24 GeV, medium identification
ET > 60 GeV, medium identification
ET > 120 GeV, loose identification
single muon:
pT > 20 GeV, loose isolation
pT > 50 GeV
2016 (A) EmissT > 90 GeV
single electron:
ET > 24 GeV, tight id., loose iso.
ET > 60 GeV, medium identification
ET > 140 GeV, loose identification
ET > 300 GeV
single muon:
pT > 24 GeV, loose isolation
pT > 40 GeV
2016 (B-D3) EmissT > 90 GeV
single electron:
ET > 24 GeV, tight id., loose iso.
single muon:
pT > 24 GeV, loose isolation
pT > 60 GeV
2016 (D4-E3)
single electron:
EmissT > 100 GeV ET > 26 GeV, tight id., loose iso.
EmissT > 110 GeV single muon:
pT > 24 GeV, medium isolation
2016 (F1) EmissT > 110 GeV
single muon:
pT > 26 GeV, medium isolation
2016 (F2-) EmissT > 110 GeV
single electron:
ET > 26 GeV, tight id., loose iso.
ET > 60 GeV, medium identification
ET > 140 GeV, loose identification
ET > 300 GeV
single muon:
pT > 26 GeV, medium isolation
pT > 50 GeV
Table 4.1: Summary table of triggers used for selecting 2015 and 2016 data.
The second and third columns show the requirements for the triggers used for
a range of data periods that are listed in the first column where the number
shows the data year and the letters and numbers inside the parentheses show
the data period. A data period is defined such that the configuration of the
detector and the triggers are coherent within a data period. If there are
multiple triggers listed for a period, it means that the triggers on the list were
“OR”ed.
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Section 2.2.5. The model parameters are chosen to be tan β = 1, gZ = 0.8, mχ = 100
GeV, and mH = mH± = 300 GeV in accordance with the suggestions of LHC Dark
Matter Working Group (DMWG) [61] and as discussed in Section 2.2.5. The kinematics
of the final state and the acceptance of the signal are mostly independent of variations
of gZ , tan β, and mχ as long as the masses are chosen such that Z ′ and A0 are
produced on-shell [61]. The signal events are produced at leading order using the
MadGraph_aMC@NLO 2.2.3 [124] event generator interfaced to Pythia 8.186 [125]
using the NNPDF3.0 [126] PDF set. Out of the two non-fixed parameters, the mass
of the Z ′ is scanned from 400 to 3000 GeV in 200 GeV steps, and the mass of A0 is
scanned from 200 to 800 GeV in 100 GeV steps. The branching ratio of A0 to DM
particles χχ¯ is assumed to be 100%. Although this assumption is not perfect for values
of mA0 which allows A0 to decay into final states containing top quarks (mA0 & 2mt),
H or H± bosons (mA0 & 600 GeV), the assumption is made to be conservative in the
search for production of h+DM processes in the Z ′-2HDM signal model.
Figure 4·2 and Figure 4·3 show the EmissT and mh,reco spectra of the signal model
for some of the mass points generated for the analysis.
The dominant SM background processes for this search are the productions of
V+jets (V = W±, Z) and tt¯ events. Final states of V+jets processes include a vector
boson decaying leptonically in association with a number of jets. These backgrounds
were simulated with Sherpa 2.2.1 [127] using NNPDF3.0 PDFs with filters to separate
those with light (l), charm (c), and bottom (b) jets in the final state resulting in twelve
different V+jets samples (bb, bc, bl, cc, cl, ll for both W and Z). The simulations were
done with considering massless light quarks, but including the effects due to the masses
of bottom and charm quarks. The perturbative calculations for V+jets were performed
at next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD for up to two partons and at leading order
for up to four partons [128, 129], and matched to the parton shower [130] using the
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<latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAACkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV 68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCqlWrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TY ZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qukIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3 rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAACkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV 68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCqlWrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TY ZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qukIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3 rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAACkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV 68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCqlWrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TY ZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qukIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3 rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAACkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV 68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCqlWrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TY ZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qukIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3 rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/</latexit>
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210 ATLAS Internal  -1 = 13 TeV, 13.2 fbs
 = 300A = 1400, mZ'm
 = 400A = 1400, mZ'm
 = 500A = 1400, mZ'm
 = 600A = 1400, mZ'm
 = 700A = 1400, mZ'm
 = 800A = 1400, mZ'm
p
s = 13 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAA CkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY 3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCql Wrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TYZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qu kIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa 0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/ </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAA CkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY 3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCql Wrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TYZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qu kIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa 0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/ </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAA CkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY 3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCql Wrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TYZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qu kIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa 0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/ </latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAA CkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY 3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCql Wrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TYZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qu kIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa 0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/ </latexit>
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 -1 = 13 TeV, 13.2 fbs
 = 200A = 2600, mZ'm
 = 300A = 2600, mZ'm
 = 400A = 2600, mZ'm
 = 500A = 2600, mZ'm
 = 600A = 2600, mZ'm
 = 700A = 2600, mZ'm
 = 800A = 2600, mZ'm
p
s = 13 TeV
<latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAACkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV 68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCqlWrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TY ZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qukIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3 rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAACkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV 68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCqlWrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TY ZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qukIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3 rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAACkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV 68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCqlWrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TY ZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qukIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3 rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="NT1DBCq+IMaK54Q5ChjiZe15DLs=">AAACkHichVFNb9QwFPSmLZRAYbscuVisKnFaJXyIcqjawgVxKlJ3W2kTrV 68L12rjhPslxUrK/+wf4C/wRUOOOke+iUxp9HMs+d5nFVKWoqiX71gY3Pr0ePtJ+HTZzvPX/R3BxNb1kbgWJSqNOcZWFRS45gkKTyvDEKRKTzLLr+0/tkSjZWlPqVVhWkBF1rmUgB5adbPkwJokeUusT8MOZfkpaYcCqlWrlosm8RfjYJalSeEP32Es43H/ycdP+DxO36Kk6aZ9YfRKOrA75N4TY ZsjZPZbm+QzEtRF6hJKLB2GkcVpQ4MSaGwCZPaYgXiEi5w6qmGAm3qukIavueVOc9Lw7t1OvXmCQeFtasi85Pt8+1drxUf8qY15fupk7qqCbW4Dsprxankbbt8Lo3vQK08AWGk35WLBRgQ5P8g3LsZY0F3Oe2GtrnlTa0AhfODaPTpQ+oWqJZITRiGvsX4bmf3yeTtKPb8+/vh0ed1n9vsFXvN3 rCYfWRH7Cs7YWMm2BX7zf6wv8Eg2A8Og+Pr0aC3PvOS3ULw7R+wg80/</latexit>
Figure 4·2: Normalized EmissT distributions for the signal samples used. In
all cases, the mass of the DM candidate is fixed to mχ=100 GeV.
ME+PS@NLO prescription from [131]. The normalizations for V+jets samples were
determined using cross sections calculated at next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO)
accuracy in QCD [132]. Backgrounds from top quark pair production (tt¯) were
simulated at NLO in QCD with Powheg-box [133–137] using CT10 [138] PDFs,
where the parton shower was simulated with Pythia 6.428 [139]. The tt¯ samples
are normalized using cross sections calculated at NNLO accuracy in QCD including



























 -1 = 13 TeV, 13.2 fbs
 = 200A = 600, mZ'm
 = 300A = 600, mZ'm
 = 400A = 600, mZ'm
 = 500A = 600, mZ'm
 = 600A = 600, mZ'm
mh;reco [ ]
<latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKB VMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIjsHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhv ADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXakiJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim +zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKB VMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIjsHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhv ADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXakiJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim +zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKB VMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIjsHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhv ADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXakiJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim +zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKB VMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIjsHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhv ADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXakiJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim +zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit>
p
s = 13 TeV


























 -1 = 13 TeV, 13.2 fbs
 = 200A = 800, mZ'm
 = 300A = 800, mZ'm
 = 400A = 800, mZ'm
 = 500A = 800, mZ'm
 = 600A = 800, mZ'm
 = 700A = 800, mZ'm
mh;reco [ ]
<latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKB VMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIjsHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhv ADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXakiJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim +zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKB VMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIjsHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhv ADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXakiJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim +zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKB VMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIjsHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhv ADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXakiJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim +zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKB VMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIjsHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhv ADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXakiJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim +zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit>
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Figure 4·3: Normalized mh,reco distributions for the signal samples used. In
all cases, the mass of the DM candidate is fixed to mχ=100 GeV.
The subdominant SM backgrounds are the diboson (WW , WZ, ZZ), single top
quark, V h, and multijet productions. Diboson processes were simulated at NLO in
QCD with Sherpa 2.1.1 and CT10 PDFs. Single top quark production is simulated
for three different production channels (s-channel, t-channel, and associated Wt
production) using the same method as tt¯ simulations. Backgrounds from associated V h
production were generated with Pythia 8.186 using NNPDF3.0 PDFs for qq → V h,
and Powheg-box interfaced to Pythia 8.186 using CT10 PDFs for gg → V h.
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All simulated samples were processed with the Geant4 [141] based full ATLAS
detector simulation. The contributions from in-time and out-of-time pileup effects
were included by overlaying minimum bias events, simulated using Pythia 8.186 and
the MSTW2008LO [142] PDF set. The difference in the amount of pileup between
data and MC is then corrected through a reweighting of the average interactions per
bunch crossing in MC simulations.
Table 4.2 summarizes the MC generators, PDFs and normalization cross sections
used in this analysis.
Process Generator PDFs σnorm [pb]
tt¯ Powheg-box + Pythia 6 (NLO) CT10 831.76
V+jets
W → `ν+jets Sherpa 2.2.1 (NNLO) NNPDF3.0NNLO 20080
Z → ``, νν+jets Sherpa 2.2.1 (NNLO) NNPDF3.0NNLO 1906
(66 < mll<116 GeV)
Single top
t-channel Powheg-box + Pythia 6 (NLO) CT10 136.02+80.95
s-channel Powheg-box + Pythia 6 (NLO) CT10 6.35+3.97
Wt-channel Powheg-box + Pythia 6 (NLO) CT10 71.7
Diboson
WlνWqq Sherpa 2.1 (NLO) CT10 22.65
WlνZqq Sherpa 2.1 (NLO) CT10 10.47
WqqZll Sherpa 2.1 (NLO) CT10 3.12
WqqZνν Sherpa 2.1 (NLO) CT10 6.17
ZqqZ`` Sherpa 2.1 (NLO) CT10 2.15
ZqqZνν Sherpa 2.1 (NLO) CT10 4.22
SM qq → V H(→ bb) Pythia 8.186 (LO) NNPDF3.0 0.7639
SM gg → V H(→ bb) Powheg-box + Pythia 8.186 (LO) CT10 0.1057
mono-h signals MadGraph + Pythia 8.186 NNPDF3.0 -
Table 4.2: List of MC generators, parton distribution functions (PDFs) and
the production cross section used for the signal and background processes.
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4.2 Physics Object Definitions and Selections
The particles that are produced in the proton-proton collisions at the LHC are
measured and identified as physics objects by the ATLAS detector. The physics
objects that are used in the mono-h(bb¯) analysis are electrons, muons, jets 2, and
EmissT which are selected to optimize the expected sensitivity of the analysis to the
mono-h(bb¯) signal. The selection criteria are defined to maximize the acceptance of
objects produced as a result of the expected signal and to minimize the contamination
from other SM background processes [143].
Apart from these objects each event is required to have at least one proton-proton
collision vertex reconstructed from at least two ID tracks with ptrackT > 0.4 GeV. The





The lepton objects that are used in this analysis are electrons and muons, while
neutrinos are measured as EmissT and τ leptons decay in the detector and can be
detected as τ jets.
Electrons are reconstructed from an EM calorimeter cluster that is matched to
an ID track. Electron identification is performed with a likelihood-based method
using variables characterizing the longitudinal and transverse shower profiles, track
quality, the track and cluster spatial matching, and the presence of high-threshold
TRT hit [144–146]. Apart from these initial reconstruction and selection criteria,
there are two categories of electrons defined for the purposes of this analysis. These
categories, named VH-loose and ZH-signal, are defined due to the different background
composition that exists in the signal and control regions. Electrons in VH-loose
category are used in rejecting electrons in 0-lepton SR and 1-muon CR and are defined
2There are multiple types of jet objects used in this analysis.
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by using loose likelihood based identification [144–146]. They are required to be central
(|η| < 2.47), with pT > 7 GeV, d0/σd0 < 5 and |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm. The parameters d0
and z0 sin θ are the transverse and longitudinal impact parameters of the track at the
point of closest approach to the vertex, and σd0 is the resolution of d0. The impact
parameter selections are applied to reduce the contamination from tracks originating
from secondary interactions. These electrons also need to satisfy loose track based
isolation working point requirements to minimize fake electron signatures from jet
objects [144–146]. Electrons in ZH-signal category are used in the 2-lepton CR and
they need to satisfy pT > 27 GeV requirement in addition to the other VH-loose
electron criteria.
Muons are reconstructed by several different algorithms using tracks or track
segments found in the MS or calorimeter deposits matched to the ID tracks if possible.
The existence of several algorithms with different methods increases the likelihood to
capture all muon objects that are produced in the collisions [147]. There are three
analysis level muon categories used in this analysis: VH-loose, ZH-signal, and WH-
signal. Muons in VH-loose category are defined by using loose muon quality working
point [147], and have |η| < 2.7. They are required to have pT > 7 GeV, d0/σd0 < 3
and |z0 sin θ| < 0.5 mm. Additionally, they are required to satisfy the loose track
based isolation working point to minimize fake muon signatures from jet objects while
keeping 99% reconstruction efficiency for muons [147]. Muons in ZH-signal category
are used in the 2-lepton CR and they need to satisfy pT > 27 GeV requirement in
addition to VH-loose muon criteria. Finally, muons in WH-signal are used in the
1-muon CR and they need to satisfy the medium muon quality requirements and tight
isolation working point requirements in addition to the other ZH-signal muon criteria.
Table 4.3 shows a summary of the e and µ object selections that are used in this
analysis.
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Lepton Type pT [GeV] |η| d0/σ(d0) |z0 sin θ| [mm] ID Isolation
electron
VH-loose > 7 GeV < 2.47 < 5 < 0.5 LooseLLHBLayer LooseTrackOnly
ZH-signal > 27 GeV < 2.47 < 5 < 0.5 LooseLLHBLayer LooseTrackOnly
muon
VH-loose > 7 GeV < 2.7 < 3 < 0.5 Loose LooseTrackOnly
ZH-signal > 27 GeV < 2.5 < 3 < 0.5 Loose LooseTrackOnly
WH-signal > 27 GeV < 2.5 < 3 < 0.5 Medium FixedCutTight
Table 4.3: A summary of the electron and muon object definitions used in
the analysis.
4.2.2 Jets
Jets are used in the mono-h(bb¯) analysis to reconstruct the h→ bb¯ decay. There are
four different jet definitions used in the analysis. Small radius jets are the basic jet
definition in ATLAS, and they are used whenever it is possible. However, in events
with large EmissT , the decay products of the h → bb¯ decay cannot be resolved into
separate small radius jets and therefore large radius jets are used to reconstruct such
events. Multivariate algorithms are used to identify jets containing b-hadrons which
are expected in h → bb¯ decays. Although these algorithms, named b-tagging, are
applied directly to the small radius jets, for large radius jets they are applied to
track-jets matched to large radius jets. Finally, τ leptons decay inside the detector
and can be detected as jet objects.
4.2.2.1 Small Radius Jets
Small radius jets (small-R jets or j ) are reconstructed from topological clusters formed
from calorimeter cell deposits [148] with the anti-kt algorithm [149] with a radius
parameter R = 0.4. The full jet energy scale (JES) calibration is applied to all jets
which corrects for the offset of the PV from the detector origin and mismeasurements
in the calorimeters including the dead material [150]. The small-R jets are split into
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two categories depending on whether they fall within the ID or not. Central small-R
jets are defined to have |η| < 2.5 and can be reconstructed using ID tracks. Forward
small-R jets are defined as having 2.5 < |η| < 4.5 which fall outside the acceptance of
the ID. Central small-R jets are required to have pT > 20 GeV whereas forward small-R
jets are required to have pT > 30 GeV to suppress pileup effects in the forward region.
In order to remove central small-R jets reconstructed due to pileup interactions [151],
the jet vertex tagger (JVT) variable is used. This variable is constructed by using
ID tracks and measures the likelihood that a jet originates from the PV such that
0 < JVT < 1 and higher values indicate a better match between the jet and the
PV [152, 153]. For jets with 20 < pT < 60 GeV and |η| < 2.4, the JVT is required
to be greater than 0.59 which corresponds to a jet acceptance efficiency of 92% and
pileup fake rate of around 1%. In addition to these criteria the loose jet cleaning is
applied to all small-R jets in order to suppress fake jets originating from non-collision
backgrounds as well as calorimeter noise [154]. Only the central small-R jets are used
to reconstruct the h→ bb¯ decay as ID tracking information is required for applying
b-tagging requirements. All categories of small-R jets are ordered in decreasing pT.
The b-tagging is applied to central small-R jets by using the MV2c10 discriminant
which is a multivariate discriminant based on the combination of track based observ-
ables in a boosted decision tree [155–158]. The algorithm makes use of observables such
as the d0/σd0 distributions which are different for jets with different flavor content and
presence of a secondary vertex originating from the b-quark decays that are displaced
from the PV due to the longer lifetime of b-quarks (∼ 10−12 s) [158]. The b-tagging
efficiencies of MV2c10 algorithm are derived by two different methods using the frac-
tion of b-tagged events in tt¯ samples. The operating point for the MV2c10 algorithm
is chosen such that the efficiency of identifying jets that contain b-hadrons is 70%.
This operating point has a misidentification probability of around 8% for c-quark jets,
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2% for tau jets and less than 1% for light flavor jets [157]. An additional calibration
is applied to b-jets which also includes jet 4-momentum corrections due to muons
in jet [143]. The muon-in-jet correction corrects the miscalculated jet 4-momentum
resulting from missing information in the calorimeter due to the production of a muon
in b-hadron decays. The jet 4-momentum is corrected by adding the 4-momentum of
the muon that is found within ∆R < 0.4 of the b-jet. In the case of multiple muons in
the region of interest only the muon that is nearest to the jet axis is considered.
4.2.2.2 Track-jets
Track-jets are used to identify the flavor content of the large radius jets. They are
defined by forming jets from ID tracks using the anti-kt algorithm [149] with R = 0.2.
The use of ID tracks and a smaller radius parameter improves the jet finding algorithms
in cases where the jet constituents are merged due to large jet pT. Track-jets are
matched to large radius jets using the ghost association method [151]. The ghost
association method finds track jets associated to the large-R jet by reconstructing
the large radius jet including the track-jets as constituents whose energies made
infinitesimally small. The track-jets that are clustered into large radius jets are
considered to be associated to that large radius jet. Furthermore, track-jets are
required to have pT > 10 GeV, |η| < 2.5 and at least two ID tracks to be used in
b-tagging. The b-tagging for track-jets is performed by using the MV2c10 algorithm
with the 70% signal efficiency working point as in the case of small-R jets.
4.2.2.3 Large Radius Jets
Large radius jets (large-R jets or J ) are reconstructed from topological clusters formed
from calorimeter cell deposits with the anti-kt algorithm with a radius parameter
R = 1.0. Using a larger radius for the jet reconstruction increases the amount of
low energy contributions from pileup and underlying event [159]. Several grooming
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techniques exist in order to suppress the effect of soft contributions and to better
identify the jet substructure. Large-R jets in mono-h(bb¯) analysis are calibrated using
local calibration weighting (LCW) scheme [160], and are groomed using the trimming
procedure [161]. Trimming procedure reclusters the large-R jets into smaller subjets
using the kt algorithm [162] with radius Rsub = 0.2 and then removes any subjet with
pT/p
J
T < fcut, where fcut = 0.05. The energy and the mass of the large-R jet is then
calibrated using jet mass scale (JMS) and jet mass resolution (JMR) calibrations [163].
The mass of the large-R jet is determined by using the combined jet mass definition
which is a resolution-weighted mean of the mass measured using calorimeter information
alone (mcalo) and the track-assisted jet mass (mTA) [163]. The jet mass resolution is
constructed from the distribution of jet mass response obtained from MC simulations.
Jet mass response is defined as the ratio of the mass of the reconstructed jet (mreco)









where IQnR(68%) is the 68% interquantile range andM is the median of the jet mass
response distribution. The IQnR(68%) is defined by the difference between 84th and
16th percentiles of the response distribution.
The calorimeter jet mass is defined by using the collection of topological clusters













where the sum runs over the calorimeter cell cluster constituents i for a large-R
calorimeter jet J . Although this definition is accurate for low pT large-R jets, as the
pT increases the mass resolution of the jet and the systematic uncertainties associated
with the calorimeter mass deteriorates due to the spatial granularity of the calorimeter
cells.
The track-assisted jet mass is defined as the sum of the masses of the tracks
reconstructed by the ID that are associated to a large-R jet (mtrack) weighted by the
ratio of the pT measured at the calorimeter and the ID to correct for the contribution





The track-assisted jet mass uses the finer angular resolution of the ID trackers to
achieve a better large-R jet mass resolution at higher pT as well as smaller systematic
uncertainties. However the calorimeter mass definition performs better than track-
assisted mass definition except for the higher end of the pT spectrum.
The combined mass (mcomb) is a weighted linear combination of these two mass
definitions. The weight of a given mass definition is the inverse of the respective jet












mcomb = wTAmTA + wcalomcalo . (4.6)
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The combined mass has a better jet mass resolution than either of the two previous
definitions as shown in Figure 4·4 while the systematic uncertainties are between the
two definitions. Figure 4·4 also shows that the improvement in jet mass resolution
from using mcomb over mcalo is more noticeable at higher jet pT which corresponds to
higher values of EmissT . Therefore using mcomb instead of mcalo, which was the default
large-R jet mass definition for ATLAS in Run 2, results in a better mass resolution
and smaller systematic uncertainties in the higher EmissT regions where the analysis
has the best signal sensitivity. More details on combined mass definition uncertainties
will be discussed in Section 4.5.
Figure 4·4: The jet mass resolution of a large-R jet originating from Higgs
boson decays reconstructed by using different mass definitions [164]. It can
be seen that the combined mass definition has the better resolution for all of
the pT range which improves with increasing pT.
Furthermore, large-R jets are required to have pT > 200 GeV and |η| < 2.0. In
the case of multiple large-R jets in an event they are ordered by decreasing pT.
Since the large-R jets cannot be resolved into two small-R calorimeter jets, the
b-tagging for large-R jets is applied to the track-jets matched to the large-R jet [164].
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In the case of multiple track-jets in a large-R jet they are ordered by decreasing pT.
The two leading track-jets with the largest pT, that are ghost associated to the large-R
jet before trimming, are used to determine the number of b-tags the large-R jet has.
The muon-in-jet correction to large-R jets is applied in the same way as the small-R
jet case, with muons that are found within a ∆R < 0.2 of the b-tagged track-jets. In
the case of multiple muons in the region of interest only the muon that is nearest to
the track-jet axis is considered. As a result, at most two muons are used to correct
the large-R jet 4-vector.
4.2.2.4 Tau Jets
Tau leptons have mean lifetimes on the order of 10−13 seconds, and as a result any
tau leptons that are produced in the events can be detected as jets since they decay,
usually hadronically (B(τ → hadrons) ∼ 64.8%), within the detector. Although, tau
leptons are not expected in the final state of the mono-h(bb¯) signal, some background
processes such as the tt¯ production can have τ lepton production via decays of W
bosons. Therefore, in the signal region of this analysis a veto on the presence of
τ leptons is being used to suppress the background from tt¯ events. Tau jets are
reconstructed according to method described in [165, 166]. Furthermore, they are
required to have pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.5, and have 1 or 3 charged tracks. Tau jets are
also required to pass the loose working point of the standard tau identification, which
is based on the combination of tracking and calorimeter information in a boosted
decision tree [165, 166]. In addition to the standard tau identification, an extended
tau identification is designed to identify events with tau jets which failed the standard
tau identification. This identification targets leptonic decays of W bosons, and it
requires a small-R jet with more than 1 and less than 4 charged tracks and that the φ
separation between the tau candidate and the direction of ~p missT to be less than pi/8
(∆φ(~p missT , ~p τT ) < pi/8).
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Table 4.4 shows a summary of the jet object selections that are used in this analysis.
Jet Object Type Algorithm Additional Selection
Small-R Jets
central pT > 20 GeV anti-kt R =0.4 if pT < 60 GeV, |η| < 2.4 then JVT> 0.59|η| < 2.5 EMTopo b-tagging: 70% signal efficiency
forward pT > 30 GeV anti-kt R =0.4
2.5 < |η| < 4.5 EMTopo
Large-R Jets
anti-kt R =1.0
pT > 200 GeV LCTopo
|η| < 2.0 Trimmed
(Rsubjet = 0.2, fcut = 0.05)
Track Jets
anti-kt R =0.2
pT > 10 GeV Track b-tagging: 70% signal efficiency|η| < 2.5
ntracks ≥ 2
τ Jets
pT > 20 GeV BDT ID Small-R jets with 1≤ Ntracks ≤4|η| < 2.5
Loose WP and ∆φ(τ, EmissT ) ≤ pi/8Ntracks = 1 or 3
Table 4.4: A summary of the jet object definitions used in the analysis.
4.2.3 EmissT , ~p missT and ~p
miss,trk
T
The missing transverse energy, EmissT , is the magnitude of the missing transverse energy
vector, ~p missT , which is computed by using all other fully calibrated and reconstructed
physics objects and a soft term to account for the contributions from other sources
that are not reconstructed as physics objects [167, 168]. The reconstruction of the
soft term was done by combining tracker based information with the information
from calorimeter energy deposits. This track-based soft term (TST) EmissT method
is shown to have better performance compared to purely track based or calorimeter
based reconstruction methods by providing a good compromise between these two




• Fully calibrated small-R jets with no selection
• ID tracks with pT > 0.5 GeV that are not attributed to any reconstructed object
In addition to EmissT and ~p missT , ~p
miss,trk
T is defined as a purely track based missing
transverse momentum object which is primarily used to remove beam-induced and
non-collision background events [171]. It is computed as the negative sum of transverse
momenta of reconstructed tracks associated with the PV with pT > 0.5 GeV and
|η| < 2.5.
4.2.4 Overlap Removal
Occasionally a particle signal in the detector can be reconstructed as two different
physics objects. These processes can happen in the case of a muon undergoing
bremsstrahlung which can be reconstructed as an electron near the original muon, or
through production of electrons and muons in the decays of hadronic particles in jets.
In order to prevent these cases of duplicate objects which can lead to fake physics
objects or invalid isolation results, a procedure called overlap removal is used.
The overlap removal is applied in Run 2 ATLAS analyses in the following order.
First, any electrons that share the same track as a muon are removed from the
event. Then, any jets that are reconstructed within ∆R = 0.2 of a reconstructed
electron are removed. If there are any jets with JVT > 0.59, pT < 60 GeV and
|η| < 2.4 that survived this procedure that are still nearby an electron, then the
electron is removed. The required distance is defined as the minimum of ∆R = 0.4
and ∆R = 0.04 + 10GeV/peT. Finally, if there are any jets within ∆R = 0.2 of a muon,
the jets are removed only if the number of tracks within the jet with pT > 0.5 GeV
that are associated with the PV are less than 3 or the ratio of the pT of the muon to




T < 2. If there are any jets that survived this procedure that are still nearby
a muon, then the muon is removed. The required distance is defined as the minimum
of ∆R = 0.4 and ∆R = 0.04 + 10GeV/pµT.
4.3 Event Selection
The mono-h(bb¯) signal is characterized by large EmissT , no isolated leptons, and one or
two b-jets resulting from a Higgs candidate decay with a reconstructed mass compatible
with the observed Higgs boson mass of 125 GeV [59]. The analysis is split into two
regimes for all regions. In the resolved regime the Higgs boson is reconstructed by using
two small-R jets (mh,reco = mjj), whereas in the merged regime the Higgs boson is
reconstructed by using one large-R jet (mh,reco = mJ). The event selection criteria for
different analysis regimes in the SR and CRs are defined to optimize signal efficiency
and reduce the SM backgrounds, while keeping them as uniform as possible in different
regions.
4.3.1 Signal Region
All events are required to pass a number of baseline event selection criteria that are
common to both resolved and merged regimes in order to be considered in the SR:
• Have a PV reconstructed from at least two ID tracks
• Pass one of the EmissT triggers (See Table 4.1)
• Have no VH-loose electrons or muons
• Have EmissT > 150 GeV
• Have ~p miss,trkT > 30 GeV for events with fewer than 2 b-tagged jets
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Events with mismeasured jet momenta can result in a large fake EmissT and are
considered as the multijet background. The multijet background is particularly
important in the SR due to the SR having no isolated leptons. In order to suppress
the multijet background in the SR there are number of common selections that are
applied:
• min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p jT)] > pi/9 where j is one of the three leading small-R jets.
• ∆φ(~p missT , ~p miss,trkT ) < pi/2
These selections suppress the multijet background by using its distinct properties.
In the case of a multijet event due to a mismeasured jet, the ~p missT tends to be in the
same direction as the ~pT of the mismeasured jet causing the first observable to have
relatively small values for the multijet events. However for the mono-h(bb¯) final state
~p missT points to the opposite direction of the pT of the jets. The second observable is
useful for suppressing multijet backgrounds due to dijet events. In the case of a real
EmissT , the ~p missT and the ~p
miss,trk
T will be more or less aligned. However in the case of a
multijet event due to a mismeasured dijet event the ~p missT will be aligned with one of
the jets and the ~p miss,trkT will be small and have a direction uncorrelated to the ~p
miss
T .
After these baseline selections the analysis is split into the two regimes mentioned
before. Events with EmissT < 500 GeV are considered in the resolved regime while
events with EmissT > 500 GeV are considered in the merged regime.
4.3.1.1 Resolved Regime
In the resolved regime, defined by 150 < EmissT < 500 GeV, the decay products of
Higgs boson are considered to be small-R jets. The events are required to have at least
two central small-R jets. The Higgs candidate is reconstructed from the two leading
b-tagged central small-R jets, or in the case of one b-tagged jet, from the b-tagged
central jet and the leading non-b-tagged central jet. Furthermore, the leading small-R
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jet is required to have pT > 45 GeV. In order to improve trigger efficiency modeling
in the presence of multiple jets the scalar sum of the pT of the two (three) leading
central small-R jets, HT,2j (HT,3j), is required to be greater than 120 (150) GeV. The
main selection criteria for the resolved regime can be summarized as follows:
• Have 150 < EmissT < 500 GeV
• Have at least two central small-R jets with at least one of them being b-tagged
• Have leading small-R jet pT > 45 GeV
• Have HT,2j > 120 GeV (HT,3j > 150 GeV) in the case of two (more than two)
central small-R jets
On top of this main selection, in order to further suppress multijet background
there are two additional selections that are applied in the resolved regime. Unlike the
mono-h(bb¯) final state, the ~pT of the jets originating from a multijet background event
will have a larger azimuthal angular separation. Additionally, in a mono-h(bb¯) final
state the ~p missT will be back to back with the ~pT of the reconstructed Higgs candidate,
hreco, on the transverse plane which is not necessarily true for multijet events. A
summary of these two selections are given as:
• ∆φ(~p j1T , ~p j2T ) < 7pi/9
• ∆φ(~p missT , ~p hT ) > 2pi/3 where ~p hT is the ~pT of hreco
Finally, a set of selection criteria is applied to reduce the tt¯ background contribution
in the SR. These selections are aimed at identifying τ jets produced in t-quark
decays, and vetoing any events with τ jets. These additional τ veto selections reduce
background contribution in the SR by up to 60% while having a minimal effect on the
amount of signal. According to these selections, events with a τ jet either identified
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with the standard tau identification or the extended tau identification are vetoed.
Additionally, any events with more than two b-tagged central small-R jets are removed
to further suppress tt¯ events which tend to have more b-jets than the mono-h(bb¯)
signal. This selection aims to remove events where a W boson resulting from a t-quark
decay (B(t→ Wb) ∼ 100%) decays to a c-quark which is then misidentified as a b-jet
leading to more than two b-jets in tt¯ events. Furthermore, events are required to have
HT,3j > 0.63HT,all jets since most of the hadronic activity in a mono-h(bb¯) final state is
due to the h→ bb¯ decay. Finally, the two small-R jets that form the Higgs candidate
should be in an angular cone of ∆R < 1.8 of each other. These additional selection
criteria can be summarized as follows:
• No τ jets passing the standard or the extended identification
• No events with more than 2 b-tagged central small-R jets
• HT,3j > 0.63HT,all jets
• ∆R(~pj1, ~pj2) < 1.8
4.3.1.2 Merged Regime
In the merged regime, defined by EmissT > 500 GeV, the decay products of Higgs boson
are considered to form a single large-R jet. The events are required to have at least
one large-R jet with at least one b-tagged ghost associated track-jet. The leading
large-R jet is identified as the Higgs boson candidate. The large EmissT requirement
reduces the multijet background to negligible levels (See Section 4.4.3), and therefore
no additional selection is required to suppress it. The main selection criteria for the
merged regime can be summarized as follows:
• Have EmissT > 500 GeV
• Have at least one large-R jet with at least one b-tagged ghost associated track-jet
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As in the resolved regime case, a set of selection criteria is applied in merged
regime to reduce the tt¯ background contribution. These additional selections reduce
background contribution by up to 30% while having a minimal effect on the amount
of signal. According to these selections, any event with a τ jet or a b-tagged track-jet
outside of the large-R jet cone is vetoed. Furthermore, the scalar sum of pT of the
small-R jets outside of the large-R jet (HT,j) is required to be smaller than 0.57 times
the total HT in the event including the large-R jet. These additional requirements
can be summarized as follows:
• No events with ∆R(~pτ , ~pJ) > 1.0
• No events with ∆R(~pb-tagged track-jet, ~pJ) > 1.0
• Have HT,j < 0.57HT,j+J
A summary of signal region event selection criteria is given in Table 4.5.
4.3.2 Control Regions
4.3.2.1 1-muon Control Region
The selection criteria in the 1-muon CR is identical to the SR selection criteria except
for the lepton requirements and the definition of EmissT . The events are selected by
using the same EmissT triggers as the SR. The events that pass the triggers are required
to have exactly one WH-signal muon and no VH-loose electrons. The 1-muon CR
is defined to constrain the W+jets and tt¯ background events which can pass the SR
selection criteria if the muon resulting from the decays of such events is failed to be
reconstructed. In order to mimic the behavior of the missing muon in those cases, and
to keep the selections involving EmissT and ~p
miss,trk
T consistent with the SR, the ~pT of
the muon is added to the ~p missT and ~p
miss,trk
T . All references to E
miss
T , ~p missT and ~p
miss,trk
T
variables in the 1-muon CR include this addition, and the rest of the SR selection




Lowest unprescaled EmissT trigger
No Vh-loose leptons
EmissT > 150 GeV
~p miss,trkT > 30 GeV if < 2 b-tags
min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p
j
T)] > pi/9 for j1, j2, j3
∆φ(~p missT , ~p
miss,trk
T ) < pi/2
EmissT < 500 GeV E
miss
T > 500 GeV
N(central small-R jets) ≥ 2 N(central large-R jets) ≥ 1
N(b-tagged small-R jet) ≥ 1 N(b-tagged track-jet) ≥ 1
pj1T ≥ 45
HT,2j(3j) > 120(150) GeV
∆φ(~p j1T , ~p
j2
T ) < 7pi/9
∆φ(~p missT , ~p
h
T ) > 2pi/3
No τ jets No ∆R(~pτ , ~pJ) > 1.0
N(b-tagged central small-R jets) ≤ 2 No ∆R(~pb-tagged track-jet, ~pJ) > 1.0
HT,3j > 0.63HT,all jets HT,j < 0.57HT,j+J
∆R(~pj1, ~pj2) < 1.8
Table 4.5: Summary of the resolved and merged event selection applied in
the 0-lepton SR.
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4.3.2.2 2-lepton Control Region
The 2-lepton CR is defined to constrain Z+jets background events. Z+jets events can
pass the SR selection criteria in the case of a Z → νν¯ decay, the rate of which can be
constrained by using the rate of Z → `¯` processes. The events are selected by using
single electron or single muon triggers that are listed in Table 4.1. The events are
required to have exactly two VH-loose muons or electrons with at least one of them
fulfilling the ZH-signal requirements. In the case of two muons, the muons are required
to have opposite charges. This requirement is not used for electrons as they are more
likely to have their charges misidentified which decreases the selection efficiency for
these events [172, 173]. Furthermore, the invariant mass of the dilepton pair is required
to be around the observed Z mass, 83 < mee < 99 GeV or 71 < mµµ < 106 GeV. In
addition, a selection on a measure of EmissT significance is applied to the events in
2-lepton CR to separate Z+jets processes from tt¯ processes. This is due to the fact
that in the case of Z(``)+jets processes the EmissT is caused by detector effects whereas
in tt¯ events the EmissT is caused by the presence of neutrinos. In order to suppress
the contribution from tt¯ processes, the ratio of EmissT to the square root of the scalar
sum of pT of the two leptons and all the small-R jets in the event (H∗T ) is required
to be less than 3.5 GeV1/2. The baseline selection criteria that is defined to suppress
the multijet background is not necessary in 2-lepton CR, and therefore are not used.
In order to mimic the EmissT behavior of the SR in the 2-lepton CR, the ~pT of the
dilepton system is defined to be the equivalent of the ~p missT in the SR. Therefore all
references to EmissT variable in the 2-lepton CR, except the ones defined above, include
this substitution and the rest of the SR selection criteria is applied without further
changes.
A comparison of signal region selection criteria with control region selection criteria
is given in Table 4.6
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0-lepton SR 1-muon CR 2-lepton CR
Lowest unprescaled EmissT trigger Lowest unprescaled E
miss
T trigger Lowest unprescaled single lepton trigger
No VH-loose leptons 1 WH-signal µ 2 VH-loose e or µ (1 ZH-signal e or µ)







83 < mee < 99 GeV
71 < mµµ < 106 GeV
H∗T < 3.5GeV
1/2
Table 4.6: Comparison of selection criteria between the SR and CRs.
4.4 Background Estimation
The backgrounds for mono-h(bb¯) search can be split into two main categories depending
on the amount of background in the SR. The dominant background processes are
W+jets, Z+jets, and tt¯ production processes which contribute 90% of the total SM
background in the SR. The subdominant background processes that are considered
for this search are diboson (WW , WZ, ZZ), single top quark, associated V h, and
multijet production processes which contribute less than 10% of the total background
in SR.
Both the dominant and subdominant background processes, except multijet produc-
tion, are simulated using MC generators and normalized according to the theoretical
cross sections as described in Section 4.1.2. Additionally, the normalizations for tt¯
processes and W+HF and Z+HF processes, where HF denotes samples with bb, bc,
bl, or cc quarks, are evaluated using data in control regions details of which will be
discussed in Section 4.4.1 and Sections 4.4.2. Finally, the multijet background is
determined from data in a dedicated multijet enriched region using a template fit
method which is described in detail in Section 4.4.3.
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4.4.1 1 Muon Control Region: W+jets and tt¯
The 1-muon CR is defined by requiring exactly one WH-signal muon, and is used to
determine the normalizations of tt¯ background and W+HF processes when W decays
leptonically and the additional jets contain heavy flavor quarks (b or c). These final
states of W+jets and tt¯ processes often have muons and EmissT produced as a result
of W boson decays. In cases where the muon is not properly reconstructed these
processes can pass the SR selection criteria.
The selection criteria for the 1-muon CR is described in Section 4.3.2.1. After the
selection the electric charge of the muon is used as the final discriminating variable in
the 1-muon CR. This variable is chosen as it separates tt¯ background from W+jets
background during the fitting procedure (Figure 4·5). Since LHC is a proton-proton
collider the production cross section for W+ is greater than W−, which leads to more
µ+ in the final states of W+jets processes than µ−. This imbalance does not exist for
tt¯ processes, and therefore tt¯ final states have an equal number of µ+ and µ−.
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1 Lepton, 2 b-tags CR
 vs. W+jetstt
 Charge Separationµ
Figure 4·5: Fraction of the tt¯ and W+jets backgrounds to the total sum of
backgrounds in each EmissT region in the 1-muon CR for events with (left) 1
b-tag and (right) 2 b-tags separated by the electric charge of the muon in the
event. The muon electric charge asymmetry is visible for W+jets processes.
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4.4.2 2 Lepton Control Region: Z+jets
The 2-lepton CR is defined by requiring exactly two VH-loose muons or electrons, at
least one of which satisfying ZH-signal requirements, and is used to determine the
normalization of Z+HF background processes. Unlike W+jets or tt¯ backgrounds,
Z+jets events can naturally pass the SR selection criteria when the Z decays to
neutrinos and the additional jets originate from b quarks. The normalization of
Z(νν)+jets background can be determined by using Z(``)+jets processes in the 2-
lepton CR. These two processes have the same decay topology and kinematic properties
independent of the momentum of the Z boson.
The selection criteria for 2-lepton CR is described in Section 4.3.2.2. After the
selection mh,reco is used as the final discriminant variable similar to the 0-lepton SR.
However, due to limited statistics in the 2-lepton CR, only the total event yield in
each fitting region is considered.
4.4.3 Multijet Estimation
One of the most common final states in proton-proton collisions at the LHC is the
production of multiple low energy jet objects as a result of QCD interactions. In the
case of some jet objects failing to be reconstructed, these multijet events can pass
the SR selection criteria. Although the probability that any single multijet event will
pass the SR selection is really small, due to the large production cross section of such
events there is still a non-negligible multijet background in some parts of the SR, and
it is important to model this background correctly. Since only a tiny fraction of the
produced multijet events pass the SR selection criteria, it is required to produce a
large number of simulated events in order to have a statistically sufficient sample of
multijet events in the SR. Therefore a correct modeling of the multijet background
with MC event generators for this analysis is unrealistic due to computing resource
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requirements and lacking accuracy. Therefore a data driven background estimation
method is used to determine the multijet background contribution in the 0-lepton SR.
Because of the large EmissT requirement, the multijet background is expected to be
a minor contribution for the mono-h(bb¯) analysis. In 1-muon and 2-lepton CRs, the
extra lepton requirements further reduce the multijet background contribution and
therefore the multijet background in the CRs is negligible.
In order to determine the multijet background in the SR, a data driven template
fit method is used. In the method used in this analysis the shape of the multijet
distribution, the template, is derived in a multijet enriched region that is orthog-
onal to the 0-lepton SR. The multijet enriched region is defined by inverting the
min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p
j
T)] > pi/9 selection. Figure 4·6 shows that the discrepancy between
data and MC simulated backgrounds increases as the min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p
j
T)] angle de-
creases. It is assumed that in the region defined with min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p
j
T)] < pi/9 all
relevant SM background processes, except the multijet background, are estimated cor-
rectly with the MC simulations and the mono-h(bb¯) signal is non-existent. Therefore
the difference between data and MC simulations in this multijet enriched region is
entirely due to the multijet background processes. The shape of mh,reco distribution is
derived in this multijet enriched region by taking the difference of data and known
SM background processes in all different EmissT regions and separately for one and two
b-tagged events.
Afterwards, the normalizations for the derived templates are obtained by a applying
a profile likelihood fit similar to the one described in Section 4.6.1 to the data in the
SR while keeping some of the anti-multijet selection criteria relaxed. This procedure
is crucial since the amount of multijet background in the multijet enriched region is
massive compared to the amount of multijet background in the 0-lepton SR due to
large EmissT requirement and the application of anti-multijet selection criteria. For the
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Figure 4·6: Distributions of min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p jT)] for 1 and 2 b-tagged events
inclusive in EmissT . The difference between data and MC predictions is labeled
as multijet background.
purposes of the fits, the normalizations of all simulated backgrounds are constrained
by the theoretical values, while the normalization for the multijet background is left
as a free variable. Additionally an overall normalization scale uncertainty is applied
to all the backgrounds which is constrained by the luminosity uncertainty, and the
statistical uncertainties are taken into account separately for each background in the fit.
Furthermore, the fitting procedure is kept blinded by excluding the 70 < mh,reco < 140
GeV region from the fits. The normalizations are obtained by using different methods
for the resolved and merged regimes.
In the merged regime, the EmissT > 500 GeV selection removes almost all of
the multijet background events. Therefore, this selection is relaxed for this fitting
procedure. Since the EmissT profile of the multijet events and the other backgrounds
have enough discriminating power, the EmissT variable is chosen to be used for the fitting.
The shape of the EmissT distribution is derived by using min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p
j
T)] < pi/9,
EmissT > 150 GeV and leaving the rest of the 0-lepton merged selection criteria intact.
A profile likelihood fit to EmissT observable is applied in the full 0-lepton SR with the
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relaxed EmissT cut separately for one and two b-tagged events. Figure 4·7 shows the
results of this fitting procedure where it can be seen that the amount of multijet
background for EmissT > 500 GeV is vanishingly small. The normalizations obtained
by this procedure yields a multijet background contribution that is below 1% for all







































































Figure 4·7: Distributions of EmissT for 1 and 2 b-tagged events in the merged
regime after the fit. The multijet background contribution is negligible for
events with EmissT > 500 GeV.
In the resolved regime, the variable that is used for the fitting procedure is chosen
to be the multiplicity of small-R jets that contain at least one muon within the jet
(nJetsWithMuon). In events with b-tagged jets and large EmissT , the multijet events
often have real EmissT and muons caused by leptonic decays of W bosons which are
produced in the decays of hadronic particles in the jets (also know as semi-leptonic
decays of hadrons). Therefore, multijet events that pass SR selection criteria tend to
have more nJetsWithMuon than other backgrounds, while the EmissT observable does
not have good discriminating power for this type of multijet events. The shape of
the nJetsWithMuon distribution is derived by using min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p
j
T)] < pi/9, and
dropping ∆φ(~p missT , ~p
miss,trk




T ) > 2pi/3, and ∆R(~pj1, ~pj2) < 1.8
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selections while keeping the rest of the 0-lepton SR selection intact. Then, a profile
likelihood fit to nJetsWithMuon observable is applied in this relaxed region after
applying the min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p
j
T)] > pi/9 selection. The fit is applied for each E
miss
T region
and b-tag multiplicity separately. The normalizations decrease quickly with increasing
EmissT , and therefore the multijet background in the [350, 500) GeV region is assumed to
be negligible. The normalizations and nuisance parameter (NP) pulls obtained by the
fitting procedure is shown in Table 4.7. Figure 4·8 shows the resulting nJetsWithMuon
distributions after the fits for each of the EmissT regions and b-tag multiplicities. The
NP pulls for the profile likelihood fit for the [150, 200) and [200, 350) GeV regions
are shown in Figure 4·9. After the fit, the normalizations of W+jets, Z+jets and tt¯
backgrounds and the overall normalization scale are increased by more than 1σ in some
fit regions whereas the normalizations for the subdominant backgrounds remained the
same. Since the normalizations of the dominant backgrounds are considered as free
parameters of the final profile likelihood procedure as will be discussed in Section 4.6.1
the effect of these NP pulls are not considered in the final multijet estimation.
The multijet template obtained for the mh,reco variable is then normalized inde-
pendently by using the normalizations obtained in the [150, 200) and [200, 350) GeV
regions for one and two b-tagged events. In order to validate the extrapolation to
the 0-lepton SR, the mh,reco template distributions for different min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p
j
T)]
values are compared in Figure 4·10 which shows the mh,reco distribution is mostly
independent of the min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p
j
T)] value. Additionally, the uncertainty on the
multijet normalizations due to the fitting procedure are derived by applying the profile
likelihood fit in the non-relaxed 0-lepton SR. The normalizations obtained by this
method are found to be compatible with zero, and therefore an uncertainty of 100%
is assumed for the normalization of the multijet background in all regions. This
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Figure 4·8: Distributions of the number of small-R jets that contain a muon
for 1 and 2 b-tagged events in every EmissT region in the resolved regime.
on the final results due to the multijet background constituting a small fraction of the
backgrounds for this analysis.
4.5 Systematic Uncertainties
There are systematic uncertainties related to all of the parts of the analysis that
are described above. These uncertainties can be grouped into two main categories:
modeling uncertainties that are related to production of signal and background
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EmissT ∈ [150, 200] EmissT ∈ [200, 350]
Parameters 1-tag 2-tag 1-tag 2-tag
Multijet normalization 0.13± 0.01 0.12± 0.01 0.02± 0.01 0.06± 0.01
NP pulls [σ]
Luminosity 2.30± 0.92 2.24± 0.84 1.45± 0.94 1.37± 0.88
tt¯ 2.32± 1.01 2.87± 0.99 1.41± 1.02 1.32± 0.94
single top 0.13± 0.99 0.01± 0.99 0.05± 0.99 0.06± 0.99
diboson 0.05± 0.99 0.02± 0.99 0.10± 0.99 0.05± 0.99
W+jets 3.78± 0.78 1.35± 1.10 0.66± 1.03 0.78± 1.11
Z+jets 0.69± 0.94 1.01± 0.92 2.09± 0.53 1.82± 0.77
Table 4.7: Table of scale factors and pulls obtained by fitting multiplicity
of jets which contain a muon variable in the fit selection region as described
above. In the table, scale factors for multijet normalization and pulls for
luminosity and other backgrounds are shown. Luminosity uncertainty is taken
as 3.7%. The other backgrounds are constrained by theoretical uncertainties
which are taken as: tt¯: 6%, single top: 5%, diboson: 10%, W+jets: 20%,
Z+jets: 20%.
MC samples, and experimental uncertainties that are related to the physics object
reconstruction and the detector modeling. These uncertainties affect the mono-h(bb¯)
search by introducing both a shape and a normalization uncertainty to the final
discriminant, mh,reco.
The effect of a given systematic uncertainty is estimated by applying ±1σ variation
around the nominal value for each uncertainty and running the entire analysis for each
case. Then, the change in total number of signal and background events in the SR due
to the inclusion of a systematic uncertainty is measured. Most of the uncertainties that
are included in the final fitting procedure have an effect of less than 1% in signal or
background event yields in the SR. A brief description of sources, estimation methods,
and expected values of different systematic uncertainties that cause variations greater
than 1% are given below.
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Figure 4·9: Nuisance parameter pulls for the profile likelihood fit for 1 and
2 b-tagged events the [150, 200) and [200, 350) GeV regions.
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min[  (~p missT , ~p
j
T)] < ⇡/36<latexit sha1_base64="1TJ2tGlV8kkpY6hRL/GiHWtdsS4=">AAACi3icbVBbaxNBGJ1svdTValIffRkMhQoS d1tbL1QotoKPFZq2kF3D7ORLM3Zmdpn5NhiG+X/+Bf+Er/roJNliL34wcDjnfJc5RSWFxST52YpW7ty9d3/1Qfzw0drjJ+3O+okta8Ohz0tZmrOCWZBCQx8FSjirDDBVSDgtLg7m+ukUjBWlPsZZBbli51qMBWcYqGG7cBnCd3RKaD /IDkEio1k1EZvZFLir/HApH/uvjZEqYa33Ly91d2n45/jm/Yuc7oU54tX2rh+2u0kvWRS9DdIGdElTR8NOq5ONSl4r0Mgls3aQJhXmjhkUXIKPs9pCxfgFO4dBgJopsLlbhOHpRmBGdFya8DTSBXu1wzFl7UwVwakYTuxNbU7+TxvU OH6bO6GrGkHz5aJxLSmWdJ4sHQkDHOUsAMaNCLdSPmGGcQz5xxtX11imF3vmF9rr/7GcSRh9SHrvdnI3ATkF9HEchxDTm5HdBidbvTTgL6+7+x+bOFfJM/KcbJKUvCH75DM5In3CyQ/yi/wmf6K1aDt6H+0trVGr6XlKrlX06S9hXs oY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1TJ2tGlV8kkpY6hRL/GiHWtdsS4=">AAACi3icbVBbaxNBGJ1svdTValIffRkMhQoS d1tbL1QotoKPFZq2kF3D7ORLM3Zmdpn5NhiG+X/+Bf+Er/roJNliL34wcDjnfJc5RSWFxST52YpW7ty9d3/1Qfzw0drjJ+3O+okta8Ohz0tZmrOCWZBCQx8FSjirDDBVSDgtLg7m+ukUjBWlPsZZBbli51qMBWcYqGG7cBnCd3RKaD /IDkEio1k1EZvZFLir/HApH/uvjZEqYa33Ly91d2n45/jm/Yuc7oU54tX2rh+2u0kvWRS9DdIGdElTR8NOq5ONSl4r0Mgls3aQJhXmjhkUXIKPs9pCxfgFO4dBgJopsLlbhOHpRmBGdFya8DTSBXu1wzFl7UwVwakYTuxNbU7+TxvU OH6bO6GrGkHz5aJxLSmWdJ4sHQkDHOUsAMaNCLdSPmGGcQz5xxtX11imF3vmF9rr/7GcSRh9SHrvdnI3ATkF9HEchxDTm5HdBidbvTTgL6+7+x+bOFfJM/KcbJKUvCH75DM5In3CyQ/yi/wmf6K1aDt6H+0trVGr6XlKrlX06S9hXs oY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1TJ2tGlV8kkpY6hRL/GiHWtdsS4=">AAACi3icbVBbaxNBGJ1svdTValIffRkMhQoS d1tbL1QotoKPFZq2kF3D7ORLM3Zmdpn5NhiG+X/+Bf+Er/roJNliL34wcDjnfJc5RSWFxST52YpW7ty9d3/1Qfzw0drjJ+3O+okta8Ohz0tZmrOCWZBCQx8FSjirDDBVSDgtLg7m+ukUjBWlPsZZBbli51qMBWcYqGG7cBnCd3RKaD /IDkEio1k1EZvZFLir/HApH/uvjZEqYa33Ly91d2n45/jm/Yuc7oU54tX2rh+2u0kvWRS9DdIGdElTR8NOq5ONSl4r0Mgls3aQJhXmjhkUXIKPs9pCxfgFO4dBgJopsLlbhOHpRmBGdFya8DTSBXu1wzFl7UwVwakYTuxNbU7+TxvU OH6bO6GrGkHz5aJxLSmWdJ4sHQkDHOUsAMaNCLdSPmGGcQz5xxtX11imF3vmF9rr/7GcSRh9SHrvdnI3ATkF9HEchxDTm5HdBidbvTTgL6+7+x+bOFfJM/KcbJKUvCH75DM5In3CyQ/yi/wmf6K1aDt6H+0trVGr6XlKrlX06S9hXs oY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1TJ2tGlV8kkpY6hRL/GiHWtdsS4=">AAACi3icbVBbaxNBGJ1svdTValIffRkMhQoS d1tbL1QotoKPFZq2kF3D7ORLM3Zmdpn5NhiG+X/+Bf+Er/roJNliL34wcDjnfJc5RSWFxST52YpW7ty9d3/1Qfzw0drjJ+3O+okta8Ohz0tZmrOCWZBCQx8FSjirDDBVSDgtLg7m+ukUjBWlPsZZBbli51qMBWcYqGG7cBnCd3RKaD /IDkEio1k1EZvZFLir/HApH/uvjZEqYa33Ly91d2n45/jm/Yuc7oU54tX2rh+2u0kvWRS9DdIGdElTR8NOq5ONSl4r0Mgls3aQJhXmjhkUXIKPs9pCxfgFO4dBgJopsLlbhOHpRmBGdFya8DTSBXu1wzFl7UwVwakYTuxNbU7+TxvU OH6bO6GrGkHz5aJxLSmWdJ4sHQkDHOUsAMaNCLdSPmGGcQz5xxtX11imF3vmF9rr/7GcSRh9SHrvdnI3ATkF9HEchxDTm5HdBidbvTTgL6+7+x+bOFfJM/KcbJKUvCH75DM5In3CyQ/yi/wmf6K1aDt6H+0trVGr6XlKrlX06S9hXs oY</latexit>
⇡/36 < min[  (~p missT , ~
j ] < ⇡/18
<latexit sha1_base64="Fu6OqSqsF0NNnDjwEfAyNjk/8EE=">AAACknicbVFNbxMxEHWWj5blKyncuFhElYqE wi4ttCCQCuXAgUORmrZSdom8zqRxa3tX9mxEZPk3cuaHcAW8SSr6wUiWnt6b8Rs/F5UUFpPkZyu6cfPW7ZXVO/Hde/cfPGx31g5tWRsOfV7K0hwXzIIUGvooUMJxZYCpQsJRcbbX6EdTMFaU+gBnFeSKnWgxFpxhoIZtkVXixeZr+o 5mCN/RKaH9IPsEEhnNqonYyKbAXeWHC/nAf3MLRJWw1vvn57o7b/jXcer9s7y5OVikO8N2N+kl86LXQboEXbKs/WGn1clGJa8VaOSSWTtIkwpzxwwKLsHHWW2hYvyMncAgQM0U2NzNM/F0PTAjOi5NOBrpnL044ZiydqaK0KkYTuxV rSH/pw1qHO/kTuiqRtB8YTSuJcWSNgHTkTDAUc4CYNyIsCvlE2YYx/AN8fpFG8v03KfZ0F5+j+VMwuh90nvzKncTkFNAH8dxCDG9Gtl1cPiylwb8dau7+3EZ5yp5Qp6SDZKSbbJLPpN90iec/CC/yG/yJ3ocvY0+RHuL1qi1nHlELl X05S9RM8uv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fu6OqSqsF0NNnDjwEfAyNjk/8EE=">AAACknicbVFNbxMxEHWWj5blKyncuFhElYqE wi4ttCCQCuXAgUORmrZSdom8zqRxa3tX9mxEZPk3cuaHcAW8SSr6wUiWnt6b8Rs/F5UUFpPkZyu6cfPW7ZXVO/Hde/cfPGx31g5tWRsOfV7K0hwXzIIUGvooUMJxZYCpQsJRcbbX6EdTMFaU+gBnFeSKnWgxFpxhoIZtkVXixeZr+o 5mCN/RKaH9IPsEEhnNqonYyKbAXeWHC/nAf3MLRJWw1vvn57o7b/jXcer9s7y5OVikO8N2N+kl86LXQboEXbKs/WGn1clGJa8VaOSSWTtIkwpzxwwKLsHHWW2hYvyMncAgQM0U2NzNM/F0PTAjOi5NOBrpnL044ZiydqaK0KkYTuxV rSH/pw1qHO/kTuiqRtB8YTSuJcWSNgHTkTDAUc4CYNyIsCvlE2YYx/AN8fpFG8v03KfZ0F5+j+VMwuh90nvzKncTkFNAH8dxCDG9Gtl1cPiylwb8dau7+3EZ5yp5Qp6SDZKSbbJLPpN90iec/CC/yG/yJ3ocvY0+RHuL1qi1nHlELl X05S9RM8uv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fu6OqSqsF0NNnDjwEfAyNjk/8EE=">AAACknicbVFNbxMxEHWWj5blKyncuFhElYqE wi4ttCCQCuXAgUORmrZSdom8zqRxa3tX9mxEZPk3cuaHcAW8SSr6wUiWnt6b8Rs/F5UUFpPkZyu6cfPW7ZXVO/Hde/cfPGx31g5tWRsOfV7K0hwXzIIUGvooUMJxZYCpQsJRcbbX6EdTMFaU+gBnFeSKnWgxFpxhoIZtkVXixeZr+o 5mCN/RKaH9IPsEEhnNqonYyKbAXeWHC/nAf3MLRJWw1vvn57o7b/jXcer9s7y5OVikO8N2N+kl86LXQboEXbKs/WGn1clGJa8VaOSSWTtIkwpzxwwKLsHHWW2hYvyMncAgQM0U2NzNM/F0PTAjOi5NOBrpnL044ZiydqaK0KkYTuxV rSH/pw1qHO/kTuiqRtB8YTSuJcWSNgHTkTDAUc4CYNyIsCvlE2YYx/AN8fpFG8v03KfZ0F5+j+VMwuh90nvzKncTkFNAH8dxCDG9Gtl1cPiylwb8dau7+3EZ5yp5Qp6SDZKSbbJLPpN90iec/CC/yG/yJ3ocvY0+RHuL1qi1nHlELl X05S9RM8uv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fu6OqSqsF0NNnDjwEfAyNjk/8EE=">AAACknicbVFNbxMxEHWWj5blKyncuFhElYqE wi4ttCCQCuXAgUORmrZSdom8zqRxa3tX9mxEZPk3cuaHcAW8SSr6wUiWnt6b8Rs/F5UUFpPkZyu6cfPW7ZXVO/Hde/cfPGx31g5tWRsOfV7K0hwXzIIUGvooUMJxZYCpQsJRcbbX6EdTMFaU+gBnFeSKnWgxFpxhoIZtkVXixeZr+o 5mCN/RKaH9IPsEEhnNqonYyKbAXeWHC/nAf3MLRJWw1vvn57o7b/jXcer9s7y5OVikO8N2N+kl86LXQboEXbKs/WGn1clGJa8VaOSSWTtIkwpzxwwKLsHHWW2hYvyMncAgQM0U2NzNM/F0PTAjOi5NOBrpnL044ZiydqaK0KkYTuxV rSH/pw1qHO/kTuiqRtB8YTSuJcWSNgHTkTDAUc4CYNyIsCvlE2YYx/AN8fpFG8v03KfZ0F5+j+VMwuh90nvzKncTkFNAH8dxCDG9Gtl1cPiylwb8dau7+3EZ5yp5Qp6SDZKSbbJLPpN90iec/CC/yG/yJ3ocvY0+RHuL1qi1nHlELl X05S9RM8uv</latexit>
⇡/18 < min[  (~p missT , ~p
j
T)] < ⇡/9<latexit sha1_base64="mrnmQq1sgJu1pU+0AVm1K2FbKzA=">AAACkXicbVFda9swFFW8j3beV7I+7kUsFDoY mT1a1sAKYdvDYC8dNG0h9oKs3NRqZdlI16FB6C/uff9jrxuTE5f1YxcEh3Pu1bk6yiopDEbRz05w7/6Dhxubj8LHT54+e97tvTg2Za05jHkpS32aMQNSKBijQAmnlQZWZBJOsotPjX6yAG1EqY5wWUFasDMl5oIz9NS0myeVeBvv0w 80QbhEWwjlJslnkMhoUuViJ1kAt5WbruUj992uES2EMc69udLtVcO/jnPnXqfNzd5iOO32o0G0KnoXxC3ok7YOp71OL5mVvC5AIZfMmEkcVZhaplFwCS5MagMV4xfsDCYeKlaASe0qEke3PTOj81L7o5Cu2OsTlhXGLIvMdxYMc3Nb a8j/aZMa5/upFaqqERRfG81rSbGkTb50JjRwlEsPGNfC70p5zjTj6H8h3L5uY5ha+TQbmpvvMZxJmB1Eg+FeanOQC0AXhqEPMb4d2V1w/G4Qe/xttz/62Ma5SV6SV2SHxOQ9GZEv5JCMCSc/yC/ym/wJtoJhMAra3qDTzmyRGxV8/Q uuist1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrnmQq1sgJu1pU+0AVm1K2FbKzA=">AAACkXicbVFda9swFFW8j3beV7I+7kUsFDoY mT1a1sAKYdvDYC8dNG0h9oKs3NRqZdlI16FB6C/uff9jrxuTE5f1YxcEh3Pu1bk6yiopDEbRz05w7/6Dhxubj8LHT54+e97tvTg2Za05jHkpS32aMQNSKBijQAmnlQZWZBJOsotPjX6yAG1EqY5wWUFasDMl5oIz9NS0myeVeBvv0w 80QbhEWwjlJslnkMhoUuViJ1kAt5WbruUj992uES2EMc69udLtVcO/jnPnXqfNzd5iOO32o0G0KnoXxC3ok7YOp71OL5mVvC5AIZfMmEkcVZhaplFwCS5MagMV4xfsDCYeKlaASe0qEke3PTOj81L7o5Cu2OsTlhXGLIvMdxYMc3Nb a8j/aZMa5/upFaqqERRfG81rSbGkTb50JjRwlEsPGNfC70p5zjTj6H8h3L5uY5ha+TQbmpvvMZxJmB1Eg+FeanOQC0AXhqEPMb4d2V1w/G4Qe/xttz/62Ma5SV6SV2SHxOQ9GZEv5JCMCSc/yC/ym/wJtoJhMAra3qDTzmyRGxV8/Q uuist1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrnmQq1sgJu1pU+0AVm1K2FbKzA=">AAACkXicbVFda9swFFW8j3beV7I+7kUsFDoY mT1a1sAKYdvDYC8dNG0h9oKs3NRqZdlI16FB6C/uff9jrxuTE5f1YxcEh3Pu1bk6yiopDEbRz05w7/6Dhxubj8LHT54+e97tvTg2Za05jHkpS32aMQNSKBijQAmnlQZWZBJOsotPjX6yAG1EqY5wWUFasDMl5oIz9NS0myeVeBvv0w 80QbhEWwjlJslnkMhoUuViJ1kAt5WbruUj992uES2EMc69udLtVcO/jnPnXqfNzd5iOO32o0G0KnoXxC3ok7YOp71OL5mVvC5AIZfMmEkcVZhaplFwCS5MagMV4xfsDCYeKlaASe0qEke3PTOj81L7o5Cu2OsTlhXGLIvMdxYMc3Nb a8j/aZMa5/upFaqqERRfG81rSbGkTb50JjRwlEsPGNfC70p5zjTj6H8h3L5uY5ha+TQbmpvvMZxJmB1Eg+FeanOQC0AXhqEPMb4d2V1w/G4Qe/xttz/62Ma5SV6SV2SHxOQ9GZEv5JCMCSc/yC/ym/wJtoJhMAra3qDTzmyRGxV8/Q uuist1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrnmQq1sgJu1pU+0AVm1K2FbKzA=">AAACkXicbVFda9swFFW8j3beV7I+7kUsFDoY mT1a1sAKYdvDYC8dNG0h9oKs3NRqZdlI16FB6C/uff9jrxuTE5f1YxcEh3Pu1bk6yiopDEbRz05w7/6Dhxubj8LHT54+e97tvTg2Za05jHkpS32aMQNSKBijQAmnlQZWZBJOsotPjX6yAG1EqY5wWUFasDMl5oIz9NS0myeVeBvv0w 80QbhEWwjlJslnkMhoUuViJ1kAt5WbruUj992uES2EMc69udLtVcO/jnPnXqfNzd5iOO32o0G0KnoXxC3ok7YOp71OL5mVvC5AIZfMmEkcVZhaplFwCS5MagMV4xfsDCYeKlaASe0qEke3PTOj81L7o5Cu2OsTlhXGLIvMdxYMc3Nb a8j/aZMa5/upFaqqERRfG81rSbGkTb50JjRwlEsPGNfC70p5zjTj6H8h3L5uY5ha+TQbmpvvMZxJmB1Eg+FeanOQC0AXhqEPMb4d2V1w/G4Qe/xttz/62Ma5SV6SV2SHxOQ9GZEv5JCMCSc/yC/ym/wJtoJhMAra3qDTzmyRGxV8/Q uuist1</latexit>
mBB [GeV]
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<latexit sha1_base64="Jfh+0o0ILCnugIpBpD50GsQ1ags=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jfh+0o0ILCnugIpBpD50GsQ1ags=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jfh+0o0ILCnugIpBpD50GsQ1ags=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jfh+0o0ILCnugIpBpD50GsQ1ags=">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</latexit>
mh;reco [Ge ]
<latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKBVMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIj sHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhvADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXak iJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim+zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKBVMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIj sHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhvADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXak iJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim+zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKBVMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIj sHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhvADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXak iJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim+zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qjm0/GbAa5DdDhJD5eX+co0YhW0=">AAACgnicfZDPbtNAEMY3pkAxf5rCkcuKCAkhFNlQ1CKBVMEBjkUiaUVsRevNuF51/1jecUS02nfra/QFuMIj sHZyIC1iTp+++WZn9lfUUlhMkqtBdGvn9p27u/fi+w8ePtob7j+eWtM2HCbcSNOcFcyCFBomKFDCWd0AU4WE0+LiU9c/XUJjhdHfcFVDrti5FqXgDIM1H35Xc1e9cllpNJZMCblydbX0WXgROHZuhvADXQPceO/p/5J0HaWzzzDNvZ8PR8k46YveFOlGjMimTub7g2G2MLxVoJFLZu0sTWrMHWtQcAk+zloLNeMX7BxmQWqmwOauh+Dp8+AsaGka2t/Su39POKasXak iJBXDyl7vdea/erMWy6PcCV23CJqvF5WtpGhoR5QuRICDchUE440It1JesYZxDNy3tlim+zXdgXb7O5YzCYsPyfjd29xVIJeAPo7jwDC9TuymmL4ep0F/PRgdf9zQ3CVPyTPygqTkkByTL+SETAgnl+Qn+UV+RzvRyyiN3qyj0WAz84RsVfT+D6RPyAg=</latexit>
min[  (~p missT , ~p
j
T)] < ⇡/36<latexit sha1_base64="1TJ2tGlV8kkpY6hRL/GiHWtdsS4=">AAACi3icbVBbaxNBGJ1svdTValIffRkMhQoSd1tbL1QotoKPFZq2kF3D7ORLM3Zmdpn5NhiG+X/+Bf+Er/roJNliL34wcDjnfJc5RSWFxST52YpW7ty9d3/1Qfz w0drjJ+3O+okta8Ohz0tZmrOCWZBCQx8FSjirDDBVSDgtLg7m+ukUjBWlPsZZBbli51qMBWcYqGG7cBnCd3RKaD/IDkEio1k1EZvZFLir/HApH/uvjZEqYa33Ly91d2n45/jm/Yuc7oU54tX2rh+2u0kvWRS9DdIGdElTR8NOq5ONSl4r0Mgls3aQJhXmjhkUXIKPs9pCxfgFO4dBgJopsLlbhOHpRmBGdFya8DTSBXu1wzFl7UwVwakYTuxNbU7+TxvUOH6bO6GrGkHz5aJxLSmWdJ4sHQkDHOUsAMaNCLdSPmGGcQz5xxtX11imF3vmF9rr/7GcSRh9SHrvdnI3ATkF9HE chxDTm5HdBidbvTTgL6+7+x+bOFfJM/KcbJKUvCH75DM5In3CyQ/yi/wmf6K1aDt6H+0trVGr6XlKrlX06S9hXsoY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1TJ2tGlV8kkpY6hRL/GiHWtdsS4=">AAACi3icbVBbaxNBGJ1svdTValIffRkMhQoSd1tbL1QotoKPFZq2kF3D7ORLM3Zmdpn5NhiG+X/+Bf+Er/roJNliL34wcDjnfJc5RSWFxST52YpW7ty9d3/1Qfz w0drjJ+3O+okta8Ohz0tZmrOCWZBCQx8FSjirDDBVSDgtLg7m+ukUjBWlPsZZBbli51qMBWcYqGG7cBnCd3RKaD/IDkEio1k1EZvZFLir/HApH/uvjZEqYa33Ly91d2n45/jm/Yuc7oU54tX2rh+2u0kvWRS9DdIGdElTR8NOq5ONSl4r0Mgls3aQJhXmjhkUXIKPs9pCxfgFO4dBgJopsLlbhOHpRmBGdFya8DTSBXu1wzFl7UwVwakYTuxNbU7+TxvUOH6bO6GrGkHz5aJxLSmWdJ4sHQkDHOUsAMaNCLdSPmGGcQz5xxtX11imF3vmF9rr/7GcSRh9SHrvdnI3ATkF9HE chxDTm5HdBidbvTTgL6+7+x+bOFfJM/KcbJKUvCH75DM5In3CyQ/yi/wmf6K1aDt6H+0trVGr6XlKrlX06S9hXsoY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1TJ2tGlV8kkpY6hRL/GiHWtdsS4=">AAACi3icbVBbaxNBGJ1svdTValIffRkMhQoSd1tbL1QotoKPFZq2kF3D7ORLM3Zmdpn5NhiG+X/+Bf+Er/roJNliL34wcDjnfJc5RSWFxST52YpW7ty9d3/1Qfz w0drjJ+3O+okta8Ohz0tZmrOCWZBCQx8FSjirDDBVSDgtLg7m+ukUjBWlPsZZBbli51qMBWcYqGG7cBnCd3RKaD/IDkEio1k1EZvZFLir/HApH/uvjZEqYa33Ly91d2n45/jm/Yuc7oU54tX2rh+2u0kvWRS9DdIGdElTR8NOq5ONSl4r0Mgls3aQJhXmjhkUXIKPs9pCxfgFO4dBgJopsLlbhOHpRmBGdFya8DTSBXu1wzFl7UwVwakYTuxNbU7+TxvUOH6bO6GrGkHz5aJxLSmWdJ4sHQkDHOUsAMaNCLdSPmGGcQz5xxtX11imF3vmF9rr/7GcSRh9SHrvdnI3ATkF9HE chxDTm5HdBidbvTTgL6+7+x+bOFfJM/KcbJKUvCH75DM5In3CyQ/yi/wmf6K1aDt6H+0trVGr6XlKrlX06S9hXsoY</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="1TJ2tGlV8kkpY6hRL/GiHWtdsS4=">AAACi3icbVBbaxNBGJ1svdTValIffRkMhQoSd1tbL1QotoKPFZq2kF3D7ORLM3Zmdpn5NhiG+X/+Bf+Er/roJNliL34wcDjnfJc5RSWFxST52YpW7ty9d3/1Qfz w0drjJ+3O+okta8Ohz0tZmrOCWZBCQx8FSjirDDBVSDgtLg7m+ukUjBWlPsZZBbli51qMBWcYqGG7cBnCd3RKaD/IDkEio1k1EZvZFLir/HApH/uvjZEqYa33Ly91d2n45/jm/Yuc7oU54tX2rh+2u0kvWRS9DdIGdElTR8NOq5ONSl4r0Mgls3aQJhXmjhkUXIKPs9pCxfgFO4dBgJopsLlbhOHpRmBGdFya8DTSBXu1wzFl7UwVwakYTuxNbU7+TxvUOH6bO6GrGkHz5aJxLSmWdJ4sHQkDHOUsAMaNCLdSPmGGcQz5xxtX11imF3vmF9rr/7GcSRh9SHrvdnI3ATkF9HE chxDTm5HdBidbvTTgL6+7+x+bOFfJM/KcbJKUvCH75DM5In3CyQ/yi/wmf6K1aDt6H+0trVGr6XlKrlX06S9hXsoY</latexit>
⇡/36 < min[  (~p missT , ~
j ] < ⇡/18
<latexit sha1_base64="Fu6OqSqsF0NNnDjwEfAyNjk/8EE=">AAACknicbVFNbxMxEHWWj5blKyncuFhElYqEwi4ttCCQCuXAgUORmrZSdom8zqRxa3tX9mxEZPk3cuaHcAW8SSr6wUiWnt6b8Rs/F5UUFpPkZyu6cfPW7ZXVO/H de/cfPGx31g5tWRsOfV7K0hwXzIIUGvooUMJxZYCpQsJRcbbX6EdTMFaU+gBnFeSKnWgxFpxhoIZtkVXixeZr+o5mCN/RKaH9IPsEEhnNqonYyKbAXeWHC/nAf3MLRJWw1vvn57o7b/jXcer9s7y5OVikO8N2N+kl86LXQboEXbKs/WGn1clGJa8VaOSSWTtIkwpzxwwKLsHHWW2hYvyMncAgQM0U2NzNM/F0PTAjOi5NOBrpnL044ZiydqaK0KkYTuxVrSH/pw1qHO/kTuiqRtB8YTSuJcWSNgHTkTDAUc4CYNyIsCvlE2YYx/AN8fpFG8v03KfZ0F5+j+VMwuh90nvzKnc TkFNAH8dxCDG9Gtl1cPiylwb8dau7+3EZ5yp5Qp6SDZKSbbJLPpN90iec/CC/yG/yJ3ocvY0+RHuL1qi1nHlELlX05S9RM8uv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fu6OqSqsF0NNnDjwEfAyNjk/8EE=">AAACknicbVFNbxMxEHWWj5blKyncuFhElYqEwi4ttCCQCuXAgUORmrZSdom8zqRxa3tX9mxEZPk3cuaHcAW8SSr6wUiWnt6b8Rs/F5UUFpPkZyu6cfPW7ZXVO/H de/cfPGx31g5tWRsOfV7K0hwXzIIUGvooUMJxZYCpQsJRcbbX6EdTMFaU+gBnFeSKnWgxFpxhoIZtkVXixeZr+o5mCN/RKaH9IPsEEhnNqonYyKbAXeWHC/nAf3MLRJWw1vvn57o7b/jXcer9s7y5OVikO8N2N+kl86LXQboEXbKs/WGn1clGJa8VaOSSWTtIkwpzxwwKLsHHWW2hYvyMncAgQM0U2NzNM/F0PTAjOi5NOBrpnL044ZiydqaK0KkYTuxVrSH/pw1qHO/kTuiqRtB8YTSuJcWSNgHTkTDAUc4CYNyIsCvlE2YYx/AN8fpFG8v03KfZ0F5+j+VMwuh90nvzKnc TkFNAH8dxCDG9Gtl1cPiylwb8dau7+3EZ5yp5Qp6SDZKSbbJLPpN90iec/CC/yG/yJ3ocvY0+RHuL1qi1nHlELlX05S9RM8uv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fu6OqSqsF0NNnDjwEfAyNjk/8EE=">AAACknicbVFNbxMxEHWWj5blKyncuFhElYqEwi4ttCCQCuXAgUORmrZSdom8zqRxa3tX9mxEZPk3cuaHcAW8SSr6wUiWnt6b8Rs/F5UUFpPkZyu6cfPW7ZXVO/H de/cfPGx31g5tWRsOfV7K0hwXzIIUGvooUMJxZYCpQsJRcbbX6EdTMFaU+gBnFeSKnWgxFpxhoIZtkVXixeZr+o5mCN/RKaH9IPsEEhnNqonYyKbAXeWHC/nAf3MLRJWw1vvn57o7b/jXcer9s7y5OVikO8N2N+kl86LXQboEXbKs/WGn1clGJa8VaOSSWTtIkwpzxwwKLsHHWW2hYvyMncAgQM0U2NzNM/F0PTAjOi5NOBrpnL044ZiydqaK0KkYTuxVrSH/pw1qHO/kTuiqRtB8YTSuJcWSNgHTkTDAUc4CYNyIsCvlE2YYx/AN8fpFG8v03KfZ0F5+j+VMwuh90nvzKnc TkFNAH8dxCDG9Gtl1cPiylwb8dau7+3EZ5yp5Qp6SDZKSbbJLPpN90iec/CC/yG/yJ3ocvY0+RHuL1qi1nHlELlX05S9RM8uv</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Fu6OqSqsF0NNnDjwEfAyNjk/8EE=">AAACknicbVFNbxMxEHWWj5blKyncuFhElYqEwi4ttCCQCuXAgUORmrZSdom8zqRxa3tX9mxEZPk3cuaHcAW8SSr6wUiWnt6b8Rs/F5UUFpPkZyu6cfPW7ZXVO/H de/cfPGx31g5tWRsOfV7K0hwXzIIUGvooUMJxZYCpQsJRcbbX6EdTMFaU+gBnFeSKnWgxFpxhoIZtkVXixeZr+o5mCN/RKaH9IPsEEhnNqonYyKbAXeWHC/nAf3MLRJWw1vvn57o7b/jXcer9s7y5OVikO8N2N+kl86LXQboEXbKs/WGn1clGJa8VaOSSWTtIkwpzxwwKLsHHWW2hYvyMncAgQM0U2NzNM/F0PTAjOi5NOBrpnL044ZiydqaK0KkYTuxVrSH/pw1qHO/kTuiqRtB8YTSuJcWSNgHTkTDAUc4CYNyIsCvlE2YYx/AN8fpFG8v03KfZ0F5+j+VMwuh90nvzKnc TkFNAH8dxCDG9Gtl1cPiylwb8dau7+3EZ5yp5Qp6SDZKSbbJLPpN90iec/CC/yG/yJ3ocvY0+RHuL1qi1nHlELlX05S9RM8uv</latexit>
⇡/18 < min[  (~p missT , ~p
j
T)] < ⇡/9<latexit sha1_base64="mrnmQq1sgJu1pU+0AVm1K2FbKzA=">AAACkXicbVFda9swFFW8j3beV7I+7kUsFDoYmT1a1sAKYdvDYC8dNG0h9oKs3NRqZdlI16FB6C/uff9jrxuTE5f1YxcEh3Pu1bk6yiopDEbRz05w7/6Dhxubj8L HT54+e97tvTg2Za05jHkpS32aMQNSKBijQAmnlQZWZBJOsotPjX6yAG1EqY5wWUFasDMl5oIz9NS0myeVeBvv0w80QbhEWwjlJslnkMhoUuViJ1kAt5WbruUj992uES2EMc69udLtVcO/jnPnXqfNzd5iOO32o0G0KnoXxC3ok7YOp71OL5mVvC5AIZfMmEkcVZhaplFwCS5MagMV4xfsDCYeKlaASe0qEke3PTOj81L7o5Cu2OsTlhXGLIvMdxYMc3Nba8j/aZMa5/upFaqqERRfG81rSbGkTb50JjRwlEsPGNfC70p5zjTj6H8h3L5uY5ha+TQbmpvvMZxJmB1Eg+FeanO QC0AXhqEPMb4d2V1w/G4Qe/xttz/62Ma5SV6SV2SHxOQ9GZEv5JCMCSc/yC/ym/wJtoJhMAra3qDTzmyRGxV8/Quuist1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrnmQq1sgJu1pU+0AVm1K2FbKzA=">AAACkXicbVFda9swFFW8j3beV7I+7kUsFDoYmT1a1sAKYdvDYC8dNG0h9oKs3NRqZdlI16FB6C/uff9jrxuTE5f1YxcEh3Pu1bk6yiopDEbRz05w7/6Dhxubj8L HT54+e97tvTg2Za05jHkpS32aMQNSKBijQAmnlQZWZBJOsotPjX6yAG1EqY5wWUFasDMl5oIz9NS0myeVeBvv0w80QbhEWwjlJslnkMhoUuViJ1kAt5WbruUj992uES2EMc69udLtVcO/jnPnXqfNzd5iOO32o0G0KnoXxC3ok7YOp71OL5mVvC5AIZfMmEkcVZhaplFwCS5MagMV4xfsDCYeKlaASe0qEke3PTOj81L7o5Cu2OsTlhXGLIvMdxYMc3Nba8j/aZMa5/upFaqqERRfG81rSbGkTb50JjRwlEsPGNfC70p5zjTj6H8h3L5uY5ha+TQbmpvvMZxJmB1Eg+FeanO QC0AXhqEPMb4d2V1w/G4Qe/xttz/62Ma5SV6SV2SHxOQ9GZEv5JCMCSc/yC/ym/wJtoJhMAra3qDTzmyRGxV8/Quuist1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrnmQq1sgJu1pU+0AVm1K2FbKzA=">AAACkXicbVFda9swFFW8j3beV7I+7kUsFDoYmT1a1sAKYdvDYC8dNG0h9oKs3NRqZdlI16FB6C/uff9jrxuTE5f1YxcEh3Pu1bk6yiopDEbRz05w7/6Dhxubj8L HT54+e97tvTg2Za05jHkpS32aMQNSKBijQAmnlQZWZBJOsotPjX6yAG1EqY5wWUFasDMl5oIz9NS0myeVeBvv0w80QbhEWwjlJslnkMhoUuViJ1kAt5WbruUj992uES2EMc69udLtVcO/jnPnXqfNzd5iOO32o0G0KnoXxC3ok7YOp71OL5mVvC5AIZfMmEkcVZhaplFwCS5MagMV4xfsDCYeKlaASe0qEke3PTOj81L7o5Cu2OsTlhXGLIvMdxYMc3Nba8j/aZMa5/upFaqqERRfG81rSbGkTb50JjRwlEsPGNfC70p5zjTj6H8h3L5uY5ha+TQbmpvvMZxJmB1Eg+FeanO QC0AXhqEPMb4d2V1w/G4Qe/xttz/62Ma5SV6SV2SHxOQ9GZEv5JCMCSc/yC/ym/wJtoJhMAra3qDTzmyRGxV8/Quuist1</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mrnmQq1sgJu1pU+0AVm1K2FbKzA=">AAACkXicbVFda9swFFW8j3beV7I+7kUsFDoYmT1a1sAKYdvDYC8dNG0h9oKs3NRqZdlI16FB6C/uff9jrxuTE5f1YxcEh3Pu1bk6yiopDEbRz05w7/6Dhxubj8L HT54+e97tvTg2Za05jHkpS32aMQNSKBijQAmnlQZWZBJOsotPjX6yAG1EqY5wWUFasDMl5oIz9NS0myeVeBvv0w80QbhEWwjlJslnkMhoUuViJ1kAt5WbruUj992uES2EMc69udLtVcO/jnPnXqfNzd5iOO32o0G0KnoXxC3ok7YOp71OL5mVvC5AIZfMmEkcVZhaplFwCS5MagMV4xfsDCYeKlaASe0qEke3PTOj81L7o5Cu2OsTlhXGLIvMdxYMc3Nba8j/aZMa5/upFaqqERRfG81rSbGkTb50JjRwlEsPGNfC70p5zjTj6H8h3L5uY5ha+TQbmpvvMZxJmB1Eg+FeanO QC0AXhqEPMb4d2V1w/G4Qe/xttz/62Ma5SV6SV2SHxOQ9GZEv5JCMCSc/yC/ym/wJtoJhMAra3qDTzmyRGxV8/Quuist1</latexit>
2 b-tags
<latexit sha1_base64="tysQR5HGMKFqDiCm0L0v8u10fxQ=">AAACOnicbVDLahtBEJz1U9nEjuQccxkiBLlE7BoHOweDSC4+2hA9QFpE76hXGjw7u8z02hGLPsXX +Cf8I7n6Fnz1B3gk6yDLbhgoqrqpmopzJS0FwT9vY3Nre2e38s5//2Fv/2O1dtCxWWEEtkWmMtOLwaKSGtskSWEvNwhprLAbX/6a690rNFZm+jdNc4xSGGuZSAHkqGG1NiD8Q3FSHvL4G8HYzobVetAMFsNfg3AJ6mw558OaVxuMMlGkqEkosLYfBjlFJRiSQuHMHxQWcxCXMMa+gxpStFG5yD7jDceMeJIZ9zTxBbt6UUJq7TSN3WYKNLHr2px8 S+sXlJxEpdR5QajFs1FSKE4ZnxfBR9KgIDV1AISRLisXEzAgyNXlN1ZtLOiFzzyhffkfK0Dh6DRo/vgelRNUV0gz3/ddieF6Za9B57AZOnxxVG/9XNZZYZ/ZF/aVheyYtdgZO2dtJtg1u2F/2a135917/72H59UNb3nzib0Y7/EJv12rrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tysQR5HGMKFqDiCm0L0v8u10fxQ=">AAACOnicbVDLahtBEJz1U9nEjuQccxkiBLlE7BoHOweDSC4+2hA9QFpE76hXGjw7u8z02hGLPsXX +Cf8I7n6Fnz1B3gk6yDLbhgoqrqpmopzJS0FwT9vY3Nre2e38s5//2Fv/2O1dtCxWWEEtkWmMtOLwaKSGtskSWEvNwhprLAbX/6a690rNFZm+jdNc4xSGGuZSAHkqGG1NiD8Q3FSHvL4G8HYzobVetAMFsNfg3AJ6mw558OaVxuMMlGkqEkosLYfBjlFJRiSQuHMHxQWcxCXMMa+gxpStFG5yD7jDceMeJIZ9zTxBbt6UUJq7TSN3WYKNLHr2px8 S+sXlJxEpdR5QajFs1FSKE4ZnxfBR9KgIDV1AISRLisXEzAgyNXlN1ZtLOiFzzyhffkfK0Dh6DRo/vgelRNUV0gz3/ddieF6Za9B57AZOnxxVG/9XNZZYZ/ZF/aVheyYtdgZO2dtJtg1u2F/2a135917/72H59UNb3nzib0Y7/EJv12rrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tysQR5HGMKFqDiCm0L0v8u10fxQ=">AAACOnicbVDLahtBEJz1U9nEjuQccxkiBLlE7BoHOweDSC4+2hA9QFpE76hXGjw7u8z02hGLPsXX +Cf8I7n6Fnz1B3gk6yDLbhgoqrqpmopzJS0FwT9vY3Nre2e38s5//2Fv/2O1dtCxWWEEtkWmMtOLwaKSGtskSWEvNwhprLAbX/6a690rNFZm+jdNc4xSGGuZSAHkqGG1NiD8Q3FSHvL4G8HYzobVetAMFsNfg3AJ6mw558OaVxuMMlGkqEkosLYfBjlFJRiSQuHMHxQWcxCXMMa+gxpStFG5yD7jDceMeJIZ9zTxBbt6UUJq7TSN3WYKNLHr2px8 S+sXlJxEpdR5QajFs1FSKE4ZnxfBR9KgIDV1AISRLisXEzAgyNXlN1ZtLOiFzzyhffkfK0Dh6DRo/vgelRNUV0gz3/ddieF6Za9B57AZOnxxVG/9XNZZYZ/ZF/aVheyYtdgZO2dtJtg1u2F/2a135917/72H59UNb3nzib0Y7/EJv12rrA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tysQR5HGMKFqDiCm0L0v8u10fxQ=">AAACOnicbVDLahtBEJz1U9nEjuQccxkiBLlE7BoHOweDSC4+2hA9QFpE76hXGjw7u8z02hGLPsXX +Cf8I7n6Fnz1B3gk6yDLbhgoqrqpmopzJS0FwT9vY3Nre2e38s5//2Fv/2O1dtCxWWEEtkWmMtOLwaKSGtskSWEvNwhprLAbX/6a690rNFZm+jdNc4xSGGuZSAHkqGG1NiD8Q3FSHvL4G8HYzobVetAMFsNfg3AJ6mw558OaVxuMMlGkqEkosLYfBjlFJRiSQuHMHxQWcxCXMMa+gxpStFG5yD7jDceMeJIZ9zTxBbt6UUJq7TSN3WYKNLHr2px8 S+sXlJxEpdR5QajFs1FSKE4ZnxfBR9KgIDV1AISRLisXEzAgyNXlN1ZtLOiFzzyhffkfK0Dh6DRo/vgelRNUV0gz3/ddieF6Za9B57AZOnxxVG/9XNZZYZ/ZF/aVheyYtdgZO2dtJtg1u2F/2a135917/72H59UNb3nzib0Y7/EJv12rrA==</latexit>
Figure 4·10: Distributions of the mh,reco template for different values of
min[∆φ(~p missT , ~p
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4.5.1.1 Background Modeling Uncertainties
Systematic uncertainties related to background modeling include uncertainties on the
shapes of mh,reco and EmissT distributions for dominant backgrounds and normaliza-
tion uncertainties due to the theoretical uncertainties on production cross sections
of subdominant backgrounds. The effect of shape uncertainties for subdominant
backgrounds are below the 1% threshold described above and therefore will not be
discussed further. The normalizations of the dominant backgrounds (W+HF, Z+HF,
and tt¯) are considered as unconstrained variables of the fitting procedure as will be
described in Section 4.6.1.
The nominal values for normalizations of the subdominant backgrounds, except
multijet background, are set to their respective theoretical expectations which are
constrained by the theoretical uncertainties [112, 143, 174]. The normalization
uncertainty for the multijet background is taken to be 100% of its nominal value as
discussed in Section 4.4.3. The uncertainties associated with normalizations of each
subdominant background sample is given below:
• V + ll: 10%




– Wt associated production: 6.2%
• Diboson:




• SM V h: 50%
• Multijet: 100%
Additionally, the total V+HF normalizations are decorrelated between 0-lepton
SR and the CRs, but are constrained to be within an uncertainty of 20%. This
uncertainty allows the V+HF normalization in the 0-lepton SR to shift from the
common normalization value obtained by the simultaneous fit to all the regions.
Furthermore, the compositions of V+HF backgrounds are allowed to vary within
the overall V+HF normalization with the ratios of normalizations of V + bc, V + bl,
and V + cc samples to the V + bb sample normalization is constrained to be within
an uncertainty of 20%. This results in nine uncertainties, three for W+HF and
six for Z+HF which are decorrelated between 0-lepton SR and 2-lepton CR. These
uncertainties are introduced to reduce the tensions between different lepton multiplicity
regions. The decorrelation of Z+HF uncertainties is motivated by a study applied
by [175]. A summary of these additional uncertainties is given below:
• Norm(V + HF)SR
Norm(V + HF)SR+CRs
: 20%
• Norm(W + bc/bl/cc)
Norm(W + bb)
: 20%
• Norm(Z + bc/bl/cc)0-lep
Norm(Z + bb)0-lep
: 20%
• Norm(Z + bc/bl/cc)2-lep
Norm(Z + bb)2-lep
: 20%
For the dominant backgrounds, the shape uncertainties are evaluated using dif-
ferent methods for each dominant background. Only the shapes of mh,reco and EmissT
distributions are considered as they are primarily used in the final fitting procedure.
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The uncertainties for W+HF and tt¯ backgrounds are evaluated by comparing the
shapes of mh,reco and EmissT distributions produced by using different MC generators
and PDF sets both for event generation and parton shower simulations [176]. Since
these backgrounds are mainly studied in the 1-muon CR, the EmissT variable is taken as
defined in the 1-muon CR. The comparisons are done by normalizing the distributions
obtained by various generators to unit area and using analytic functions to parametrize
the maximum deviation. Then the analytic functions are taken as the ±1σ variation
of the shape of the given distribution which are then used to provide event-by-event
scale factors for W+HF and tt¯ backgrounds.
The uncertainties for Z+HF background is evaluated by comparing the shapes
of mh,reco and EmissT distributions between data and MC samples in the 2-lepton CR
by using 2-lepton CR EmissT definition. The 2-lepton CR, due to its purity in Z+jets
events, can be used as a standard candle for deriving these uncertainties assuming that
all the detector effects have been taken into account. The uncertainties are obtained
by comparing shapes obtained from data to MC simulations in the 2-lepton CR, and
any deviation is attributed to a mismodeling in the MC simulations. The difference
between data and MC simulation is parametrized by using analytic functions as in
the case of W+HF and tt¯ which are then used to derive event-by-event scale factors
for Z+HF background.
4.5.1.2 Signal Modeling Uncertainties
Signal modeling uncertainties related to the MC production procedures can change the
result of the SR event selection. These signal acceptance uncertainties are evaluated by
varying the parameters of theMadGraph+Pythia signal simulations and comparing
the acceptance rates by applying the SR selection at the generator level without
applying the detector simulation. Three simulation parameters are varied for signal
acceptance uncertainties: renormalization and factorization scale, shower tuning, and
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the PDF set.
Renormalization and factorization scales in MadGraph are dynamically set to the
geometric mean of the transverse masses of the final state particles which is defined
by m2T = m2 + p2T for each particle. The scale uncertainties are evaluated by changing
the scales up and down by a factor of 2 coherently.
Different MC event generators use different parton shower, hadronization and
multiple interaction models to produce realistic event simulations. However, these
models are usually approximations to high-order perturbative QCD calculations or
phenomenological models to address the non-perturbative effects. In either case there
are several parameters that need to be optimized in order to produce simulations
comparable to collider data. This optimization is known as tuning. A set of four
tunes, named A14 tune, is obtained by the ATLAS Collaboration using Run 1 data
for four different LO PDF sets [177]. The A14 tune for the NNPDF PDF set has a
set of Hessian systematic variations obtained by the eigentune method [177]. These
variations provide maximal coverage of the implicit uncertainties of the tuning.
The nominal PDF set used in the signal sample production is the NNPDF3.0. In
order to evaluate the systematic uncertainties due to PDF set selection, the nominal
set is replaced by MSTW2008lo68cl [116] and the CTEQ6L1 [178] PDF sets. The
uncertainty is taken as the envelope of the maximum deviation between the NNPDF3.0
PDF set and the two test sets as recommended by [179].
The signal modeling uncertainties are evaluated by generating Z ′-2HDM samples
while applying each of the variations described above independently. In order to
have a good coverage of the entire phase space, 40000 events were generated for
several different (mZ′ ,mA0) values. The change in signal acceptance is then calculated
separately for the four different EmissT regions for each of the mass points. The upward
and downward changes in acceptance are then symmetrized.
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4.5.2 Experimental Uncertainties
Monte Carlo simulated signal and background samples are processed with a detector
simulation to model the reconstruction, identification and measurement capabilities of
the detector. Persisting differences on reconstruction and identification efficiencies as
well as distributions of kinematic variables of physics objects between the simulations
and observations are corrected by using event-by-event scale factors. The uncertainties
related to these calibrations are propagated to the final fitting procedure where they
are treated as NPs of the fit. These uncertainties cover the potential mismatch between
MC simulations and data due to limited accuracy of the modeling of detector effects
as well as the physics object reconstruction and identification methods.
Efficiency scale factors correct MC simulations such that efficiencies of various
reconstruction and selection processes are similar between the simulations and data.
The scale factors for kinematic variables correct the distributions of energy and
momentum of MC simulated samples to match the distributions observed in data
both by calibrating the overall scale of the variables and also by taking the finite
resolution of the detector into account. The physics object uncertainties that are
discussed here are determined by the dedicated combined performance groups of
ATLAS Collaboration.
Important systematic uncertainties on electrons and muons include reconstruction,
identification, isolation and trigger efficiency uncertainties, and energy scale and
resolution uncertainties for both electrons and muons. These calibrations and their
uncertainties are derived by comparing MC simulations and data using events with
W and Z bosons and J/ψ mesons [145, 147]. There are six NPs associated with the
electron uncertainties corresponding to each of the six uncertainties defined above.
Systematic uncertainties for muons are represented by 13 NPs which include trigger,
isolation, reconstruction and track-to-vertex association efficiency uncertainties split
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into statistical and systematic components and energy scale and resolution uncertainties
where the resolution uncertainty is split into two NPs to represent the uncertainty
from ID and MS separately.
Tau jet reconstruction uncertainties originate from different sources for the stan-
dard tau identification and the extended tau identification. While the standard tau
identification method has calibration uncertainties for BDT tau identification effi-
ciency and tau energy scale [166], the extended tau identification makes use of the
number of tracks in a small-R jet and has uncertainties due to tracking efficiency and
reconstruction of fake tracks [180]. These uncertainties are included in the final profile
likelihood fit with three NPs for the tau energy scale uncertainties, and one NP each
for track reconstruction efficiency and fake track reconstruction rate.
Important uncertainties on small-R jet reconstruction are jet energy scale (JES)
and jet energy resolution (JER) uncertainties. These uncertainties are related to pT
and η dependence of jet energy scale and resolution, pileup conditions and flavor
content of the jets. The systematic uncertainties on JES and JER are derived by
using uncertainties from Run 1 of LHC which are calibrated by including the changes
in detector and data taking between Run 1 and Run 2 [150, 181, 182]. Systematic
uncertainties for small-R jets are represented by five NPs, three for JES uncertainties
and one each for JER and the jet energy reconstruction uncertainty in the region of
2.4 < |η| < 2.5.
Uncertainties related to large-R jet reconstruction are identified as uncertainties on
the scale and the resolution of the pT and mass of the large-R jet. Scale uncertainties
are derived by using the Rtrack double ratio method which uses the ratio of the mass
of the calorimeter jet to the mass of the corresponding track jet [160, 163]. There are
four NPs associated with large-R jets in the final profile likelihood fit corresponding
to the four components of the scale uncertainties that are defined by using this
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method: Baseline, Modeling, Tracking, TotalStat. Baseline uncertainties are obtained
by the difference between data and MC simulations obtained by Pythia 8. Modeling
uncertainties cover the difference between different MC generators by comparing
samples produced by Pythia and Herwig. Tracking uncertainties are grouped
into three categories which cover tracking efficiency uncertainties, tracking fake rate
uncertainties and charge to pT bias uncertainties. TotalStat uncertainty is the total
statistical uncertainty related to the Rtrack double ratio method. The uncertainties
on pT and mass scales are taken as fully correlated. These scale uncertainties are
derived for combined mass definition which is defined in Section 4.2.2. The comparison
of fractional jet mass scale (JMS) uncertainties between mcalo and mTA can be seen
in Figure 4·11, due to its construction the uncertainties for mcomb will be between
these two uncertainties. Resolution uncertainties are applied by performing jet-by-
jet smearing of pT and mass distributions which causes a fractional increase in the
resolution of the given variable. These uncertainties are taken as a 2% absolute
uncertainty on pT resolution and a 20% uncertainty on the mass resolution which is
relative to the width of the jet mass response.
Flavor tagging efficiency scale factors and their respective uncertainties are derived
for small-R jets for the resolved regime and for track jets for the merged regime using
comparisons between data and simulations [158]. These efficiency uncertainties are
parametrized into three groups of uncertainties based on flavor type (b, c or l) which
are represented by three, four and five components respectively and two uncertainties
related to b-tagging extrapolation methods [158], separately for small-R jets and track
jets for a total of 28 NPs.
Uncertainties on EmissT are due to uncertainties on all the physics objects that are
used in EmissT reconstruction and uncertainties due to the soft term. The uncertainties
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Figure 4·11: Fractional JES uncertainty for large-R jets reconstructed with
(a) mcalo (b) mTA [163]. It can be seen that mTA has smaller uncertainties
overall. By construction, uncertainties for mcomb will be constrained by these
uncertainties and will reduce the JES uncertainties for large-R jets compared
to mcalo.
struction naturally and therefore are not considered as EmissT uncertainties. However,
the uncertainties on the soft term need to be evaluated separately. These uncertainties
on TST are quantified as the TST scale and resolution uncertainties which are derived
by comparing data and simulated samples [169]. The systematic uncertainties related
to the TST scale and resolution are represented by four NPs corresponding to the
transverse resolution uncertainty, longitudinal scale and resolution uncertainties and
scale uncertainty due to tracks in jet objects.
Monte Carlo simulations are calibrated such that the differences in trigger effi-
ciencies between data and simulations are corrected. These trigger scale factors are
derived by comparing data and MC simulations in 1-muon CR while using single muon
triggers instead of EmissT triggers. Since EmissT triggers use calorimeter information,
their efficiencies are orthogonal to muon triggers [183]. The trigger efficiencies are
calculated in data and MC simulations for the 1-muon CR EmissT variable and using
the full 1-muon CR resolved regime selection with the exception of EmissT cut. Since
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the analysis makes use of several different EmissT triggers with different thresholds, the
trigger efficiencies are defined for each EmissT threshold as:
Eff =
N(events that pass selection and EmissT trigger threshold)
N(events that pass selection)
. (4.7)
The efficiencies for all EmissT triggers are calculated for 1 and 2 b-tags, where 1
b-tagged events are dominated by W+jets backgrounds and 2 b-tagged events are
dominated by tt¯ backgrounds. Any disagreement between data and MC efficiencies
are then corrected by deriving trigger efficiency scale factors.




An analytical function is then fitted to the discrete distribution of the trigger scale
factors with respect to EmissT . The fit function is defined as:








where p0 and p1 are free variables of the fit.
The obtained scale factor distributions are then applied to MC simulated events
with EmissT > 120 GeV separately for each data period corresponding to the EmissT
trigger used. Figure 4·12 shows the comparison of trigger efficiencies between data
and MC simulations for one of the triggers used in the analysis with a EmissT threshold
of 110 GeV (HLT_xe110_mht_L1XE50) before and after the corrections.
The uncertainties on trigger scale factors are calculated by changing the methodol-
ogy of obtaining the scale factors in three different ways. First, in order to account for
the EmissT requirement choice for the fit range, the requirement is changed from 120 GeV
to 100 GeV. Second, the b-tag requirement is relaxed such that a fit function is derived
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Figure 4·12: Trigger efficiency curves for HLT_xe110_mht_L1XE50
trigger (a) before calibration and (b) after calibration. The dashed line
indicates EmissT > 150 GeV selection. The difference between trigger efficiencies
near trigger thresholds for data and MC simulations is fixed after applying
the trigger efficiency calibrations.
that the data fully consists of W+jets events or tt¯ events. This calculation is done
to cover any possible uncertainties in the fitting procedure due to the uncertainties
in the composition of data. The effects of EmissT requirement and data composition
are observed to be small compared to the effect of b-tag requirement as can be seen
in Figure 4·13. Therefore the systematic uncertainties for trigger scale factors are
taken to be the uncertainties due to the b-tag selection requirement. The uncertainties
for EmissT triggers are represented by two NPs in the final profile likelihood fit that
corresponds to statistical and systematic components.
Finally, the uncertainty on the integrated luminosity for the 2015 and 2016 data
taking, obtained by following the procedure described in [184], is taken as 3.4% and is
applied as an overall normalization scale uncertainty for all the MC samples.
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Figure 4·13: Comparisons between derived trigger scale factors by varying
(a) EmissT requirement, (b) b-tagging requirement, and (c) data composition
assumption. It can be seen that the b-tagging requirement is the dominant
uncertainty for the fitting method.
4.6 Results and Interpretations
The final results of the analysis and their interpretations are obtained by a profile
likelihood fit of the backgrounds and the Z ′-2HDM signal model to the data. For the
signal model, different (mZ′ ,mA0) mass points are considered as defined in Section 4.1.2.
The final discriminating variable is chosen as mh,reco, which is taken as the invariant
mass of the two leading central small-R jets in the resolved regime and the mass of the
leading large-R jet in the merged regime. The analysis is split into four EmissT regions
and two b-tag multiplicity regions to account for the changes in the background and
signal compositions in these different regions. The sensitivity to the Z ′-2HDM signal
is greater in large EmissT values, higher b-tag multiplicities and around the observed
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value of SM Higgs mass of 125 GeV. However, the fit is applied to all EmissT and b-tag
regions simultaneously for the full mh,reco range of [50, 280] GeV in order to constrain
the contributions from different backgrounds effectively.
4.6.1 Profile Likelihood Fit and Results
The statistical analysis is done by applying a binned likelihood function constructed
by the product of Poisson probability terms as defined in [185–188]. The dependence
of signal and background distributions on the systematic uncertainties is included in
the likelihood function by a set of NP with Gaussian or log-normal constraints. The
likelihood function, L(µ, θ), is a function of signal strength parameter (µ) and the
NPs (θ) and is given by:







where i runs over different CRs in the analysis and j runs over all the systematic
uncertainties. The expressions PSR(µ, θ) and Pi(µ, θ) are the Poisson probability
distributions for the observed number of events in the SR and the CR labeled by i,
and the systematic uncertainties are included by using the probability density function
Pj(θ).
The likelihood fit is performed simultaneously in SR and CRs for all the EmissT
regions and b-tag multiplicities. In 0-lepton SR the discriminating variable is taken
as mh,reco which is equidistantly binned in the region defined by mh,reco ∈ [50, 280]
GeV where the bins are defined to be wider in the higher EmissT regions due to limited
statistics. In 1-muon CR muonCharge is taken as the discriminating variable as
described in Section 4.3.2 with the mh,reco ∈ [50, 280] GeV requirement is applied. In
2-lepton CR the discriminating variable is taken as mh,reco as in the SR case. However,
due to limited statistics in this region, only the total event yield for mh,reco ∈ [50, 280]
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GeV is considered.
There are four free parameters of the likelihood fit: signal strength µ and normaliza-
tions for W+HF, Z+HF and tt¯ backgrounds. The normalizations for these dominant
backgrounds are taken to be unity without any constraints. All of the remaining
NPs are set to their expected nominal values and are constrained by Gaussian or
log-normal priors. In addition, there are statistical uncertainties due to the limited
statistics of background MC samples. These uncertainties are taken into account in
the profile likelihood fit by adding an extra NP that is uncorrelated across different
bins [188]. Several uncertainties have negligible effect on signal and background
distributions. Shape uncertainties that cause less than 0.5% variation in each bin of a
distribution are neglected. Additionally, due to limited MC statistics, systematically
varied distributions can result in large fluctuations which introduce noise in the fitting
procedure. This is particularly important in the case that an uncertainty can change
the result of the event selection procedure. If the statistical uncertainties are an
important portion of the systematic differences between similar uncertainties (such
as in the case of three JES uncertainties for small-R jets) then these variations are
recalculated to prevent including statistical uncertainties multiple times.
A representative dataset, named Asimov dataset, is constructed to calculate the
expected signal sensitivity and NP pulls for the analysis [185]. The expected and
observed pulls and constraints on the NPs are derived by applying a fit to Asimov data
and observed data respectively assuming µ = 0 in both cases. In both cases a Z ′-2HDM
signal model with (mZ′ ,mA0) = (1400,600) GeV is chosen as a representative signal
model. The expected pulls and constraints are shown in Figure 4·14. The observed
pulls and constraints are calculated by a fit to observed data using only the sidebands
of the mh,reco distribution and are shown in Figure 4·15. Only two parameters have
large variations with respect to their nominal values. The normalization of Z+HF in
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the SR is increased by about 50% in the fit whereas the normalization of tt¯ is reduced
by about 30% in higher EmissT regions resulting in a softer pT distribution for tt¯ events
in data compared to the predictions.
The impact of different uncertainties on the mono-h(bb¯) analysis are calculated by
a fit to three different Asimov datasets with the Z ′-2HDM signal model. The datasets
represent three different mass points of the Z ′-2HDM signal model which are taken as
three representative points on (mZ′ ,mA0) plane: (600 GeV, 300 GeV) for small values
mZ′ , mA0 and EmissT , (1400 GeV, 600 GeV) for intermediate values of mZ′ , mA0 and
EmissT , and (2600 GeV, 300 GeV) for small values of mA0 and large values of mZ′ and
EmissT . The total uncertainties on hypothetical signal cross section measurements (σtot)
are calculated by applying the fit normally. Then, the fit is repeated while removing
each one of the systematic uncertainties and deriving an uncertainty on signal cross
section measurement in each case (σNo sys, i) [188]. Finally, the fit is applied one last
time while removing all systematic uncertainties to estimate the amount of total
statistical uncertainty. The impact of a given uncertainty (σsys, i) is calculated by:
σsys, i =
√
σ2tot − σ2No sys, i . (4.11)
Table 4.8 shows the impact of most important uncertainties for the mono-h(bb¯)
analysis where some of the systematic uncertainties are grouped together. It can be
seen that this search for DM is limited by statistical uncertainties.
The distributions of mh,reco, EmissT and electric charge of the muon (muonCharge)
variables in signal and control regions obtained by the profile likelihood fit is given in
Figures 4·16-4·24. These plots show an agreement between the SM predictions and
the observed data without significant deviations.
The expected and observed significances of the analysis to Z ′-2HDM signal model
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4·15: The NP pulls for the fit to the observed data in the sidebands





V+jets modeling 5.0 5.7 8.2
tt¯ & single-t modeling 3.2 3.0 3.9
SM V h(bb¯) norm. 2.2 6.9 6.9
Diboson norm. 1.1 0.7 2.2
Signal modeling 3.9 2.9 2.1
MC statistics 4.9 11 22
Luminosity 3.2 4.5 5.4
b-tagging, track jets 1.4 11 17
b-tagging, calo jets 5.0 3.4 4.7
Jets with R=0.4 1.7 3.8 2.1
Jets with R=1.0 <0.1 1.2 4.7
Total syst. uncertainty 10 21 36
Statistical uncertainty 6 38 62
Total uncertainty 12 43 71
Table 4.8: Impact of dominant sources of statistical and systematic un-
certainties on the fitted signal strength using Asimov data including three
representative Z ′-2HDM scenarios with (a) (mZ′ ,mA0) = (0.6 TeV, 0.3 TeV),
(b) (mZ′ ,mA0) = (1.4 TeV, 0.6 TeV) and (c) (mZ′ ,mA0) = (2.6 TeV, 0.3
TeV). The effect is expressed as the fractional uncertainty on the signal yield.
Total uncertainty is calculated as the quadrature sum of statistical and total
systematic uncertainties.
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Figure 4·16: Distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidate
mh,reco = mjj , mJ with 1 b-tags in the 0-lepton SR for the four EmissT regions.
The upper panels show a comparison of data to the SM predictions before
(dotted lines) and after (solid histograms) the profile likelihood fit. The lower
panels display the ratio of data to SM predictions after the fit. An expected




−2 ln L(0, ˆˆθ(0))L(µˆ,θˆ) , µˆ ≥ 0
0, µˆ < 0
. (4.12)
The numerator of the test statistic is the likelihood function evaluated with µ = 0
where ˆˆθ(0) denotes the values for NPs that maximizes the likelihood function for
the µ = 0 condition. The denominator is the unconditionally maximized likelihood
function with µˆ and θˆ being the values for these estimators that maximizes the
likelihood function. This test statistic is used to reject the background only hypothesis
of µ = 0. As the discrepancy between the data and background only MC predictions
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Figure 4·17: Distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidate
mh,reco = mjj , mJ with 2 b-tags in the 0-lepton SR for the four EmissT regions.
The upper panels show a comparison of data to the SM predictions before
(dotted lines) and after (solid histograms) the profile likelihood fit. The lower
panels display the ratio of data to SM predictions after the fit. An expected
signal from a representative Z ′-2HDM signal model is also shown (long-dashed
line).
increases, the value of the likelihood function decreases from the maximized value.
Therefore a higher value of q0 indicates that the background only hypothesis is unlikely.
The values of µˆ < 0 indicate that the observed data is compatible with a negative
signal strength which does not show an evidence for a signal but rather suggests
existence of systematic errors. Therefore q0 is taken to be 0 in this case.
The expected significance is calculated by using Asimov datasets with signal
strength parameter set to unity for testing all Z ′-2HDM samples assuming 10 fb−1
production cross section. The expected significance increases with increasing Z ′ mass
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Figure 4·18: Distributions of the electric charge of the muon with 1 b-tags
in the 1-lepton CR for the four EmissT regions. The upper panels show a
comparison of data to the SM predictions before (dotted lines) and after
(solid histograms) the profile likelihood fit. The lower panels display the ratio
of data to SM predictions after the fit.
processes rarely have final states with large EmissT . However, for small values of mA0
and large values of mZ′ the expected significance decreases as systematic uncertainties
related to large-R jets get bigger. The observed significance is measured by comparing
the observed data and MC predictions and it shows no evidence for DM production
in association with a Higgs boson as predicted by the Z ′-2HDM signal model. The
expected and observed significances are shown in Figure 4·25.
These results are interpreted as exclusion limits at 95% confidence level (CL) on
the production cross section of mono-h(bb¯) events in Z ′-2HDM signal model with CLs
formalism [189]. Additionally, upper limits are set on the visible production cross
sections of any BSM processes with a similar signature to this analysis. The details of
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Figure 4·19: Distributions of the electric charge of the muon with 2 b-tags
in the 1-lepton CR for the four EmissT regions. The upper panels show a
comparison of data to the SM predictions before (dotted lines) and after
(solid histograms) the profile likelihood fit. The lower panels display the ratio
of data to SM predictions after the fit.
4.6.2 Z’-2HDM Model Limits
The results of the profile likelihood fit can be translated to limits on allowed signal cross
sections of all Z ′-2HDM signal samples with different (mZ′ , mA0) values. These limits
are converted to limits on the (mZ′ , mA0) phase space by comparing the theoretical
production cross section of mono-h(bb¯) events in Z ′-2HDM signal models with different
(mZ′ , mA0) values to the allowed cross section values obtained by the fit. The mass
points which can be excluded with 95% CL are then marked on the (mZ′ , mA0) plane.
Figure 4·26 shows the expected and observed 95% CL exclusion contours on the (mZ′ ,
mA0) plane which shows the exclusion of the Z ′-2HDM signal model with mZ′ up
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Figure 4·20: Distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidate
mh,reco = mjj , mJ with 1 b-tags in the 2-lepton CR for the four EmissT regions.
The upper panels show a comparison of data to the SM predictions before
(dotted lines) and after (solid histograms) the profile likelihood fit. The lower
panels display the ratio of data to SM predictions after the fit.
obtained by the previous ATLAS mono-h(bb¯) search conducted using 2015 data [112]
which is also shown in Figure 4·26. The increase in the exclusion limits is both
due to the increased integrated luminosity, and to increased sensitivity obtained by
the improved tt¯ background rejection methods as well as the reductions in various
systematic uncertainties in particular the ones related to large-R jets.
4.6.3 Limits without Model Assumptions
In addition to setting exclusion limits on the parameters of the Z ′-2HDM signal model,
the results are interpreted as upper limits on visible production cross sections of BSM
processes. The main assumption that goes into this process is that the final state
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Figure 4·21: Distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidate
mh,reco = mjj , mJ with 2 b-tags in the 2-lepton CR for the four EmissT regions.
The upper panels show a comparison of data to the SM predictions before
(dotted lines) and after (solid histograms) the profile likelihood fit. The lower
panels display the ratio of data to SM predictions after the fit.
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Figure 4·22: Distributions of EmissT in the 0-lepton SR for 1 and 2 b-tagged
events. The upper panels show a comparison of data to the SM predictions
before (dotted lines) and after (solid histograms) the profile likelihood fit.
The lower panels display the ratio of data to SM predictions after the fit. An
expected signal from a representative Z ′-2HDM signal model is also shown
(long-dashed line). The rightmost bin includes overflows.
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Figure 4·23: Distributions of EmissT in the 1-lepton CR for 1 and 2 b-tagged
events with (top) negative and (bottom) positive muon charge. The upper
panels show a comparison of data to the SM predictions before (dotted lines)
and after (solid histograms) the profile likelihood fit. The lower panels display
the ratio of data to SM predictions after the fit. The rightmost bin includes
overflows.
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Figure 4·24: Distributions of EmissT in the 1-lepton CR for 1 and 2 b-tagged
events. The upper panels show a comparison of data to the SM predictions
before (dotted lines) and after (solid histograms) the profile likelihood fit.
The lower panels display the ratio of data to SM predictions after the fit. The
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Figure 4·25: The (top) expected and (bottom) observed signal significances
for the Z ′-2HDM signal model. It can be seen that the expected significance
increases with mZ′ except for mass points with small mA0 . Observed signal
significances are compatible with no signal which shows no evidence for DM
production in association with a Higgs boson.
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Figure 4·26: Exclusion contours for the Z ′-2HDM signal model in the
(mZ′ ,mA0) plane tanβ = 1, gZ = 0.8, mχ = 100 GeV, and mH = mH± = 300
GeV. The observed limits (solid line) are consistent with the expectation from
the background only hypothesis (dashed line) within ±1σ uncertainties (filled
band). Observed limits from the previous ATLAS results at
√
s = 13 TeV
are also shown (dash-dotted line) [112].
boson is assumed to be SM-like, and therefore the mass and the branching ratios are
taken from the SM Higgs boson. The upper limits are obtained at the detector level
for all four of the EmissT regions while applying the same event selection criteria as
defined in Section 4.3.1 except the requirements on mh,reco and b-tag multiplicities.
The obtained limits can be expressed as:
σvis, h(bb¯)+DM = σh+DM × B(h→ bb¯)×A× ε (4.13)
where σh+DM is the theoretical cross section of h+DM production for a BSM model,
B(h→ bb¯) is the branching ratio of Higgs to bb¯, and A and  represent the kinematic
acceptance and experimental efficiency respectively. The combined A × ε value
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represents the probability that an event is reconstructed in the same EmissT region as it
is generated and to pass the selection criteria defined above:




T,reco in the same region)
N(events in a EmissT,truth region before reconstruction and selection)
.
(4.14)
In order to reduce the effects of differences in EmissT distributions of various h+DM
signals, the profile likelihood fit is applied to one EmissT region in the SR at a time and
all the EmissT regions in the CRs. The Z ′-2HDM signal model is used to derive the
limits on σvis, h(bb¯)+DM as well as the values of A× ε. A range of (mZ′ , mA0) values are
considered for each EmissT region in order to include minor effects of kinematics of the
event on the mh,reco distributions and b-tagging efficiencies. Tables 4.9-4.12 show the
expected and observed σvis, h(bb¯)+DM values for each Z ′-2HDM signal model sample in
each EmissT region. Variations up to 25% in resolved regime and 70% in merged regime
are observed in σvis, h(bb¯)+DM limits within each EmissT region. The difference in values
of A× ε in each EmissT region is found to be below 50% for resolved regime and below
25% for merged regime. Table 4.13 shows the least stringent expected and observed
limits on σvis, h(bb¯)+DM and the lowest value for A× ε for each EmissT region which are
taken as the final results [36].
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400 400 19.12 18.34
600 200 14.46 12.93
600 400 17.02 16.98
600 600 11.38 12.67
800 300 19.18 14.44
800 500 12.71 12.21
800 600 11.99 12.66
800 700 13.26 13.30
1000 800 13.73 13.21
Table 4.9: Limits on σvis, h(bb¯)+DM of h+DM events in the [150, 200) GeV
EmissT region, determined from a range of Z
′-2HDM scenarios characterized by
(mZ′ ,mA0) as indicated in the first column. All expected limits are within 25%
of each other. To avoid any model dependence, the parameter set (mZ′ ,mA0)
= (400, 400) GeV with weakest expected limit is taken as the final result as
shown in Table 4.13.







400 500 14.64 10.50
600 200 10.92 8.18
600 500 13.12 10.52
800 300 10.47 7.87
800 500 11.31 8.67
800 700 10.84 8.31
1000 400 11.18 8.56
1000 600 10.59 7.97
1000 800 10.72 8.18
1200 800 11.13 8.23
Table 4.10: Limits on σvis, h(bb¯)+DM of h+DM events in the [200, 350) GeV
EmissT region, determined from a range of Z
′-2HDM scenarios characterized by
(mZ′ ,mA0) as indicated in the first column. All expected limits are within 15%
of each other. To avoid any model dependence, the parameter set (mZ′ ,mA0)
= (600, 500) GeV with weakest expected limit is taken as the final result as
shown in Table 4.13.
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800 200 1.91 1.45
1000 400 1.90 1.45
1000 600 2.05 1.53
1200 300 2.41 1.68
1200 500 2.02 1.51
1200 800 2.00 1.48
1200 800 2.00 1.48
1400 600 2.42 1.71
1400 800 2.15 1.56
1600 800 2.43 1.70
Table 4.11: Limits on σvis, h(bb¯)+DM of h+DM events in the [150, 200) GeV
EmissT region, determined from a range of Z
′-2HDM scenarios characterized by
(mZ′ ,mA0) as indicated in the first column. All expected limits are within 10%
of each other. To avoid any model dependence, the parameter set (mZ′ ,mA0)
= (1400, 600) GeV with weakest expected limit is taken as the final result as
shown in Table 4.13.







1200 300 0.74 0.71
1400 600 0.75 0.71
1800 800 0.80 0.77
2000 300 0.96 0.94
2200 300 1.06 1.04
2400 600 1.07 1.07
2600 400 1.35 1.34
2800 200 1.61 1.60
3000 300 1.73 1.77
Table 4.12: Limits on σvis, h(bb¯)+DM of h+DM events in the [150, 200) GeV
EmissT region, determined from a range of Z
′-2HDM scenarios characterised by
(mZ′ ,mA0) as indicated in the first column. All expected limits are within 70%
of each other. To avoid any model dependence, the parameter set (mZ′ ,mA0)
= (3000, 300) GeV with weakest expected limit is taken as the final result as






vis, h(bb¯)+DM A× ε
[GeV] [fb] [fb] [%]
[150,200) 19.1 18.3+7.2−5.1 15
[200,350) 13.1 10.5+4.1−2.9 35
[350,500) 2.4 1.7+0.7−0.5 40
[500,∞) 1.7 1.8+0.7−0.5 55
Table 4.13: Model-independent limits on σvis, h(bb¯)+DM of h+DM events in
each EmissT region, determined from a range of Z
′-2HDM scenarios summarized
in Tables 4.9-4.12. To avoid any model dependence, a parameter set with




This thesis presented a search for DM production in association with a Higgs boson
using the 2015-2016 dataset of 36.1 fb−1 of proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13
TeV recorded by the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The search was conducted in
final states of EmissT and a bb¯ pair from the h → bb¯ decay, and the results were
interpreted in the context of a Z ′-2HDM signal model as well as without making
model specific assumptions. The results show an agreement with SM predictions
assuming a background only hypothesis, and were translated to exclusion limits on
Z ′-2HDM signal model parameters as well as the production cross sections of any
BSM processes with a final state signature similar to the Z ′-2HDM signal model. A
substantial region of (mZ′ ,mA0) parameter space of the Z ′-2HDM signal model is
excluded at 95% CL, significantly improving upon the previous results obtained by
the ATLAS Collaboration using 2015 dataset [112], with values of mZ′ up to 2.6 TeV
and values of mA0 up to 0.6 TeV ruled out. Although these limits seem to be below
the limits on this parameter space obtained by the CMS collaboration [113] which
excludes mZ′ up to 3.3 TeV and mA0 up to 0.8 TeV, the two analyses are not directly
comparable due to the different selections in model parameters. Another ATLAS
search published in 2018 using 79.8 fb−1 of proton-proton collisions improves upon
the results in this thesis such that mZ′ up to 2.8 TeV and mA0 up to 0.65 TeV are
excluded [190].
Furthermore, limits were placed on visible production cross sections of BSM
processes with a back-to-back topology of large EmissT and a SM-like Higgs boson,
without any further assumptions. These limits were presented along with the kinematic
acceptance and experimental efficiency values which can be used to calculate limits
on theoretical production cross sections of such processes.
The uncertainties presented in this thesis show that this search is limited by
statistical uncertainties at large EmissT values where the sensitivity to a h+DM signal
is the greatest. Therefore, this search is expected to improve with the increasing
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amount data that is ready to be analyzed. By the end of 2018 the full Run 2 dataset
of around 140 fb−1, which is about four times what was available for this thesis, will
be available for physics analyses. In the future, the upgraded LHC as well as other
particle colliders will reach higher center-of-mass energies and will provide more data
to be analyzed in the search for the particle nature of the DM.
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